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Abstract

In time-frequency analysis, a common problem is the retrieval of precise instantaneous fre-

quency (IF) information from signals with time-varying oscillatory components. Reassignment

methods are often used for estimating IFs, as these methods circumvent the well-known Fourier

uncertainty principle that limits the concentration quality of linear transforms such as the short-

time Fourier transform and continuous wavelet transform. The synchrosqueezing transform (SST),

where reassignment is performed exclusively in the frequency direction, has become widely used

due to its mathematically rigorous formulation and its formula for direct reconstruction of signal

components from SST coefficients. However, the SST as originally formulated is ineffective when

the IFs vary quickly. In this dissertation, we construct a version of SST that accounts for fast

IF variations using a quilted short-time Fourier transform (QSTFT), a signal-adaptive patchwork

representation arising from STFTs computed with different window functions. We first build an

analysis-resynthesis framework for QSTFT in depth, to show how a perfect reconstruction can be

made from a multi-window signal analysis. We then establish new theoretical results showing that

the usage of chirped windows enables the QSTFT and its respective SST (SST-QSTFT) to con-

centrate signal information effectively, and we give the proofs of both these new results and our

previously published theoretical results on the SST-QSTFT. Finally, we apply the SST-QSTFT

to several numerical experiments on a dataset of animal call recordings as well as synthetic data,

demonstrating its effectiveness for isolating precise IF information.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Signals with time-varying oscillatory content are ubiquitous in the real world, in both man-

made and natural contexts. For instance, faults in gearbox mechanisms manifest in amplitude and

frequency modulations of vibration signal components [29]. In music theory, vibrato, defined as

the modulation of a pitch corresponding to a single constant fundamental frequency, is used by

string instrumentalists and vocalists to increase the perceived emotional quality of the sound [1].

Even further, many species of animals make calls whose pitches quickly and drastically change

over the duration of the call. Such a characteristic is especially notable in the calls of birds [68]

and primates [19]. Owing to the large degree of variation seen in these types of signals, one may

consider a very broad, general model known as a multi-component amplitude-phase decomposition.

In particular, for a signal f : R→ C, we model f via

(1.1) f(t) =
M∑
m=1

fm(t) + ζ(t); fm(t) := Am(t)e2πiφm(t),

where for each m = 1, . . . ,M , we call fm an amplitude-phase component or mode, Am an instan-

taneous amplitude (IA), φm an instantaneous phase (IP), dφm
dt = φ′m an instantaneous frequency

(IF), and where ζ is a noise component. In general, only f is known, and one seeks to determine

some or all of the quantities fm, Am, φm, and φ′m. As one example, large changes in the IF of the

highest-amplitude component in a respiratory signal correspond with the onset of the REM stage

of sleep [78]. In the context of audio signals such as animal calls, speech, or music, the IA and IF

of each amplitude-phase component affect the perceived loudness and pitch of the signal [22,24].

Various mathematical techniques have been derived for the analysis of signals in the form (1.1).

If M = 1, then f is called a mono-component signal, and a common technique for accurately

retrieving A1, φ1, and φ′1 is to calculate the analytic signal via the Hilbert transform [28,32,76].

However, the retrieval of these quantities requires some fairly restrictive assumptions on the signal,
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which leads to the failure of the Hilbert transform technique on certain types of real-world signals

[74]. Moreover, the Hilbert transform technique cannot be directly applied to signals with M > 1,

since it requires the usage of bandpass filtering, which may not always succeed to isolate the part

of the signal corresponding to fm.

For such multi-component signals, one may instead use a linear time-frequency representation

such as the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) or the continuous wavelet transform (CWT).

These representations enable the visualization of time-varying amplitude and frequency information

in the data. However, both transforms are limited by the Fourier uncertainty principle [30, Sec.

7.3], which prevents the perfect simultaneous resolution of time and frequency information, and

leads to a blurry visualization of IAs and IFs. It has been shown that such uncertainty exists due

to the linearity of the transforms [56], and hence some degree of nonlinearity must be introduced to

obtain more precise information. One nonlinear technique, used in audio signal processing [66], is

to use parabolic interpolation on STFT coefficients to obtain more precise IA and IF values. If the

analysis window used in the STFT is Gaussian, then parabolic interpolation on the logarithm of the

magnitude spectrum is exact in the case of the continuous-time STFT [67]1. In this work, we focus

on another class of nonlinear methods for refining either the STFT or CWT information, known as

time-frequency reassignment [2,3,4,42]. In these methods, the original STFT or CWT coefficients

are reassigned to new time-frequency locations, in such a way that the resulting representation

is more concentrated than the original. Hence, reassignment amounts to a post-processing of an

underlying time-frequency representation given by the STFT or CWT. Ridge extraction methods

may then be used to extract the IF information, and the IA and IP information may be obtained

via separation and reconstruction of each mode fm, followed by application of the Hilbert transform

[4,23,37,54,74].

The original reassignment method, which we will refer to as the joint time-frequency reassign-

ment method (JTFRM), involves the reassignment of STFT or CWT coefficients in both the time

and frequency directions [3, 42]. Recently, much interest has been taken into the study of the

synchrosqueezing transform (SST), where reassignment is performed exclusively in the frequency

direction [23, 24, 54, 74]. In contrast with the JTFRM, the SST features a direct reconstruction

1https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/sasp/Quadratic_Interpolation_Spectral_Peaks.html
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formula from the SST coefficients, provided that there is no time undersampling of the underlying

STFT or CWT [23,37,54]. The SST may also be effectively used with minimum-phase windows

for real-time signal analysis [71].

Unfortunately, in contrast to JTFRM, the original SST technique is not effective at concen-

trating the STFT or CWT coefficients corresponding to fast-varying frequency modulations. Con-

sequently, various techniques have been introduced to address this key deficiency in the original

methodology. The second-order SST [9, 53, 55, 58] has been theoretically proven to improve the

accuracy of the frequency reassignment operation for the fast-varying frequency modulation case,

while still preserving the accuracy of the direct reconstruction formula from SST coefficients. Re-

cently, this method has been extended into the higher-order SST method, which is accurate for

frequency modulation of any polynomial order [57].

Another way to improve the performance of the SST is to modify the underlying time-frequency

representation. Here, one replaces the STFT or CWT with a non-stationary Gabor transform

(NSGT) [6], where the kernel of this transform has different time-frequency resolution in different

parts of the time-frequency plane. In particular, this flexible resolution enables the NSGT to be

signal-adaptive, and leads to the notion of quilted Gabor frames as introduced by Dörfler [26].

In Dörfler’s construction, the time-frequency plane is visualized as a “quilt,” comprising “patches”

that correspond to different signal behaviors. In previously published papers [10,11], we introduced

an SST based on a quilted STFT (QSTFT), a modified version of the STFT where the window

function changes depending on the signal content in different patches of the quilt. In particular,

we emphasized the utility of using chirped windows for adapting to different frequency modulation

rates in the signal. This chirped QSTFT technique amounts to a dimension reduction of the chirplet

transform [17,48,49], where one modulates the analyzing window of the STFT by a continuously-

varying chirp parameter σ in order to sharply resolve IF segments of slope close to σ.

This dissertation extends the work of a SPIE conference paper [11], where we presented the

theory of the QSTFT and SST-QSTFT in the continuous and discrete settings for signals with

slowly-varying IFs, together with algorithms for numerical implementation and a brief exploration

of the potential of SST-QSTFT for audio analysis. In this dissertation, we focus on the discrete

setting and extend the theoretical results to the case of fast-varying IFs, while providing the proofs
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for both the slowly-varying and fast-varying IF cases. Moreover, we introduce a new reassignment

frequency formula specifically tailored to chirped windows, and prove that this formula facilitates

the accuracy of SST for fast-varying IFs. We also introduce a technique for peak interpolation

based on SST-QSTFT that is competitive with traditional STFT-based parabolic interpolation,

and develop a methodology for IF extraction from a specific dataset of gibbon vocalizations. We

describe frameworks for signal and mode reconstruction in depth, showing how existing signal

reconstruction formulas for the STFT can be understood in a theoretically rigorous fashion, and

extending these formulas to the case of the QSTFT. Furthermore, we explain how the SST-QSTFT

can be used to improve the mode reconstruction result. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness

of our QSTFT-based toolbox for a signal classification task on the gibbons dataset.
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CHAPTER 2

Motivating examples

In this chapter, we motivate the usage and explain the basic concepts of the chirped QSTFT

and SST-QSTFT, using real bioacoustic signals and synthetic data.

2.1. Gibbon vocalizations

The chirplet transform has been used successfully for the signal analysis of calls from various

animals, including wolves [27], different species of birds [34,68,69], and blue, singing humpback,

and killer whales [5,34,50]. The main idea of the chirplet transform is to analyze the signal using

complex-valued window functions called chirped windows. In this work, we apply chirped windows

for the analysis of female Bornean gibbon great calls. A great call refers to a song produced by a

female gibbon as part of a duet, i.e., a sequence of vocalizations coordinated either in time or in

vocalization type with the vocalizations of another individual [19, 33]. We specifically analyze a

Figure 2.1. Top row: First gibbon. Bottom row: Second gibbon. From left
to right: Original signal and STFT of the respective gibbon great call. For the
purpose of providing a clear visualization of the time-frequency spread of the STFT
coefficients, we only analyze the first six seconds of each call. The frequency range of
each STFT plot is restricted to lie between 500 and 1200 Hz, since the fundamental
frequencies of each signal lie in this region.
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2.1. GIBBON VOCALIZATIONS

Figure 2.2. Top left: Chirped STFT of the second gibbon great call in Figure
2.1, using a low chirp parameter. Top right: Chirped STFT of the same call,
using a high chirp parameter. Bottom left: Top left plot zoomed into times
between 2.2 and 2.4 seconds, and frequencies between 550 and 1000 Hz. Bottom
right: Top right plot zoomed into the same time-frequency range as the bottom
left plot. When using a window of high chirp parameter, fast-varying instantaneous
frequencies are more sharply concentrated, while the slow-varying instantaneous
frequencies experience blurry resolution. The bottom row of plots shows more clearly
the sharper concentration of the fast-varying instantaneous frequencies for the high
chirp parameter, especially between times 2.275 and 2.3 seconds where the signal
chirp rate most closely matches the high chirp parameter.

dataset of audio recordings of great calls recorded by Dena Jane Clink at the Stability of Altered

Forest Ecosystems (SAFE) site in Sabah, Malaysia, and first featured in the work of Clink et al [19].

This dataset comprises 376 calls, determined on the basis of location-based criteria to have been

made by 33 unique gibbons. It is of interest for the purpose of tracking and monitoring the gibbons

to extract a vocal signature for each individual gibbon based on its calls. Clink et al. used a linear

discriminant analysis on spectral features extracted from these recordings to demonstrate that the

gibbons could be “heard apart” based on these spectral features. However, these features were

extracted in a semi-supervised manner, with adjustments applied by hand to features that were

calculated by a software program. Hence, it is still of interest to create a fully automated procedure

for spectral analysis of the dataset.

As a first step, we may analyze each great call signal using a single STFT. In Figure 2.1, we use

the same window function to compute the STFT of great calls arising from two different gibbons,

and plot the magnitude-squared of the STFT, or STFT spectrogram. It is evident that the highest-

amplitude STFT coefficients in the early parts of the signals form shapes that differ significantly

between the gibbons. Indeed, Clink et al. found that the average length of the sustained notes

(where a note is defined to be a continuous non-zero-amplitude segment of the call), together

6



2.1. GIBBON VOCALIZATIONS

Figure 2.3. Top row: First gibbon. Bottom row: Second gibbon. From left
to right: Chirped QSTFT and chirped SST-QSTFT of the respective gibbon great
call. Colors correspond to coefficients calculated using windows of different chirp
rates. The ordering of the colors by rising chirp rate is as follows: blue, green,
purple, red, orange, black.

with the average duration of the rests (where a rest is defined to be a period between two notes),

were features that contributed significantly to distinguishing the individual gibbons. One might

conjecture that the difference in shapes goes beyond these two features, and one may seek to extract

an “average shape” formed from the high-amplitude STFT coefficients of each gibbon call.

This average shape may be formed from IF curves extracted from the STFT spectrogram.

However, the extraction of IF curves is complicated by the fact that a single STFT cannot sharply

resolve both the slow and the fast frequency modulation in the gibbon signals, due to the Fourier

uncertainty principle [30, Sec. 7.3]. The spreading in the time-frequency plane of the STFT coeffi-

cients can be seen in Figure 2.1. On the other hand, chirped windows are designed to sharply resolve

slow and fast rates of frequency modulation (known as chirp rates), by way of partially cancelling

out or demodulating these chirp rates. Chirped windows are formed by multiplying a standard

window function, such as a Hanning or a Gaussian window, with a complex-valued function of a

chirp parameter chosen by the user to match a chirp rate present in the signal. In Figure 2.2, we

show the STFT of one gibbon signal with respect to two different chirped windows; one with low

chirp rate, and one with high chirp rate. The former window more sharply resolves lower frequency

7



2.2. SYNTHETIC DATA

modulation in the signal, while the latter window more sharply resolves high frequency modula-

tion. However, neither spectrogram by itself suffices to sharply resolve most of the time-frequency

information, and we need more chirped windows to sharply resolve all the information.

In order to combine the sharp resolution from STFTs of several chirped windows, we introduce

the chirped quilted STFT, or chirped QSTFT. Here, we borrow the term “quilted” from the notion

of quilted Gabor transform introduced by Monika Dörfler [26], where one views the time-frequency

plane as a “quilt” subdivided into rectangular regions that form “patches” of the quilt. To form the

chirped QSTFT, we use an algorithmic procedure to automatically choose an optimal chirp rate

in each patch, and then assign to that patch the STFT coefficients corresponding to the window

of optimal chirp rate. The chirped QSTFT of the two gibbon signals using six chirped windows of

different chirp rates is shown in the first column of Figure 2.3. This time-frequency representation

more sharply represents the content of the gibbon signals. However, it too is limited by the

uncertainty principle [69], and the coefficients of each STFT cannot ever completely concentrate

in a one-dimensional curve along the true IF.

Reassignment methods are designed with the goal of circumventing the uncertainty principle,

in order to further concentrate time-frequency coefficients around true IF curves. In particular,

we may apply the synchrosqueezing transform (SST) to the chirped QSTFT, yielding the SST

based on the chirped QSTFT (chirped SST-QSTFT). The second column of Figure 2.3 shows the

chirped SST-QSTFT with respect to the QSTFTs shown in the first column of the same figure.

Indeed, the chirped SST-QSTFT very sharply resolves the time-frequency content of the gibbon

signals, improving upon the time-frequency resolution of the QSTFT. This last transform may be

used for the purpose of extracting an average shape of the time-frequency content of the gibbon

vocalizations, approaching the goal of a distinct vocal signature for each gibbon.

2.2. Synthetic data

An alternative option for resolving varying rates of frequency modulation in a signal is the

second-order synchrosqueezing transform (2nd-order SST) [9, 55], where a local chirp rate is es-

timated in order to improve the results of the original SST (also known as 1st-order SST). The

2nd-order SST works very well to resolve noiseless signals with high chirp rates. However, when
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2.2. SYNTHETIC DATA

Figure 2.4. STFT (first row) and second-order SST-STFT (second row) of

the crossing chirps signal f =
∑4

m=1 cos(2πφm) described in Sec. 4.2.1 at different
SNRs. SNRs from left to right: ∞ dB (noiseless), 12 dB, 0 dB, −12 dB. For a
clear visualization, we analyze only the time-frequency region between 1.5 and 2.5
seconds and 8.5 and 11.5 kHz. As the SNR declines, the IF components become
essentially invisible in the second-order SST-STFT, due to the low concentration of
the STFT.

STFT 2nd-order SST-STFT
∞ dB 12 dB 0 dB -12 dB ∞ dB 12 dB 0 dB -12 dB

φ′1 13.7% 13.3% 9.5% 1.9% 25.3% 21.3% 10.9% 1.9%
φ′2 22.1% 21.4% 15.1% 2.8% 25.8% 24.7% 16.7% 2.8%
φ′3 22.1% 21.6% 15.6% 3.2% 25.8% 24.9% 17.3% 3.2%
φ′4 13.7% 13.3% 9.4% 1.9% 25.3% 21.2% 11.0% 1.9%

Table 2.1. Comparison of percent total energy along IF ridges relative to the total
energy between 5 and 15 kHz over all times, for the STFT and 2nd-order SST-STFT
of the crossing chirps signal, and SNRs of ∞ dB, 12 dB, 0 dB, and -12 dB.

the signal is contaminated with additive white noise, the quality of the 2nd-order SST based on

STFT (or 2nd-order SST-STFT) may decline due to the failure of the STFT to emphasize the

signal content. Figure 2.4 and Table 2.1 show the decline in ridge concentration of STFT and 2nd-

order SST-STFT coefficients as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) decreases, for a synthetic signal

comprising crossing chirp components.

By contrast, computation of the chirped QSTFT enables the enhancement of chirped signal

content in noise. In fact, Candès proved that for a given monocomponent signal satisfying a certain

Hölder condition on the IA, IP and their derivatives up to second order, one may use the chirplet

9
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Figure 2.5. Chirped QSTFT (first row) and chirped SST-QSTFT (second row)
of crossing chirps signal at different SNRs. SNRs from left to right: ∞ dB
(noiseless), 12 dB, 0 dB, −12 dB. For a clear visualization, we analyze only the
time-frequency region between 1.5 and 2.5 seconds and 8.5 and 11.5 kHz. Even at
−12 dB, the IFs are visible in the QSTFT and chirped SST-QSTFT. The ordering
of the colors by rising chirp rate is as follows: blue, green, purple, red.

transform to obtain the least-squares optimal retrieval of the given signal in noise [17]. In Sec. 5.4,

we state a theorem that demonstrates the near-optimal retrieval of signal amplitude for the chirped

QSTFT in the case that the chirp rate does not change quickly over time. Hence, applying the usual

(1st-order) SST to the chirped QSTFT may provide a better result than 2nd-order SST-STFT, due

to the enhanced concentration of the coefficients of the chirped QSTFT around signal content.

In Figure 2.5 and Table 2.2, we demonstrate that in the presence of noise, chirped QSTFT and

chirped (1st-order) SST-QSTFT achieve superior performance to STFT and 2nd-order SST-STFT

for the same synthetic signal. Moreover, chirped SST-QSTFT achieves similar performance to the

2nd-order SST-STFT in the noiseless case.
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Chirped QSTFT Chirped SST-QSTFT
∞ dB 12 dB 0 dB -6 dB ∞ dB 12 dB 0 dB -6 dB

φ′1 24.2% 23.5% 16.8% 3.2% 24.9% 24.3% 17.4% 3.4%
φ′2 24.6% 23.8% 16.7% 3.0% 25.4% 24.6% 17.3% 3.2%
φ′3 25.1% 24.5% 17.7% 3.6% 26.0% 25.4% 18.4% 3.7%
φ′4 24.8% 24.0% 17.0% 3.2% 25.5% 24.8% 17.5% 3.3%

Table 2.2. Comparison of percent total energy along IF ridges relative to the total
energy between 5 and 15 kHz over all times, for the chirped QSTFT and chirped
SST-QSTFT of the crossing chirps signal, and SNRs of∞ dB, 12 dB, 0 dB, and -12
dB.
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CHAPTER 3

Background

In this section, we lay the foundation for introducing the chirped QSTFT and SST-QSTFT.

We start by briefly discussing notation and Fourier transforms. Then, we introduce the classes of

signals for which we will be able to rigorously quantify the performance of the chirped QSTFT and

SST-QSTFT in representing signal content. We next introduce the concept of chirped windows,

providing an effective method for sharpening the representation of stronger frequency modulations

in signals. Then, we treat the matter of signal reconstruction from the short-time Fourier trans-

form in depth, discussing techniques for the reconstruction of either the entire signal or individual

amplitude-phase components. Finally, we give a brief review of several reassignment methods, which

will be necessary for understanding certain concepts underlying the QSTFT and the SST-QSTFT.

3.1. Notation and definitions for discrete-time signals

In order to simplify the presentation for discrete-time signals, and in particular for the discrete

sampling of continuous-time signals, we use the following notational conventions and definitions.

Notation 3.1. For L ∈ N, define ZL := {0, . . . , L− 1}.

Notation 3.2. Suppose that f : R → C is a continuous-time signal sampled uniformly along

the real line every ∆t seconds at the V sampling locations {v∆t : v ∈ ZV } (i.e., starting from time

0 seconds and ending at (V − 1)∆t seconds), for V ∈ N. Then:

• For continuous time values t ∈ R (not necessarily sampling locations), we use parentheses

to denote f(t) as the value of f at time t.

• For discrete indices v ∈ ZV representing sampling locations, we use square brackets to

denote f [v] := f(v∆t) as the value of f at sampling location v∆t.

12



3.2. FOURIER TRANSFORMS

• For discrete indices v ∈ {−V +1, . . . ,−1} and v ∈ {V, . . . , 2V −2} outside of the sampling

locations, we define f [v] via even reflection at grid points by

f [v] :=

 f [−v] if v ∈ {−V + 1, . . . ,−1}

f [2V − 2− v] if v ∈ {V, . . . , 2V − 2}
(3.1)

• We define the backward-shifted signal f+ via f+[v] := f((v + 1)∆t) for each v ∈ ZV .

• We define the forward-shifted signal f− via f−[v] := f((v − 1)∆t) for each v ∈ ZV .

Notation 3.3. If f : ZV → C is a discrete-time signal, then we will extend the definition of f

to indices v ∈ {−V + 1, . . . ,−1} and v ∈ {V, . . . , 2V − 2} by reflection as in (3.1).

Remark 3.4. Note that if f : R → C is a continuous-time signal, then by our notation, f [v]

does not generally equal f(v∆t) for v ∈ {−V + 1, . . . ,−1} and v ∈ {V, . . . , 2V − 2}.

Remark 3.5. The purpose of reflecting the signal at its ends is merely to preserve continuity

as we compute the short-time Fourier transform (defined in the next section) of the signal at its

endpoints.

Definition 3.6. We say that a continuous-time signal f : R → C is compactly supported if

the set supp(f) := {x ∈ R : f(x) 6= 0} satisfies supp(f) ⊆ [−R,R] for some finite R > 0.

Definition 3.7. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a noise-contaminated continuous-time sig-

nal f is defined by [23]

SNR(f) := 10 log10

(
var (y)

var (fnoise)

)
(3.2)

for f(t) = y(t) + fnoise(t), with y the noiseless component and fnoise the noise component.

3.2. Fourier transforms

In order to analyze the spectral information of a signal, one often turns to various forms of

the Fourier transform. For the purposes of this dissertation, we will consider three such forms in

this section. Our starting point is the discrete Fourier transform, which lays the foundation of our

spectral analysis.
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3.2. FOURIER TRANSFORMS

3.2.1. Discrete Fourier transform.

Definition 3.8. We define the discrete Fourier transform [16] (DFT) FD;Lf : ZL → C of a

discrete-time signal f : ZL → C of length L ∈ N by

FD;Lf [k] :=
L−1∑
`=0

f [`]e−2πik`/L,

for each frequency bin k ∈ ZL. Here, D stands for “discrete” and L is the parameter determining

the number of frequency bins.

If one assumes that f is uniformly sampled from a continuous-time signal every ∆t seconds,

then the DFT at frequency bin k is the inner product of the signal with a complex sinusoid of

frequency k/(L∆t) Hertz, sampled uniformly at the locations {`∆t : ` ∈ ZL}.

3.2.2. Semi-discrete Fourier transform. For the purposes of this dissertation, it will also

be useful to generalize the DFT to the case of continuous input, as follows:

Definition 3.9. We define the semi-discrete Fourier transform (SDFT) f̂ : T → C of a

discrete-time signal f : ZL → C of length L ∈ N by

f̂(ξ) :=
L−1∑
`=0

f [`]e−2πiξ`,

for frequencies ξ ∈ T, where T := R/Z is the one-dimensional torus. We also use the notation

FSD;Lf := f̂ , where “SD” stands for “semi-discrete.”

Remark 3.10. In the definition of f̂ , we prescribe ξ ∈ T since f̂ is periodic in ξ with period 1.

Remark 3.11. One should not confuse the SDFT with the slightly different discrete-time Fourier

transform (DTFT) of signal processing. The DTFT is defined for discrete-time signals f : Z→ C

having domain on the integers (as opposed to having finite length), and it is given by [51]

FDT f(ξ) :=

∞∑
`=−∞

f [`]e−2πiξ`.

In this dissertation, we will not need the concept of DTFT, since the DFT and SDFT will suffice

for our purposes.
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3.2. FOURIER TRANSFORMS

3.2.3. Short-time Fourier transform. The DFT and SDFT give global information about

the spectral content of the signal, with the magnitude |FD;Lf [k]| (resp. |f̂(ξ)|) measuring the

amplitude or strength of frequency content corresponding to bin k (resp. the frequency ξ) in the

signal, and with the complex argument arg(FD;Lf [k]) (resp. arg(f̂(ξ))) giving the phase information

for oscillation corresponding to frequency bin k (resp. frequency ξ). However, if the oscillatory

behavior of the signal varies over time, then the DFT and SDFT do not by themselves provide local

information about the amplitude and phase of each frequency. This leads us to define the short-

time Fourier transform, which generalizes the DFT in order to provide the desired local oscillatory

information.

Definition 3.12. Suppose that f : ZV → C is a discrete-time signal taking values f [v], v ∈ ZV ,

and suppose further that g : ZL → C is a discrete-time window function taking values g[`], ` ∈ ZL,

for an even integer L ∈ N. Then the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of f with respect to the

window g, and with hop size H ∈ N, is defined by [52]

(3.3) Vgf [n, k] :=

L−1∑
`=0

f [`+ nH − L/2]g[`]e−2πik`/L,

for each frequency bin k ∈ {0, . . . , L− 1} and frame n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, where N := d1 + V−1
H e.

We note that the window g is used for smoothly truncating the signal at the time of interest

nH∆t. Examples of frequently used window functions include the Hann or “Hanning” window,

as well as the Hamming, Blackman, Blackman-Harris, and Kaiser-Bessel windows [36]. Another

family of window functions is given by the Gaussian windows of the form

g(κ)[`] := exp

(
−
(
`− L−1

2

)2
2κ2

)
.(3.4)

Remark 3.13. In Definition 3.12, the signal f is shifted to begin at the time location nH−L/2

so that the peak of a symmetric window g aligns with the sample of interest nH. That is, the

windowing procedure begins with the window centered at time 0.

Remark 3.14. We note that the STFT Vgf [n, ·] at a given frame n ∈ ZN is precisely the DFT

of the windowed signal f [` + nH − L/2]g[`] (` ∈ ZL). A common practice in signal analysis is to
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3.2. FOURIER TRANSFORMS

Figure 3.1. Top left: Audio recording of glockenspiel fglock, sampled at fs := 4.41
kHz. The original recording is stereo, but we have averaged the two channels to yield
a monaural, 1-D signal. Top right: Window functions used to analyze f . Short
window (in blue): Blackman window g1 of length 2000 samples. Tall window (in
red): Blackman window g2 of length 500 samples. g1 and g2 are normalized to
have unit `1-norm and zero-padded to 2048 and 512 samples respectively. Bottom
left: log2(1 + |Vg1f [n, k]|2), for frequencies 0 to 7.5 kHz. Bottom right: log2(1 +

|Vg2f [n, k]|2), over the same frequency range. We have computed Vg1f and Vg2f
with a hop size of H = 250 samples.

compute the DFT at each frame via the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), so that each DFT may

be computed in O(L logL) time. While many different types of FFTs exist, one very commonly

used approach is the Cooley-Tukey algorithm [21], for which it is common practice to set L = 2P

for some P ∈ N to ensure optimal computation speed. This condition on L may seem restrictive.

However, one may take a window of arbitrary length W and then extend its length by zeros to the

next integer power of 2. This practice is commonly known as zero-padding, and enables the tuning

of window length while still maintaining a fast computational speed. In this dissertation, we will

refer to L as the FFT size and W as the window size. We also adopt the convention of extending

windows by zeros evenly on both sides of each window, with b(L − W )/2c zeros on the left and

L − b(L −W )/2c zeros on the right. This convention preserves the center position of the window

peak. To be precise, we make the following definition:
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3.2. FOURIER TRANSFORMS

Definition 3.15. We say that a discrete-time window function g : ZL → C is a window of

length W ∈ N zero-padded to a length L ∈ N, where W is the window size and L is the FFT size,

if there exists a discrete-time window function g̃ : ZW → C such that

g[`] =


g̃

[
`−

⌊
L−W

2

⌋]
if ` =

⌊
L−W

2

⌋
, . . . , L−

⌊
L−W

2

⌋
− 1

0 otherwise.

(3.5)

We also say that g is zero-padded to the length L from the window g̃.

As shown in Sec. 2, the resolution of the STFT is limited by the Fourier uncertainty principle,

with a tradeoff between time resolution and frequency resolution that depends on the choice of

the window g. In Figure 3.1, we illustrate this point using an audio recording of several notes

being played on a glockenspiel [75]. Here, the wider window achieves sharper resolution along

the frequency axis, thereby providing a more clear visualization of pitch information. On the other

hand, the narrower window achieves sharper resolution along the time axis, more precisely resolving

the onset times of the notes. Figure 2.1 shows the STFTs of two gibbon great call signals with

sampling rate fs = 4.41 kHz, analyzed using a Hanning window of size W = 4000 samples, zero-

padded to an FFT size of L = 4096 samples. Here, the hop size of the STFT is H = 250 samples.

The STFT gives a blurry representation of the time-frequency information of the great call signal.

In the following sections, we will describe in depth the methods introduced in Sec. 2, which enable

us to improve upon the time-frequency concentration properties of the STFT.

Remark 3.16. Setting H = 1 is equivalent to computing the STFT at every sample of the

signal, whereas H > 1 is a subsampling of the STFT along the time axis. For signals with many

samples, it is preferable and often necessary to set H > 1 to save on computation time and memory.

Moreover, it is not necessary to set H = 1 to perfectly reconstruct the original discrete-time signal

f from its STFT coefficients, and often perfect reconstruction is possible even for H � 1. We will

address the topic of signal reconstruction from the STFT in Sec. 3.5.

In Definition 3.12, we set N := d1 + V−1
H e simply to make sure that the STFT Vgf maximally

spans the length of the signal f , so that all the signal content is analyzed. We note that it is

indeed necessary to extend f at the boundaries by even reflection, as is done in (3.1), in order to
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compute the STFT as we have defined it here. However, if the window size W is an even integer,

then it is only necessary to extend f by W/2 at either end in order to ensure that the STFT can

be computed. Hence, in the codes we used to generate the figures in this dissertation, we only

extended f by bW/2c at each end.

At this point, we must draw a distinction between using the STFT exclusively for analysis, as

opposed to using the STFT for both analysis and resynthesis, the latter of which is also known as

reconstruction. In Sec. 3.5, we will give an in-depth description of how to reconstruct the signal

and individual amplitude-phase components from the STFT. In fact, we will be able to achieve a

perfect reconstruction of the signal from its STFT coefficients, provided that we compute the STFT

Vgf [n, ·] at additional boundary frames n that are not contained in ZN . However, since we have

only defined the STFT at locations n ∈ ZN , we must make an extension of the STFT definition for

certain boundary frames. First, we make the following definition.

Definition 3.17. For arbitrary N,L,H ∈ N, define

Z(L,H)
N :=


ZN ∪ {d 1

H −
L

2H e, . . . ,−1} ∪ {N, . . . , N − 1 + b L2H c} if 1
H −

L
2H ≤ −1

ZN ∪ {N} if − 1
H < 1− L

2H ≤ 0

ZN otherwise.

(3.6)

Now we may extend the definition of the STFT to boundary frames, by defining it on the set

Z(L,H)
N as follows:

Definition 3.18. Suppose that f : ZV → C is a discrete-time signal taking values f [v], v ∈ ZV ,

and suppose further that g : ZL → C is a discrete-time window function taking values g[`], ` ∈ ZL,

for an even integer L ∈ N. Suppose H ∈ N is a hop size and define N := d1 + V−1
H e. Then, we

extend the definition of the STFT Vgf with hop size H to boundary frames by defining it as in

(3.3), but this time for all frames n ∈ Z(L,H)
N and frequency bins k ∈ ZL.

The construction of Z(L,H)
N will be necessary for the presentation in Sec. 3.5.

3.3. Signal classes

We consider two separate classes of signals modelled in the form (1.1).
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Definition 3.19. We say that the continuous-time signal f is in the weakly-modulated IA and

IF signal class Bweak
ε,d [23,54,73,74] if there exists some M ∈ N such that

(3.7) f(t) =

M∑
m=1

fm(t); fm(t) := Am(t)e2πiφm(t);

and if there exist ε, d > 0 such that for each m ∈ {1, . . . ,M},

• Am and φ′m are bounded and sufficiently smooth: Am ∈ C1(R) ∩ L∞(R), φm ∈ C2(R),

φ′m ∈ L∞(R), inf
t∈R

Am(t) > 0 and inf
t∈R

φ′m(t) > 0;

• the IA Am and IF φ′m are slowly-varying: ‖A′m‖∞ ≤ ε and ‖φ′′m‖∞ ≤ ε;

• φ′m is well-separated from the other IFs: φ′m(t) − φ′m−1(t) > d for each t ∈ R, provided

that 2 ≤ m ≤M .

The condition of well-separated φ′m is common in the literature cited above, and prohibits a

signal of class Bweak
ε,d from containing what are known as crossing chirp components. However, many

real-world signals naturally contain such components. We may consider the following example.

Suppose we have a musical recording containing the vocalizations of two singers. Suppose further

that the first singer sings a note descending gradually in pitch, while the other singer is singing a

note that ascends gradually in pitch. Then, if at any time the two singers have the same pitch, the

resulting signal contains crossing chirp components.

Nonetheless, violating this separation condition is not problematic for our analysis, in the sense

that the theoretical results introduced in Sec. 5.4 for signals in Bweak
ε,d (and for Bstrong

ε,d as defined

below) will only fail in practice in a small neighborhood around the crossing of the IFs. In this

dissertation, Sec. 4.2.2 contains the first example of the usage of our methods on a synthetic signal

containing crossing chirp components, and a more detailed numerical analysis is conducted in

Sec. 6.1.1.

However, the condition that φ′m is slowly-varying is fairly restrictive. In particular, the gibbon

signals shown in Figure 2.1 do not satisfy this assumption, since the chirp rate φ′′m of the various

components is often quite large. For this reason, we also consider the following class of signals,

where the condition of slow IF variation is removed:
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Definition 3.20. We say that the continuous-time signal f is in the weakly-modulated IA and

strongly-modulated IF signal class Bstrong
ε,d [9,53,55,58] if there exists some M ∈ N such that

(3.8) f(t) =
M∑
m=1

fm(t); fm(t) := Am(t)e2πiφm(t);

and if there exist ε, d > 0 such that for each m ∈ {1, . . . ,M},

• Am and φ′m are bounded and sufficiently smooth: Am ∈ C1(R) ∩ L∞(R), φm ∈ C2(R),

φ′m ∈ L∞(R), inf
t∈R

Am(t) > 0 and inf
t∈R

φ′m(t) > 0;

• the IA Am is slowly-varying: ‖A′m‖∞ ≤ ε;

• the IF φ′m has a slowly-varying chirp rate: ‖φ′′′m‖∞ ≤ ε;

• φ′m is well-separated from the other IFs: φ′m(t) − φ′m−1(t) > d for each t ∈ R, provided

that 2 ≤ m ≤M .

Remark 3.21. We note that the assumptions on Am do not allow for modes which may dis-

appear (i.e., have amplitude dropping to zero) and reappear at different times. However, since the

theoretical results only assume that the signal is a finite-length discrete-time signal arising from

continuous-time signals in either Bweak
ε,d or Bstrong

ε,d , we may consider disappearing modes by simply

restricting the analysis to each segment of signal where a given component is present.

Remark 3.22. One models real-valued signals by the real part in (3.7) or (3.8),

yielding freal(t) =
M∑
m=1

Am(t) cos(2πφm(t)).

3.4. Chirped windows

The chirplet transform [17,48,49] is an effective method for analyzing signals of the form (3.8),

and can be defined in several ways. Assuming that an IF curve φ′m(t) can be locally approximated

near the time t by φm(t) ≈ σ
2 t

2 + ct + φ0 for some constants σ, c, φ0 ∈ R, then the goal is to

demodulate the signal locally by multiplying it by a complex exponential exp(−πiσt2), thereby

cancelling the strong IF variation caused by the quadratic term in φm. Hence, the main idea of the

chirplet transform is to modify the STFT by using chirped windows gσ : ZL → C of the form

(3.9) gσ[`] := g[`]eπiσ(`∆t)2 ,
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Figure 3.2. Real part (left) and imaginary part (right) of the chirped win-
dows {gσ}σ∈Σ used to analyze the gibbon great call signals in Sec. 2, yielding
the chirped QSTFT and chirped SST-QSTFT presented in Figure 2.3. Here,
Σ = {50, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800} Hz2, and gσ[`] = g[`] exp(πiσ(`∆t)2) with g a Han-
ning window of window size W = 4000 samples, zero-padded to an FFT size of
L = 4096 samples. Colors in order of increasing σ: blue, green, purple, red, orange,
black.

where fs := 1/∆t is the sampling rate of the (uniformly-sampled) signal under consideration,

g : ZL → R is a real-valued discrete-time window function, and where σ ∈ R is the chirp parameter

of the window gσ. In the following sections, we will refer to an STFT computed using a chirped

window gσ as a chirped STFT.

Figure 3.2 shows the collection of chirped windows used in the analysis of gibbon signals in Sec.

3.4. Given a chirped window family {gσ}σ∈R, one may define the chirplet transform via [17,48,49]

(3.10) Cgf [n, k, σ] :=
L−1∑
`=0

f [`+ nH − L/2]gσ[`]e−2πik`/L,

for each frame n ∈ ZN , frequency bin k ∈ ZK , and chirp parameter σ ∈ R. In practice, one may

only compute this transform with finitely many σ. Ideally, for each time-frequency point [n, k], one

would like to find a σ that best matches the slope φ′′m of the IF curve φ′m passing closest to the

point [n, k], assuming that only one such φ′m exists. In doing so, one would be able to represent

fast-varying IF with local chirp rate satisfying |φ′′m| � 0.

In Sec. 4, we will introduce a transform that enables us to use chirped windows, with σ de-

pendent explicitly on the pair [n, k]. This reduces the dimensionality of the analysis from that of

the chirplet transform (3.10). Furthermore, we will provide a way to algorithmically assign a value

σn,k to each [n, k] that closely matches the local chirp rate φ′′m of the most nearby IF component

[n, φ′m[n]] in the time-frequency plane.
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3.5. Signal reconstruction from Fourier coefficients

After analyzing a signal using one of the Fourier transforms listed in Sec. 3.2, it may be of

interest to invert the transform, and reconstruct the original signal from its Fourier transform

coefficients. Additionally, such reconstruction formulas are useful if one wants to apply a filtering

to the frequency (resp. time-varying frequency) information of the signal by modifying the DFT

(resp. STFT) coefficients. In this latter case, a reconstruction formula is necessary to convert the

resulting Fourier coefficients back into a time-domain form.

In this section, we venture further than just simply describing the background material. We rig-

orously describe and prove the accuracy of inversion formulas for the STFT, revealing the necessary

boundary treatment to ensure that every signal sample may be perfectly reconstructed.

3.5.1. Inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). We begin with the reconstruction

formula for the DFT, as follows:

Definition 3.23. The inverse discrete Fourier transform [16] (IDFT) F−1
D;LF : ZL → C of a

discrete-time signal F : ZL → C of length L ∈ N is defined by

F−1
D;LF [`] :=

1

L

L−1∑
k=0

F [k]e2πik`/L,

for each sample ` ∈ ZL.

One may check that F−1
D;LFD;Lf = FD;LF−1

D;Lf = f for any discrete-time signal f : ZL → C.

Hence, the IDFT operator F−1
D;L is indeed the inverse of the DFT operator FD;L.

3.5.2. Inverse short-time Fourier transform (ISTFT) for COLA windows. The in-

vertibility of the STFT as formulated below in (3.12) is not as straightforward as the DFT case.

In the following, we will provide a formula for perfect reconstruction that depends on the choice of

the window function g, as well as the ratio of the window size W to the hop size H. In particular,

for our purposes, g must satisfy the following constant overlap-add (COLA) criterion:

Definition 3.24. Suppose that g : ZW → C is a discrete-time window function taking values

g[`], ` ∈ ZW , for some W ∈ N. Extend g to integer values in Z \ ZW by defining g[`] = 0 for all
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` ∈ Z \ ZW . Then we say that g satisfies the constant overlap-add (COLA) criterion [67] for the

hop size H ∈ N if there exists some constant Cg ∈ C such that for all ` ∈ Z,

∑
n∈Z

g[`− nH] = Cg.(3.11)

We also say that g is a COLA window for the hop size H.

Remark 3.25. Different windows satisfy different COLA criteria. For instance, the Hanning

window satisfies this criterion if H = W/2p for some p ∈ N, whereas the Hamming window neces-

sitates H = W/(2 · 2p) for some p ∈ N, the Blackman window requires H = W/(3 · 2p) for some

p ∈ N, and the Kaiser window only satisfies the COLA criterion for H = 1 [67]. It is clear from

the definition that all windows at least satisfy the COLA criterion with H = 1. However, if one

wishes to set H > 1 and maintain the ability to perfectly reconstruct the original signal from its

STFT coefficients, then the window must be carefully chosen in accordance with H and W .

Now we define the inverse STFT as follows.

Definition 3.26. Suppose g : ZL → C is a discrete-time window function of length W , zero-

padded to the length L from the discrete-time window function g̃ (see Definition 3.5). Suppose that

g̃ satisfies the COLA criterion (3.11) for the hop size H ∈ N. Let N ∈ N, and suppose finally

that V ∈ Z(N−1)H is a desired output signal length. Then the inverse short-time Fourier transform

(ISTFT) (Vg)−1Y : ZV → C of a time-frequency representation Y : Z(L,H)
N × ZL → C with respect

to the window g and with output length V is defined by

(Vg)−1Y [v] :=
H∑L−1

`=0 g[`]

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

F−1
D;L(Y [n, ·])[v − nH + L/2].(3.12)

We now prove that the ISTFT of the STFT of a signal yields the original signal.

Proposition 3.27. Suppose g : ZL → C is a discrete-time window function of length W , zero-

padded to the length L from the discrete-time window function g̃. Suppose g̃ satisfies the COLA

criterion for the hop size H ∈ N. Finally, suppose that W and L are even positive integers. Then
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for any discrete-time signal f : ZV → C, V ∈ N, we have that

(Vg)−1Vgf = f.

Proof. First note that for any u ∈ ZL and n ∈ Z(L,H)
N , we have that

F−1
D;L(Vgf [n, ·])[u] =

1

L

L−1∑
k=0

L−1∑
`=0

f [`+ nH − L/2]g[`]e−2πik`/Le2πiku/L

=
1

L

L−1∑
`=0

f [`+ nH − L/2]g[`]

L−1∑
k=0

e2πik(u−`)/L

=
1

L

L−1∑
`=0

f [`+ nH − L/2]g[`]L · δu,`

= f [u+ nH − L/2]g[u].

Now fix v ∈ ZV and n ∈ {d(v + 1)/H −W/(2H)e , . . . , bv/H +W/(2H)c}. Extend the definition

of g by setting g[`] = 0 for all ` ∈ Z \ ZL. Setting u = v − nH + L/2, one may check that

u ∈ ZL due to the restriction on where n must lie. Therefore, by the above, we know that

F−1
D;L(Vgf [n, ·])[v − nH + L/2] = f [v]g[v − nH + L/2]. Then,

(Vg)−1(Vgf)[v] =
H∑L−1

`=0 g[`]

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

F−1
D;L(Vgf [n, ·])[v − nH + L/2]

=
H · f [v]∑L−1
`=0 g[`]

·
bv/H+W/(2H)c∑

n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

g[v − nH + L/2].

Since L and W are even numbers, L− b(L−W )/2c = (L+W )/2. Therefore, by the definition of

zero-padding as given in (3.5), g[`] 6= 0 only if ` ∈
{
L−W

2 , . . . , L+W
2 − 1

}
. One may check that this

statement implies that g[v−nH] 6= 0 only if n ∈ {d(v + 1)/H −W/(2H)e , . . . , bv/H +W/(2H)c}.
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Hence,

(Vg)−1(Vgf)[v] =
H · f [v]∑L−1
`=0 g[`]

·
∑
n∈Z

g[v − nH + L/2]

=
H · f [v]∑L−1
`=0 g[`]

·
∑
n∈Z

g̃ [v − nH + L/2− (L−W )/2]

=
H · f [v]∑L−1
`=0 g[`]

Cg̃,

where Cg̃ is the constant from the COLA criterion. Note that the statement above follows because

v − L/2− (L−W )/2 = v −W/2 ∈ Z. But the COLA criterion also implies the following:

L−1∑
`=0

g[`] =
∑
`∈Z

g[`] =
∑
n∈Z

g[−nH] + g[1− nH] + · · ·+ g[(H − 1)− nH]

=
∑
n∈Z

H−1∑
`=0

g[`− nH]

=

H−1∑
`=0

Cg̃

= H · Cg̃.

Therefore,

(Vg)−1(Vgf)[v] = f [v],

as desired. �

Remark 3.28. Borß and Martin showed that for any given hop size H ∈ N, it is possible

to design windows with different desired time-frequency localization properties that also satisfy the

COLA criterion for H [15]. Hence, the hop size need not be an obstacle to invertibility of the

STFT.

Remark 3.29. The construction of Z(L,H)
N given in Definition 3.17 was necessary in the proof

above to ensure that the values Vgf [n, ·] at n ∈ {d(v + 1)/H −W/(2H)e , . . . , bv/H +W/(2H)c}

were well-defined for any given output signal length V ∈ Z(N−1)H and output signal sample location

v ∈ ZV . Indeed, (3.12) implies that boundary STFT coefficients must often be computed in order
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to perfectly reconstruct the signal from boundary coefficients. Setting v = 0, we see that the first

frame where the STFT must be computed is n = d1/H−W/(2H)e, which is often less than zero, in

which case the first frame is centered at a signal sample less than v = 0. Then, we must compute

all frames up to n = b(V − 1)/H +W/(2H)c, which is often greater than (V − 1)/H, in which case

the last frame is centered at a signal sample greater than v = V − 1. In general, the larger the hop

size H, the more boundary frames must be computed to ensure the perfect reconstruction described

in Proposition 3.27.

3.5.3. Inverse short-time Fourier transform for chirped COLA windows. In general,

one cannot expect a chirped window to satisfy the COLA criterion in Definition 3.24. In the

rest of this dissertation, we will use families of chirped windows, so a different approach is needed.

Thankfully, the solution is simple: one simply uses chirped windows that consist of a COLA window

times the chirp component. We call such windows chirped COLA windows. Then, we may make a

short modification to the reconstruction formula in (3.12), as follows:

Definition 3.30. Suppose g : ZL → C is a discrete-time window function of length W , zero-

padded to the length L from the discrete-time window function g̃ (see Definition 3.5). Suppose that

g̃ satisfies the COLA criterion (3.11) for the hop size H ∈ N. Define the chirped window gσ[`] :=

g[`]eπiσ(`∆t)2 for σ ∈ R. Let N ∈ N, and suppose finally that V ∈ Z(N−1)H is a desired output signal

length. Then the inverse chirped short-time Fourier transform (ICSTFT) V−1
gσ Y : ZV → C of a

time-frequency representation Y : Z(L,H)
N × ZL → C with respect to the window gσ and with output

length V is defined by

V−1
gσ Y [v] :=

H∑L−1
`=0 g[`]

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

F−1
D;L(Y [n, ·])[v − nH + L/2]eπiσ((v−nH+L/2)∆t)2 .(3.13)

In the following proposition, we prove that the ICSTFT is indeed a left inversion operator on

the chirped STFT.

Proposition 3.31. Suppose g : ZL → C is a discrete-time window function of length W ,

zero-padded to the length L from the discrete-time window function g̃. Suppose g̃ satisfies the

COLA criterion for the hop size H ∈ N. Define the chirped window gσ[`] := g[`]eπiσ(`∆t)2 for
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σ ∈ R. Finally, suppose that W and L are even positive integers. Then for any discrete-time signal

f ∈ ZV → C, V ∈ N, we have that

V−1
gσ Vgσf = f.

Proof. From the same technique as the proof of Proposition 3.27, we have for any u ∈ ZL and

n ∈ Z(L,H)
N that

F−1
D;L(Vgσf [n, ·])[u] = f [u+ nH − L/2]gσ[u]

= f [u+ nH − L/2]g[u]e−πiσ(u∆t)2 .

Then we proceed as in the previous proof. Fix v ∈ ZV and

n ∈ {d(v + 1)/H −W/(2H)e , . . . , bv/H +W/(2H)c}. Extend the definition of g by setting g[`] = 0

for all ` ∈ Z \ZL. Setting u = v−nH +L/2, we see just as in the previous proof that u ∈ ZL, and

therefore F−1
D;L(Vgσf [n, ·])[v − nH + L/2] = f [v]g[v − nH + L/2]e−πiσ((v−nH+L/2)∆t)2 . Now, from

(3.13) we get the cancellation of the chirp terms, and so

V−1
gσ Vgσf [v] =

H∑L−1
`=0 g[`]

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

f [v]g[v − nH + L/2].

The rest of the proof follows as in the proof of Proposition 3.27. �

3.5.4. Mode retrieval via truncated STFT. Given an amplitude-phase decomposition for

a signal f in either of the classes Bweak
ε,d or Bstrong

ε,d described in Sec. 3.3, it is often of interest

to use the STFT to isolate each of the modes {fm}. One method for isolating a specific mode

fm0(t) (m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M}) starts by using the STFT spectrogram to approximate the values of the

associated IF curve φ′m0
(t). Recall that signals in Bweak

ε,d and Bstrong
ε,d have well-separated curves {φ′m}.

If one assumes that ĝ(ξ) is well concentrated around ξ = 0 in the sense that maxξ /∈(−η,η) |ĝ(ξ)| � 1

for some small η > 0, then one may make the following heuristic calculation based on the method

of stationary phase [23]. Assume that the time-frequency pair [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL satisfies k/L ≈
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φ′m0
[nH]∆t, so that the location in the time-frequency plane is close to the IF curve φ′m0

. Then:

Vgf [n, k] =
M∑
m=1

L−1∑
`=0

Am[`+ nH − L/2]e2πiφm[`+nH−L/2]g[`]e−2πik`/L

≈
M∑
m=1

L−1∑
`=0

Am[nH]e2πiφm[nH]e2πi(`−L/2)∆tφ′m[nH]g[`]e−2πik`/L(3.14)

=
M∑
m=1

Am[nH]e2πiφm[nH]e−2πi(L/2)∆tφ′m[nH]ĝ

(
k

L
− φ′m[nH]∆t

)

≈ Am0 [nH]e2πiφm0 [nH]e−2πi(L/2)∆tφ′m0
[nH]ĝ

(
k

L
− φ′m0

[nH]∆t

)
,(3.15)

where (3.14) is the stationary phase approximation. Here, the last approximation (3.15) follows

because |ĝ( kL − φ
′
m[nH]∆t)| is of negligible size for all m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} except m = m0, which we

can see by combining the concentration assumption on ĝ, the separation assumption on the IFs,

and the fact that k/L ≈ φ′m0
[nH]∆t. In the above, we see that the STFT approximately reveals

the amplitude-phase information corresponding to the nearest IF component in the time-frequency

plane. Going back and expanding the expression (3.15), we get:

Vgf [n, k] ≈ Am0 [nH]e2πiφm0 [nH]
L−1∑
`=0

e2πi(`−L/2)∆tφ′m0
[nH]g[`]e−2πik`/L

= Vgf̃m0 [n, k],

where we define f̃m0 via f̃m0 [`] := fm0 [nH]e2πi(`−L/2)∆tφ′m0
[nH]. Here, f̃m0 is a local, constant-

frequency approximation of fm0 at nH.

We have now reduced our analysis to one of a monocomponent signal. However, the analysis

above holds only for all [n, k] that satisfy k/L ≈ φ′m0
[nH]∆t. This motivates the use of the truncated

STFT, defined for some small ε > 0 by

Ṽ(m0),ε
g f [n, k] :=

 Vgf [n, k] if
∣∣φ′m0

[nH]− k/(L∆t)
∣∣ < ε/2

0 otherwise,
(3.16)
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to approximately retrieve the component fm0 using the inverse STFT operator (3.12), via

fm0 [v] ≈ H∑L−1
`=0 g[`]

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

F−1
D;L(Ṽ(m0),ε

g f [n, ·])[v − nH + L/2],(3.17)

assuming that g is a COLA window. If gσ[`] = g[`]e2πiσ(`∆t)2 is a chirped COLA window, then the

approximation is given by

fm0 [v] ≈ H∑L−1
`=0 g[`]

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

F−1
D;L(Ṽ(m0),ε

gσ f [n, ·])[v − nH + L/2]eπiσ((v−nH+L/2)∆t)2 .

(3.18)

Remark 3.32. The approximations (3.17) and (3.18) require knowledge of the IF φ′m0
. In

general, the IFs are unknown information, and we may only approximate them via the ridges

formed by peaks of the STFT spectrogram, as depicted for example in Figure 2.1. The topic of

IF approximation from the STFT is called ridge extraction or IF curve extraction, and requires

a separate, detailed study on its own. Ridge extraction is a difficult problem due to the potential

appearance and disappearance of IF curves over time, as well as the presence of noise. In this

dissertation, we will not describe ridge extraction in depth, instead referring the reader to some of

the existing literature [18,39,62]. We will, however, briefly describe a ridge extraction algorithm

in Sec. 5.5 that allows us to effectively analyze the gibbon vocalizations featured in Sec. 2.1.

3.5.5. Mode retrieval via sinusoidal modeling. In the previous section, the approxima-

tion (3.15) enabled the approximate isolation of the time-frequency content corresponding to the

IF curve φ′m0
. We then incorporated that time-frequency content in a truncated STFT to approx-

imately retrieve fm0 . However, this process of truncation is “brutal” in the sense that some of the

signal fm0 is necessarily contained in the discarded time-frequency coefficients. This is because

the compactly supported nature of g implies that ĝ is not compactly supported, so that content

from fm0 necessarily leaks into STFT coefficients corresponding to frequencies far away from φ′m0
.

Moreover, when the signal is contaminated by noise, retrieving the modes via the truncated STFT

will result in a noisy mode.
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Fortunately, there is a way to evade these issues, known as sinusoidal modeling [60,62,63,67].

Applying the stationary phase approximation (3.14) to the STFT of the mode fm0 , rather than the

STFT of f , gives us

Vgfm0 [n, k] ≈ Am0 [nH]e2πiφm0 [nH]
L−1∑
`=0

e2πi(`−L/2)∆tφ′m0
[nH]g[`]e−2πik`/L.

Then, the sinusoidal modeling approximation for Vgfm0 is given by

Vgfm0 [n, k] ≈ Am0,ne2πiφm0,n

L−1∑
`=0

e2πi(`−L/2)∆tφ′m0,ng[`]e−2πik`/L,

where Am0,n, φm0,n, and φ′m0,n are respectively approximations of the instantaneous amplitude,

phase, and frequency of the mth
0 mode at the frame n. Defining the signal

fm0,n[`] := Am0,ne2πiφm0,ne2πi(`−L/2)∆tφ′m0,n , we have

Vgfm0 [n, k] ≈ Vg(fm0,n)[0, k].(3.19)

Then, applying the inverse STFT operator to both sides of (3.19), we obtain the final approximation

fm0 [v] ≈ H∑L−1
`=0 g[`]

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

F−1
D;L(Vg(fm0,n)[0, ·])[v − nH + L/2],(3.20)

for a COLA window g. If gσ[`] = g[`]e2πiσ(`∆t)2 is a chirped COLA window, then the approximation

is given by

fm0 [v] ≈ H∑L−1
`=0 g[`]

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

F−1
D;L(Vgσ(fm0,n)[0, ·])[v − nH + L/2]eπiσ((v−nH+L/2)∆t)2 .

(3.21)

However, by directly computing F−1
D;L(Vgσ(fm0,n)[0, ·])[v − nH + L/2], one may see that (3.20)

and (3.21) are both equivalent to

fm0 [v] ≈ H∑L−1
`=0 g[`]

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

fm0,n[v − nH]g[v − nH + L/2].(3.22)
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Hence, it is not necessary to compute any further DFTs or IDFTs in order to do sinusoidal model-

ing. In other words, sinusoidal modeling as we discuss it here simply amounts to windowing each

approximation fm0,n, overlapping the windowed approximations at the correct places, and then

adding them together. Moreover, the usage of a chirped COLA window for sinusoidal modeling

reconstruction is not necessary, since it amounts to the same as using a COLA window. We will

further discuss the idea of an overlap-add procedure in the next subsection, which is useful for all

of the reconstruction methods described so far.

However, in order to use the approximation (3.22) above, one must determine the values

Am0,n, φm0,n, and φ′m0,n. One way to calculate these values is by peak interpolation on the STFT

magnitude-squared values. If one uses a Gaussian window, then parabolic interpolation on the

peaks of the log-magnitude STFT enables a very accurate estimate of the instantaneous amplitude

and frequency. This is due to the fact that the continuous Fourier transform of a Gaussian window

is also a Gaussian window, and the logarithm of a Gaussian window is exactly a parabola [67].

Parabolic interpolation works as follows. If km0,n is the location of the peak corresponding to the

mth
0 mode at the frame n, then we may estimate the instantaneous amplitude and frequency via

φ′m0,n =
fs
L
·

km0,n +
V log
g f [n, km0,n − 1]− V log

g f [n, km0,n + 1]

2 ·
(
V log
g f [n, km0,n − 1]− 2V log

g f [n, km0,n] + V log
g f [n, km0,n + 1]

)
 ,(3.23)

Am0,n = V log
g f [n, km0,n]− 1

4
φ′m0,n

(
V log
g f [n, km0,n − 1]− V log

g f [n, km0,n + 1]
)
,(3.24)

where V log
g f [n, k] := 20 log10(|Vgf [n, k]|) is the log-magnitude STFT. Finally, we may estimate the

instantaneous phase via

φm0,n = arg (Vgf [n, k]) ,(3.25)

where arg denotes the complex argument.

Remark 3.33. Gaussian windows do not satisfy the COLA criterion. However, they are useful

for sinusoidal modeling in the sense that we can use them to compute the values of φ′m0,n, Am0,n,

and φm0,n in (3.23), (3.24), and (3.25). Then, we can use use a different window g, where g does
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satisfy the COLA criterion, to compute the STFT Vgf [n, ·] of the resulting signal fm0,n in (3.19)

for each n.

3.5.6. Overlap-add algorithms. A simple way to compute the ISTFT (3.12) or ICSTFT

(3.13) is to use an overlap-add algorithm [67], provided that the window size W is divisible by 2H.

We update this algorithm to take into account the special case of chirped windows, as follows.

Algorithm 3.34. (Overlap-add algorithm) Suppose we wish to compute the ICSTFT of a

time-frequency representation Y : ZN×ZL → C with respect to a chirped window gσ[·] = g[·]eπiσ(·∆t)2

of length W zero-padded to L, for some σ ∈ R and for even, positive integers W and L. (Note

that σ = 0 reduces to the case of computing the ISTFT with respect to g.) Initialize a counter

j = −W and the output signal fout ≡ 0. Then, initialize n = d−W/(2H)e and do the following

while n ≤ b(V − 1)/H +W/(2H)c:

(1) Compute F−1
D;L(Y [n, ·]), and compute yσ[`] := F−1

D;L(Y [n, ·])[`] ·eπiσ(`∆t)2 for ` ∈ {0, . . . , L−

1}.

(2) Undo the zero-padding, if there is any, by setting ỹσ[`] = yσ[` + (L − W )/2] for ` ∈

{0, . . . ,W − 1}.

(3) For each v ∈ {j, . . . , j +W − 1}, increment fout[v] by the value ỹσ[v − j].

(4) Increment j by H and increment n by 1.

Finally, for each v ∈ ZV , set Y −1[v] :=
H∑L−1

`=0 g[`]
fout[v].

In the following proposition, we prove that the overlap-add algorithm above gives us the desired

ISTFT or ICSTFT, given that W is divisible by 2H:

Proposition 3.35. Algorithm 3.34 is equivalent to (3.13) when W is divisible by 2H.

Proof. Let v ∈ Z. Then fout[v] receives the contribution ỹσ[v− j] if and only if v ∈ {j, . . . , j +

W − 1} for some j. By Algorithm 3.34, Step 4, as well as the fact that we initialize j = −W , we

have that j ≤ v ≤ j +W − 1 if and only if there is some z ∈ Z such that −W + zH ≤ v ≤ zH − 1,

where j = −W + zH. Equivalently, we must have

(3.26)
v + 1

H
≤ z ≤ v +W

H
.
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The initial values for j, z, and n are j = −W , z = 0, and n = d−W/(2H)e = −W/(2H) (since W

is divisible by 2H). At Step 4, i is incremented by H, which implies that z is incremented by 1.

Since n is also incremented by 1 at the same time, we must have n = z −W/(2H). Returning to

the inequality (3.26), the condition for contribution to fout[v] is therefore equivalent to

v + 1

H
≤ n+

W

2H
≤ v +W

H
,

i.e., ⌈
v + 1

H
− W

2H

⌉
≤ n ≤

⌊
v

H
+
W

2H

⌋
,(3.27)

where the ceiling and floor functions become introduced due to the fact that n is an integer. Next,

observe that j = −W + zH = −W + (n+W/(2H)) ·H = nH −W/2. Therefore,

fout[v] =

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

ỹσ[v − nH +W/2]

=

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

yσ[v − nH +W/2 + (L−W )/2]

=

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

F−1
D;L(Y [n, ·])[v − nH + L/2] · eπiσ((v−nH+L/2)∆t)2 .

Therefore, setting Y −1[v] =
H∑L−1

`=0 g[`]
fout[v] is equivalent to (3.13). This statement holds for all v ∈

ZV , for the following reason. The lowest value of n required is n = d1/H−W/(2H)e, corresponding

to the sample v = 0, and the highest value is n = b(V − 1)/H + W/(2H)c, corresponding to the

sample v = V − 1. All such values of n are traversed by the algorithm. �

Remark 3.36. The condition requiring divisibility of W by 2H is a reasonable assumption in

line with many COLA criteria, such as the ones specified in Remark 3.25.

The overlap-add procedure designed above can be used to compute not just the ISTFT (resp.

ICSTFT) of the entire STFT (resp. CSTFT), but also of the truncated STFT (resp. truncated

CSTFT). However, in the case of sinusoidal modeling, (3.22) implies that the DFT and inverse

DFT do not need to be involved in the reconstruction procedure once the signal approximations
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fm0,n are determined for each m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M} and n ∈ ZN . Thus we may apply a simpler

overlap-add algorithm to sinusoidal modeling, as follows.

Algorithm 3.37. Suppose we wish to compute the sinusoidal modeling approximation of a

mode fm0 with respect to a COLA window g of length W zero-padded to L, for even, positive

integers W and L, and suppose Y : ZN × ZL → C was the time-frequency representation used to

obtain the parameters Am0,n, φm0,n, and φ′m0,n defining the approximation fm0,n of the signal fm0

at each n ∈ ZN . Initialize a counter j = −W and the output signal fout ≡ 0. Then, initialize

n = d−W/(2H)e and do the following while n ≤ b(V − 1)/H +W/(2H)c:

(1) Compute y[`] := fm0,n[`−W/2]g[`+ (L−W )/2] for ` ∈ {0, . . . ,W − 1}.

(2) For each v ∈ {j, . . . , j +W − 1}, increment fout[v] by the value y[v − j].

(3) Increment j by H and increment n by 1.

Finally, for each v ∈ ZV , set Y −1
m0

[v] :=
H∑L−1

`=0 g[`]
fout[v].

We now prove that the overlap-add algorithm above gives the desired sinusoidal modeling result,

in the case that W is divisible by 2H.

Proposition 3.38. Algorithm 3.37 is equivalent to (3.22) in the sense that

Y −1
m0

[v] =
H∑L−1

`=0 g[`]

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

fm0,n[v − nH]g[v − nH + L/2],(3.28)

provided that W is divisible by 2H.

Proof. The proof follows the ideas of the proof of Proposition 3.35. Following the same steps

of that proof, we eventually get that

fout[v] =

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

y[v − nH +W/2]

=

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

fm0,n[(v − nH +W/2)−W/2]g[(v − nH +W/2) + (L−W )/2]

=

bv/H+W/(2H)c∑
n=d(v+1)/H−W/(2H)e

fm0,n[v − nH]g[v − nH + L/2].
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Since by definition Y −1
m0

[v] :=
H∑L−1

`=0 g[`]
fout[v], this concludes the proof. �

3.6. Reassignment methods

We now briefly review some of the reassignment methods discussed in the introduction of this

dissertation. For coefficients of a given time-frequency representation, the goal is to additively

reassign the coefficients to new time-frequency locations in such a way that signal information is

better concentrated under the resulting representation. In the joint time-frequency reassignment

method (JTFRM) [3, 42], each coefficient is reassigned to the centroid of a certain product of

Wigner-Ville distributions [4]. We refer to the time and frequency coordinates of this centroid as

the reassignment time and reassignment frequency respectively. We may define the STFT-based

reassignment time (STFT-based RT) via

Tgf [n, k] := nH∆t− 1

2π
arg

(
V+
g f [n, k]

Vgf [n, k]

)
,(3.29)

where V+
g f [n, k] :=

∑L−1
`=0 f [`+ nH]g[`]e−2πi`(k/L+∆t) is the STFT of f with respect to the window

g, with normalized frequency shifted ahead by ∆t. One may show that if f is an isolated spike

f(t) = A ·1{`0∆t}(t) with constant amplitude A > 0 located at t = `0∆t, Tgf [n, k] ≡ `0∆t provided

that nH − `0 ∈ ZL. Hence, Tgf exactly retrieves the time at which the spike occurs. Next, the

STFT-based reassignment frequency (STFT-based RF) is defined by

Ξgf [n, k] :=
1

2π∆t
arg

(
Vgf+[n, k]

Vgf [n, k]

)
,(3.30)

where Vgf+[n, k] :=
∑L−1

`=0 f
+[`+ nH]g[`]e−2πi`k/L is the STFT of the backward-shifted signal f+

(as consistent with the notation in Sec. 3.1). We will show in Sec. 5.2 that if f(t) := e2πict is a

monocomponent signal with constant IF c ∈ (0, 1
2∆t), then Ξgf [n, k] = c for all pairs [n, k]. Hence,

Ξgf exactly retrieves the IF for this constant-IF signal.

Given the definitions of STFT-based RT and RF above, we may now introduce some reassignment-

based time-frequency representations.

3.6.1. Joint time-frequency reassignment method (JTFRM).
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Definition 3.39. The joint time-frequency reassignment method (JTFRM) of a discrete-time

signal f with respect to the discrete-time window g is defined by

Jgf [u, k] :=
N−1∑
n=0

L−1∑
`=0

|Vgf [n, `]|21Bug f [`][n]1Bg,kf [n][`],

for each reassignment frame u ∈ ZU with U ≥ N and for each reassignment frequency bin k ∈ ZK

with K ≥ L, where Bu
g f [`] := {n ∈ ZN : −∆t

2 ≤ Tgf [n, `] − u∆t < ∆t
2 } is the set of STFT time

bins n at the frequency bin ` where the corresponding RT is closer to u than any other reassignment

frame, Bg,kf [n] := {` ∈ ZL : −1
2 ≤ K∆tΞgf [n, `] − k < 1

2} is the set of STFT frequency bins `

at the frame n where the corresponding RF is closer to k than any other reassignment frequency

bin, and 1X is the characteristic function on the set X (i.e., 1X(x) = 1 if x ∈ X and 1X(x) = 0

otherwise).

The JTFRM improves upon the STFT by providing a sharpened visualization of both time

and frequency information. For instance, when analyzing an audio recording of a music signal, one

might be interested in knowing the precise times at which notes start and stop, as well as precise

information about the pitches of the notes. The JTFRM visually renders all such features in a

sharper manner than the STFT. The left panel of Figure 3.3 demonstrates the computation of the

JTFRM for a signal fdouble-chirp(t) := 1[0.1,0.9)(t) (cos(2πφ1(t)) + cos(2πφ2(t))) + fnoise(t), where

φ1(t) := 150t3 + 1700t, φ2(t) := 1550t, and fnoise is Gaussian white noise at SNR 4 dB. Here f

is sampled at fs := 4.41 kHz. Note that φ′1(t) = 450t2 + 1700 is a parabolic IF curve, whereas

φ′2(t) = 1550 is a constant IF. The JTFRM sharply resolves both of these curves.

3.6.2. STFT-based synchrosqueezing transform (SST-STFT). The JTFRM is a suc-

cessful and popular method to circumvent the Fourier uncertainty principle and retrieve more

precise time-frequency information from the STFT. Nonetheless, this transform has its downsides.

In cases where more precise time information is not needed, the computation of the RT in (3.29)

may be considered an unnecessary computational cost. Furthermore, there is no simple method to

reconstruct the original signal f or its components {fm} directly from the JTFRM coefficients [4].
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Figure 3.3. JTFRM (left), C-SST-STFT (middle), and SST-STFT2 (right) of
the signal fdouble-chirp(t), for t ∈ [0, 1). Frequency axis is restricted to the range
between 1500 and 2200 Hz. All transforms were computed with hop size H = 25,
and using a Blackman window of size W = 4000, zero-padded to L = 4096 samples,
and normalized to have unit `1 norm. The number of reassignment frequency bins for
all transforms was K = 4L. Note: The energy scaling in each plot is independent
of the other plots. In other words, the coefficients in a given plot are only scaled
relative to the maximum and minimum values of those coefficients, and not the
coefficients of the other plots. Indeed, one may infer that the SST-STFT2 resolves
φ′1 better than φ′2, since the amplitudes of coefficients along φ′1 are more strongly
concentrated than the amplitudes of coefficients along φ′2, especially for larger t. On
the other hand, one cannot infer from these plots that JTFRM resolves φ′1 better
than SST-STFT2, although the ridge is darker in the plot of the latter transform.

Finally, the time reassignment of the JTFRM complicates its usage for real-time computation. In-

deed, the benefits of using minimum-phase windows for real-time signal analysis have been found

to be effectively cancelled out by JTFRM [71].

All the above reasons motivate us toward the use of a reassignment method that involves fre-

quency reassignment but no time reassignment. We introduce this method, invented by Daubechies

and Maes with the name synchrosqueezing transform [24], as follows.

Definition 3.40. The complex-valued STFT-based synchrosqueezing transform (C-SST-STFT)

of a discrete-time signal f with respect to the discrete-time window g, and with tolerance γ ≥ 0, is
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defined by

Sg,γf [n, k] :=
∑

`∈Ag,γf [n]

Vgf [n, `]1Bg,kf [n][`],(3.31)

for each frame n ∈ ZN and for each reassignment frequency bin k ∈ ZK with K ≥ L, where

Ag,γf [n] := {` ∈ ZL : |Vgf [n, `]| > γ} is the set of STFT coefficients at the frame n with magnitudes

above tolerance γ.

We make note of an important difference between the C-SST-STFT and the JTFRM. Whereas

the JTFRM involves the summation of the magnitude-squared of the STFT coefficients, the C-SST-

STFT involves the summation of the (complex-valued) original STFT coefficients themselves. Due

to the preservation of both the magnitude and the phase information from the STFT representation,

as well as the fact that no time reassignment takes place, the component value fm[n] at a given frame

n may be reconstructed directly from the C-SST-STFT coefficients {Sg,γf [n, k]}k∈ZK at the frame

n [23,74]. However, such a direct reconstruction formula has limited practical use, because one can

only reconstruct all samples of fm if H = 1 [37]. With a standard sampling rate for audio signals

such as fs = 4.41 kHz, signal analysis with H = 1 may easily become either too slow or memory-

intensive. For computations where H > 1, one may instead keep the original STFT coefficients in

memory, and use them for the full signal reconstruction or mode retrieval as in Sec. 3.5; see also [37].

This reconstruction approach may be followed for both JTFRM and C-SST-STFT. However, for

low sampling rate and real-time computations, one may prefer instead to reconstruct one sample

at a time, and the direct reconstruction from the C-SST-STFT coefficients is then possible [31].

For full details about direct reconstruction, we refer to the previous literature [31,54].

The middle panel of Figure 3.3 shows the C-SST-STFT of the same synthetic signal as the one

analyzed using the JTFRM in the left panel of the same figure. The C-SST-STFT does not sharply

resolve the strongly-modulated IF curve φ′2(t). Moreover, we see that the signal energy along the

IF curve φ′1(t) is much smaller relative to the energy of φ′2(t), despite that f1 and f2 both have

amplitude 1. This is due to the fact that the summation of the complex-valued STFT coefficients

may lead to a loss of signal energy [38].
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Although the STFT-based synchrosqueezing transform was originally defined in the way given

in (3.31), we may alternatively consider the notion of reassigning the magnitude-squared STFT

coefficients instead. We define such a transform in the following way:

Definition 3.41. The magnitude-squared STFT-based synchrosqueezing transform

(SST-STFT2) with tolerance γ ≥ 0 is defined by

S |·|2g,γf [n, k] :=
∑

`∈Ag,γf [n]

|Vgf [n, `]|21Bg,kf [n][`],

for each frame n ∈ ZN and for each reassignment frequency bin k ∈ ZK with K ≥ L.

We recommend using the SST-STFT2 instead of the C-SST-STFT for signal analysis, for the

following two reasons:

• Conservation of total signal energy: The SST-STFT2 preserves the total energy of

the STFT coefficients when γ = 0. By contrast, the total energy of the C-SST-STFT

may be lower than the total energy of the STFT coefficients regardless of the value of γ.

The middle and right panels of Figure 3.3 demonstrate the loss of signal energy with the

C-SST-STFT.

• Tolerance γ = 0 is optimal: Historically, γ has been set to be strictly positive in order to

satisfy the conditions of the continuous theory of C-SST-STFT. Intuitively, the calculation

of the RF becomes unstable for very small STFT coefficients, and so the accuracy of the

signal reconstruction from SST coefficients technically requires the elimination of small

STFT coefficients by thresholding. However, SST-STFT2 can be used simply as a tool

to provide a more sparsely and strongly concentrated time-frequency representation than

the STFT, and thereby enable a more accurate retrieval of IF curves φ′m from the signal.

The IF curves can then be used to reconstruct signal components from the original STFT

coefficients (as explained in Secs. 3.5.4 and 3.5.5). In such a case, setting γ = 0 is optimal,

since the low-energy STFT coefficients do not contribute much to S |·|
2

g,γf , and hence the

RF inaccuracy for these coefficients is negligible with respect to the concentration quality

of the resulting SST-STFT2.
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Owing to the considerations above, we refer to the SST-STFT2, i.e., S |·|
2

g,γf , as SST-STFT

throughout this dissertation, including the earlier Sec. 2. We also use S |·|
2

g,γf exclusively in the

numerical studies in this dissertation, including the results presented in Sec. 2, Sec. 6, and Sec. 7.

3.6.2.1. Escaping the uncertainty principle. In Chapters 1 and 2, we justified the introduction

of reassignment methods by appealing to the Fourier uncertainty principle [30, Sec. 7.3]. Donoho

and Stark [25] formulated the uncertainty principle for discrete-time signals f : ZL → C of length

L ∈ N in the form

#time#freq ≥ L,(3.32)

where #time is the total number of nonzero samples of f , and #freq is the total number of nonzero

samples of the DFT of f . Now, consider a longer signal f : ZV → C for V ∈ N, V � L, and its

analysis under the STFT of hop size H ∈ N with respect to a window g of size W ∈ N zero-padded

to the length L for frames n ∈ ZN , N ∈ N. Then, each windowed signal f [` + nH − L/2]g[`]

(` ∈ ZL) is also limited by the uncertainty principle (3.32).

In their study of the SST-STFT, Thakur and Wu showed that for signals f =
∑M

m=1 fm similar

to those in Bweak
ε,d , the SST-STFT of f only has 2M nonzero entries at any frame [74]. We show

how this implies that the SST-STFT is not beholden to an uncertainty principle of similar form

to (3.32), as follows. If #time denotes the number of nonzero entries of any windowed signal

f [` + nH − L/2]g[`] in the STFT and #SST−STFT denotes the number of nonzero entries of the

SST-STFT at the frame n of the windowed signal, then #time#SST−STFT ≤ 2MW . Suppose for

example that K = K0W for some K0 ∈ N. Then #time#SST−STFT ≤ 2MK/K0. In particular, if

K0 ≥ 3 and M = 1, then #time#SST−STFT < K. Therefore, we have shown that the SST-STFT is

not bound by an uncertainty principle of the form (3.32). A similar argument may be made for the

SST-QSTFT (which we introduced briefly in Chapter 2), and we leave it for future work to state

precisely how the SST-QSTFT of a signal in Bweak
ε,d or Bstrong

ε,d is also sparsely represented at any

frame.

3.6.3. Second-order STFT-based synchrosqueezing transform

(2nd-order SST-STFT). The second-order SST-STFT was invented as a way to enable a direct
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reconstruction formula from SST coefficients, while improving upon the precision of the C-SST-

STFT in capturing time-based information. [4, 9, 53, 55]. The weakness of the (complex-valued

or magnitude-squared) SST-STFT is not limited to tracking the appearance and disappearance

of signal components; indeed, SST-STFT has been shown to poorly resolve signals with strongly-

modulated IF [55].

The original formulation of second-order SST-STFT was given in the continuous-time con-

text [55]. In the following, we propose a fully discrete-time definition of the second-order SST-

STFT. Defining the second-order SST-STFT in this way enables the usage of discrete-time window

functions that cannot be formulated as continuous-time window functions, such as the minimum-

phase windows [71].

The key ingredient of the second-order SST-STFT is the second-order accurate STFT-based RF.

To arrive at this new RF, we must first define the following important quantity that approximates

the local signal chirp rates φ′′m [55]:

Definition 3.42. The reassignment chirp rate (RCR) of a discrete-time signal f , calculated

with respect to the discrete-time window g, is defined by

Σgf [n, k] :=
DtΞgf [n, k]

DtTgf [n, k]
,(3.33)

where DtΞgf [n, k] := 1
2∆t (Ξgf

+[n, k]− Ξgf
−[n, k]), DtTgf [n, k] := 1

2∆t (Tgf
+[n, k]− Tgf−[n, k]),

and f+ and f− are the backward- and forward-shifted signals as defined in Sec. 3.1.

The RCR enables us to retrieve a more accurate approximation of the IFs φ′m via the following

definition:

Definition 3.43. The second-order accurate STFT-based reassignment frequency (2nd-order

STFT-based RF) of a discrete-time signal f , calculated with respect to the discrete-time window g,

is defined by

Ξ(2)
g f [n, k] := Ξgf [n, k] + Σgf [n, k] ((nH + b0.5Lc)∆t− Tgf [n, k]) .(3.34)

In the above expression, the RCR enables the correction of the original, “first-order” RF for

the case where the IF is strongly-modulated. Now, we may define the second-order SST-STFT
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as follows. Owing to the considerations in Sec. 3.6.2, we omit the definition of a complex-valued

second-order SST-STFT, and instead present the magnitude-squared version:

Definition 3.44. The second-order magnitude-squared STFT-based synchrosqueezing trans-

form (2nd-order SST-STFT) of a discrete-time signal f with respect to the discrete-time window

g, and with tolerance γ ≥ 0, is defined by

Sg,γf [n, k] :=
∑

`∈Ag,γf [n]

|Vgf [n, `]|2 1Bg,k,(2)f [n][`],

for each frame n ∈ ZN and for each reassignment frequency bin k ∈ ZK with K ≥ L, where

Ag,γf [n] is as before, and Bg,k,(2)f [n] := {` ∈ ZL : −1
2 ≤ K∆tΞ

(2)
g f [n, `] − k < 1

2} is the set of

STFT frequency bins ` at the frame n where the corresponding 2nd-order RF is closer to k than

any other reassignment frequency bin.

In Figure 2.4, we explored the usage of 2nd-order SST-STFT on a synthetic signal. While the

2nd-order SST-STFT more effectively resolves the crossing chirps signal than the SST-STFT, it

requires more computation than JTFRM. Nonetheless, we will find the formulation of the RCR in

(3.33) to be very useful for a separate use, in Sec. 4.2.1.

3.6.4. Motivation for chirped SST-QSTFT. The above reassignment methods essentially

attempt to uncover the hidden IF information in the STFT coefficients via nonlinear transforma-

tions. In our review, we have described the relative advantages and disadvantages of these methods

with respect to each other. However, as we hinted in our experiments with 2nd-order SST-STFT in

Sec. 2.2, all of these methods show degraded performance when the signal has been contaminated

with noise. This is due to the fact that the signal and noise information in the STFT coefficients

cannot be easily discriminated by any of the three methods above. As we described in Sec. 2.2,

an approach based on first analyzing the signal with chirped windows can lead to an improved

reassignment method. This leads us to design signal-adaptive methods for a time-frequency rep-

resentation based on chirped windows, which we call chirped quilted STFT or chirped QSTFT, in

Sec. 4. We will then create a synchrosqueezing transform based on this method in Sec. 5, and call

it chirped SST-QSTFT.
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CHAPTER 4

Quilted short-time Fourier transform (QSTFT)

For this chapter, we assume that f ∈ L∞(R) is a compactly-supported, continuous-time signal,

sampled starting at time 0 with sampling rate fs = 1/∆t Hz. Furthermore, as in Sec. 3.1, we use

the notation f [`] := f(`∆t) for ` = 0, 1, . . . .

4.1. Nonoverlapping QSTFT

To avoid the time-frequency compromise caused by the analysis of f via only the single window

g, we instead analyze f using several windows, and then patch the analyses together. First, we

define the notion of quilted window family, where a different window function may be associated to

each time-frequency location. This notion is based on the work of Dörfler [26], who coined the term

quilted Gabor frame in the context of frame theory, referring to a frame with resolution properties

varying over the time-frequency plane.

Definition 4.1. We define a (nonoverlapping) quilted window family for the signal f , a given

hop-size H ∈ N, and maximal FFT size L ∈ N, to be a tuple {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL, where for

each n ∈ ZN and k ∈ ZL,

• hn,k is discrete-time window function taking Ln,k ∈ N values,

• the Ln,k are chosen such that L = max[n,k]∈ZN×ZLLn,k, and

• N ∈ N is large enough so that f [`] = 0 for all ` ≥ (L− 1) + (N − 1)H.

Hence, each time-frequency point [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL is associated to a window function hn,k with

FFT size Ln,k.

Remark 4.2. In the definition above, an optimal window is selected for each time-frequency

location. The selection is nonoverlapping in the sense that only one window is assigned for each

location.
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Our primary focus in this dissertation will be the usage of a chirped quilted window family,

given by some assignment of a collection of chirped windows {gσ}σ∈Σ to time-frequency locations

[n, k] ∈ ZN ×ZL. However, one may also consider using other collections of windows, including for

instance a collection of Gaussians of different widths [64], or the prolate spheroidal wave functions

[65]. As explained in Sec. 3.4, the benefit of using a chirped window collection is the ability to

efficiently represent frequency modulations of different rates, and to furthermore infer the local

chirp rate information in different time-frequency regions.

Having defined a quilted window family, we may now define the quilted short-time Fourier

transform:

Definition 4.3. The (nonoverlapping) quilted short-time Fourier transform (QSTFT, or

nonoverlapping QSTFT) of the signal f with respect to a quilted window family

{(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL, and with hop size H ∈ N, is defined by

(4.1) VQh f [n, k] :=

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

f [`+ nH − Ln,k/2]hn,k[`]e
−2πik`/Ln,k ,

for each frame n ∈ ZN and frequency bin k ∈ ZL, where we define the discrete function h by

h[`;n, k] := hn,k[`] for each n ∈ ZN and `, k ∈ ZL, and where N ∈ N is large enough so that

f [`] = 0 for all ` ≥ (L − 1) + (N − 1)H. Moreover, if the collection {hn,k} consists entirely of

chirped windows, then we call VQh f [n, k] a chirped QSTFT.

Remark 4.4. For the purpose of signal reconstruction, we will introduce an overlapping version

of the QSTFT in Sec. 4.3.3. However, in general, the term QSTFT will refer to the nonoverlapping

version as defined in (4.1).

The first column of Figure 2.3 showed the chirped QSTFT of the gibbon great call signals

plotted in Figure 2.1, with hop size H = 250 samples, and for chirped window parameters σ =

{50, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800}Hz2, and with the same window size W = 4000 samples and FFT size

L = 4096 samples for all the chirped windows. The specific chirped windows used for this analysis

were plotted in Figure 3.2. As before, we note that chirped QSTFTs provide an improved resolution

of the signal over the STFTs in Figure 2.1, with the colors enabling the visualization of different

local chirp rates in the signal.
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4.2. Algorithms for automatic, optimal window selection

The QSTFT-based approach enables a sharp concentration of time-frequency signal content in

different time-frequency regions, provided that the window hn,k at each point [n, k] represents the

signal content well. For instance, in the case of chirped windows, windows with chirp parameter

similar to the local chirp rate φ′′[n] near [n, φ′[n]] will provide a focused representation of the

signal in the neighborhood of [n, φ′[n]]. However, since the signal content determined by {Am}

and {φm} is generally unknown, one must design methods to choose a window adaptively for each

time-frequency region.

To reduce the computational overhead, we assume that the signal content does not often change

drastically between neighboring time-frequency points. For chirped window collections, the analo-

gous assumption is that the signal only has slowly-varying chirp rates, as found in Definition 3.20.

With this assumption in mind, we propose decomposing the time-frequency plane into rectangular

regions, and then selecting an optimal window for each rectangular region. This idea of optimal

window selection in different rectangular time-frequency regions originated in the time-frequency

jigsaw puzzle (TFJP) algorithms for signal decomposition designed by Jaillet and Torrésani [40],

who referred to these regions as supertiles.

First, we describe methods for choosing a candidate chirped window collection, based on the

estimation of local chirp rates in the signal using weighted-average reassignment chirp rates (WAR-

CRs). Then, to select an optimal chirped window for each time-frequency region, we propose several

approaches. For the specific case of a chirped window collection, one may use the WARCRs for

this purpose. For a generic window collection that may or may not contain chirped windows, we

propose the usage of two algorithms based on Rényi entropy minimization [40].

4.2.1. Chirped QSTFT using reassignment chirp rates. While the STFT provides a

blurry visualization of time-frequency content containing high frequency modulation, it is nonethe-

less useful for determining the range of local chirp rates in the signal. Hence, to determine a chirped

window collection that one can use to compute the QSTFT, one may select a range of chirp param-

eters σ by hand, simply by visualizing the STFT. As an example, for a gibbon great call signal, the

chirp rates are generally positive and range from very slow (|σ| ≈ 0Hz2) to very fast (σ � 800Hz2).
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Hence, we may select some arbitrary set of positive chirp parameters to account for the different

chirp behaviors in the gibbon great call signals. This was our approach in Sec. 3.4.

Of course, deriving chirp parameters from STFT visualization is not automatic, and requires

some careful observation for each signal or dataset of signals. Indeed, for a dataset where there is

high variation between the signals, using a single set of chirp parameters may be suboptimal, and

it may be burdensome to manually select a different set of chirp parameters for each signal. The

selection of an optimal collection of candidate chirp parameters is a difficult problem, since the

computational complexity may quickly become prohibitive.

One may, however, consider the following idea. We recall from Sec. 3.6.3 that the calculation

of the 2nd-order SST-STFT requires the intermediate computation of a reassignment chirp rate

(RCR). The RCR Σgf [n, k], defined in (3.33), enables the approximate retrieval of the local chirp

rate of the nearest IF component to [n, k]. We now introduce the following algorithm for automat-

ically determining an optimal collection of signal chirp parameters for the signal f based on the

computation of the RCR:

Algorithm 4.5. (Optimal chirp parameter collection via nonlocal weighted averag-

ing)

1. Set the maximum size q ∈ N of the optimal collection of chirp parameters, as well as

the minimum difference between successive chirp parameters, ∆σ. Compute the STFT

Vgf [n, k] using a chosen window size, FFT size, and hop size, given respectively by

W0, L0, H0 ∈ N.

2. Compute the RCR Σgf [n, k] at each [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL.

3. Choose parameters A,B ∈ N to decompose the time-frequency plane into supertiles [40]

�r,s for all pairs [r, s] ∈ ZdN/A−1e × ZdLmin/(2B)e, where Lmin := minw{Lw},

�r,s := [rÃ, (r + 1)Ã) × [sB̃, (s + 1)B̃), Ã := AH∆t, and B̃ := B/(Lmin∆t). Note that

A (resp. B) represents the number of points on the coarsest grid along the time (resp.

frequency) axis contained in each supertile.
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4. For each supertile �r,s, compute the nonlocal weighted average reassignment chirp rate

(nonlocal WARCR, or NLWARCR) via

ΣW
g f [r, s] :=

∑
[n,k]∈�r,s |Vgf [n, k]|2Σgf [n, k]

W[r, s]
,

where W[r, s] :=
∑

[n,k]∈�r,s |Vgf [n, k]|2 sums the STFT coefficients in each supertile.

5. Sort the list of NLWARCRs as a 1-D vector in increasing order. Then calculate the 1st

through qth weighted (q+1)-quantiles [41] of the list of NLWARCRs, using W as weights.

This yields a sequence of chirp parameters σ̃1 ≤ · · · ≤ σ̃q.

6. Return a subsequence σ1, . . . , σq
∗

from {σ̃q̃}qq̃=1 such that σq̃ ≤ σq̃+1 + ∆σ for each q̃ ∈

{1, . . . , q∗ − 1}. Then σ1, . . . , σq
∗

is the optimal collection of chirp parameters.

Remark 4.6. In Algorithm 4.5, we use the magnitude STFT coefficients as weights in two

different ways. In Step 4, the magnitude spectrum is used to bias the calculation towards chirp

rates corresponding to high-energy coefficients. In Step 5, we determine new weights by summing

the magnitude spectral coefficients in each supertile, to bias the calculation in favor of higher-energy

supertiles. The purpose of both weightings is to minimize the effect of STFT coefficients representing

pure noise.

We now discuss two choices that must be made for Algorithm 4.5: the value of q, and the

choice of the window for computing the RCR and NLWARCR. We first discuss the choice of q.

Define a rising chirp rate signal frising(t) := cos(2πφ(t))+fnoise(t) with φ′(t) = 4500t2 +1000t+500

for t = 0 through t = 1, where fnoise is zero-mean Gaussian white noise such that frising has a

user-determined SNR level. Note that for this signal, φ′′(t) = 9000t+ 1000, so the chirp rate rises

linearly. Figure 4.1 shows the W-weighted distribution of WARCR parameters for the signal frising

at different SNR levels for different values of q, together with red dots whose horizontal locations

represent the chosen collection of chirp parameters σ1, . . . , σq
∗
. The window used for computing

the RCR and NLWARCR in Figure 4.1 was a Gaussian window, as defined in (3.4), with half-width

κ = 320 and size W = L = 4096 samples. Figure 4.1 shows us that that increasing q enables the

algorithm to better represent the spread of chirp rates, especially for lower levels of SNR.
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Figure 4.1. Weighted average shifted histogram (WASH) [61] of the NLWARCRs
ΣW
g f [r, s] from the signal frising, with number of bins bASH = 30 and number of

shifts per bin sASH = 10, plotted atop the weighted histogram with number of bins
equal to bASH, with a different SNR in each column and a different q (maximum
number of chirp parameters) in each row, for supertile parameters A = B = 32.
The weights of the WASH and the weighted histogram are given by W[r, s]. The
horizontal axis of each subplot corresponds to chirp parameter histogram bins, from
σmin = −15000 Hz2 to σmax = 15000 Hz2. The horizontal locations of the red dots
correspond to the chirp rates from the output of Algorithm 4.5; their vertical loca-
tions are determined by the corresponding values of the WASH. Here, we arbitrarily
select ∆σ = fs/40Hz2, where fs = 44100 Hz is the sampling rate of the signal.

We next discuss the issue of the window choice for the RCR and the WARCR. Ideally,

reassignment-based techniques would be mostly independent of the chosen window. Indeed, the

formula of the STFT-based RF in (3.30) essentially leads to the cancellation of the effect of the

window for a noiseless constant-IF function [74]. Unfortunately, the introduction of additive noise

makes the RCR and WARCR computations sensitive to the underlying window function. In the

following, we demonstrate that the specific Gaussian window used in Figure 4.1 appears to give

good results when compared with Gaussian windows of different half-widths.
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Figure 4.2. Weighted average shifted histogram (WASH) of the WARCRs
ΣW
g f [r, s] from the signal frising, with number of bins bASH = 36 and number of

shifts per bin sASH = 10, plotted atop the weighted histogram with number of bins
equal to bASH, with a different SNR in each column and a different Gaussian win-
dow half-width κ in each row, for supertile parameters A = B = 32 and maximum
number of chirp parameters q = 8. The weights of the WASH and the weighted
histogram are given by W[r, s]. The horizontal axis of each subplot corresponds to
chirp parameter histogram bins, from σmin = −18000 Hz2 to σmax = 18000 Hz2. The
horizontal locations of the red dots correspond to the chirp rates from the output of
Algorithm 4.5; their vertical locations are determined by the corresponding values
of the WASH. Here, we arbitrarily select ∆σ = fs/40Hz2, where fs = 44100 Hz is
the sampling rate of the signal.

Figure 4.2 shows the W-weighted distribution of WARCR parameters for the signal frising at

different SNR levels for different values of Gaussian window half-width κ, together with red dots

whose horizontal locations represent the chosen collection of chirp parameters σ1, . . . , σq
∗
. Here,

we fix q = 8. Note that for this value of q, the optimal chirp parameters should be the 9-quantiles

given by σq̃ = 1000 + 1000q̃ (q̃ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}). First, we remark that for larger half-widths

(κ ∈ {448, 512}), the W-weighted distribution of WARCRs appears to be vulnerable to a higher
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amount of spurious chirp parameters σ < 0 not represented in the signal. However, the same

phenomenon occurs for κ ∈ {192, 256} at SNR 0 dB.

Remark 4.7. We note that the above figure was derived from a single realization of the noise

for each SNR level. Indeed, though the above results are somewhat representative of what can

be expected in general, it is better to test over more realizations of the noise to truly understand

the statistics. In Sec. 6.1, we investigate the effectiveness of Algorithm 4.5 for different kinds of

windows and supertile sizes in depth, discussing statistics derived from testing Algorithm 4.5 over

many different realizations of noise for each SNR level. In that section, we conduct tests that

indicate that κ = 256 is the best of our candidate κ values for the purpose of generating a chirp

parameter collection for the test signals fcross (defined below) and frising, while κ = 320 also appears

to work well. In particular, we choose the larger value κ = 320 in many of the tests that follow,

for the following reason. This window can be used to generate a chirped quilted window family that

will have better frequency localization properties than the window with κ = 256, due to its larger

width. Windows with good frequency resolution are useful for improving the result of SST methods,

including the SST based on QSTFT to follow in Sec. 5 (see the condition (5.2)).

The reader may ask why we have chosen to describe the WARCR described above as a nonlocal

WARCR. ΣW
g f [r, s] is nonlocal in the sense that it attempts to describe the weighted average chirp

rate of all the time-frequency locations in the given supertile �r,s. As the supertile gets larger,

it is less likely that noise content will distort the calculated result. However, the tradeoff is that

the represented chirp rate becomes increasingly less representative of any given time-frequency

point contained in �r,s. Indeed, for time-frequency locations away from the center of energy of the

supertile, the NLWARCR may not be a good characterization of the local chirp rate.

As an alternative, we may consider the notion of a local WARCR, where the weighted average

is computed for every time-frequency location, with the average being computed over a region

centered at the given time-frequency location of interest. We formulate an algorithm based on local

WARCR as follows:

Algorithm 4.8. (Optimal chirp parameter collection via local weighted averaging)

1-2. Complete steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 4.5.
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3. Choose odd positive integers A,B ∈ N, with A,B ≥ 3 to define an averaging tile �n,k for

each time-frequency point [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL, where

�n,k := {−(A−1)/2 +n,−(A−1)/2 + 1 +n, . . . , (A−1)/2 +n}×{−(B−1)/2 +k,−(B−

1)/2 + 1 + k, . . . , (B − 1)/2 + k} represents a tile of height A and width B in the discrete

time-frequency plane centered at [n, k].

4. For each supertile [n, k] ∈ ZN×ZL, compute the local weighted average reassignment chirp

rate (local WARCR, or LWARCR) via

ΣWloc
g f [n, k] :=

∑
[r,s]∈�n,k |Vgf [r, s]|2Σgf [r, s]

Wloc[n, k]
,

where Wloc[n, k] :=
∑

[r,s]∈�n,k |Vgf [r, s]|2 sums the STFT coefficients in each averaging

tile.

5. Sort the list of LWARCRs as a 1-D vector in increasing order. Then calculate the 1st

through qth weighted (q+1)-quantiles [41] of the list of LWARCRs, using Wloc as weights.

This yields a sequence of chirp parameters σ̃1 ≤ · · · ≤ σ̃q.

6. Return a subsequence σ1, . . . , σq
∗

from {σ̃q̃}qq̃=1 such that σq̃ ≤ σq̃+1 + ∆σ for each q̃ ∈

{1, . . . , q∗ − 1}. Then σ1, . . . , σq
∗

is the optimal collection of chirp parameters.

In Figure 4.3, we test various values of q for Algorithm 4.8. In analogy with the result for Figure

4.1 and Algorithm 4.5, raising q enables Algorithm 4.8 to better represent the spread of the chirp

rates detected by the LWARCR. We also test varying the parameter κ of the Gaussian window for

Algorithm 4.8, and we present these results in Figure 4.4. We see in Figure 4.4 that the histograms

of the LWARCR seem to be smoother than those of the NLWARCR shown in Figure 4.2. This is

no surprise, since the LWARCR is computed at every time-frequency point, and therefore at more

points than the NLWARCR. This larger computation has the effect of more effectively representing

the true chirp rate distribution for the cases of high SNR. However, for low SNR, the spurious

noise-induced peak at zero chirp rate is more emphasized.

In summary, both NLWARCR and LWARCR are effective tools for computing an optimal

collection of chirp parameters. NLWARCR provides for a faster computation at the expense of the

localization of the chirp rate information. LWARCR provides for more precise local information at
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Figure 4.3. Weighted average shifted histogram (WASH) of the LWARCRs
ΣWloc
g f [n, k] from the signal frising, with number of bins bASH = 30 and number

of shifts per bin sASH = 10, plotted atop the weighted histogram with number of
bins equal to bASH, with a different SNR in each column and a different q (maximum
number of chirp parameters) in each row, for averaging tile parameters A = B = 33.
The weights of the WASH and the weighted histogram are given by Wloc[n, k]. The
horizontal axis of each subplot corresponds to chirp parameter histogram bins, from
σmin = −15000 Hz2 to σmax = 15000 Hz2. The horizontal locations of the red dots
correspond to the chirp rates from the output of Algorithm 4.8; their vertical loca-
tions are determined by the corresponding values of the WASH. Here, we arbitrarily
select ∆σ = fs/40Hz2, where fs = 44100 Hz is the sampling rate of the signal.

the expense of a slow computation, and potentially emphasizing spurious peaks in the distribution

at low SNR.

4.2.2. Quilting process: assigning optimal windows to supertiles. In the previous

section, we showed that Algorithms 4.5 and 4.8 can be used successfully to choose the initial

collection of chirped windows, without additional prior knowledge of the range of chirp parameters

contained in the signal. Now, the goal is to assign chirp parameters from the initial collection to

time-frequency regions of different signal behaviors, a process we call the quilting process. In the
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Figure 4.4. Weighted average shifted histogram (WASH) of the LWARCRs
ΣWloc
g f [r, s] from the signal frising, with number of bins bASH = 36 and number

of shifts per bin sASH = 10, plotted atop the weighted histogram with number of
bins equal to bASH, with a different SNR in each column and a different Gaussian
window half-width κ in each row, for supertile parameters A = B = 32 and maxi-
mum number of chirp parameters q = 8. The weights of the WASH and the weighted
histogram are given by Wloc[r, s]. The horizontal axis of each subplot corresponds
to chirp parameter histogram bins, from σmin = −18000 Hz2 to σmax = 18000 Hz2.
The horizontal locations of the red dots correspond to the chirp rates from the out-
put of Algorithm 4.8; their vertical locations are determined by the corresponding
values of the WASH. Here, we arbitrarily select ∆σ = fs/40Hz2, where fs = 44100
Hz is the sampling rate of the signal.

case of the LWARCR, we have an estimate of the local chirp rate at every time-frequency point.

Hence we may propose the following algorithm where we use the LWARCRs once more to determine

the optimal chirp parameter from the collection determined in Algorithm 4.8:

Algorithm 4.9. (Quilting process using LWARCR)

1. Compute the candidate set of chirp parameters {σ1, σ2, . . . , σwmax} using Algorithm 4.5,

while saving the LWARCRs {ΣWloc
g f [n, k]}n,k computed in Step 4.
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2. For each time-frequency location [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL, determine the optimal chirp rate σn,k

via

σn,k := argminw∈{1,...,wmax}
∣∣σw − ΣWloc

g f [n, k]
∣∣ .(4.2)

Remark 4.10. The reader may wonder why it is necessary to determine a smaller candidate set

of chirp parameters at all, rather than just setting σn,k = ΣWloc
g f [n, k] for each [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL.

In general, since ΣWloc
g f is continuously-valued, the set of unique values of ΣWloc

g f will be as large

as the number of time-frequency locations. Then, to compute the chirped QSTFT, one arrives at

the worst-case scenario where the number of FFTs computed equals NL (compared to N in the

case of the STFT). For small hop sizes, this approach results in a very large number of FFTs.

Hence, to save on computations, we derive a candidate set of chirp parameters with size much

smaller than NL. In particular, if the number of chirp parameters is 6, then at most 6N FFTs

are required. Of course, if one is capable of using massive parallel computation or has no concerns

about computational time, one may indeed instead set σn,k = ΣWloc
g f [n, k]. On the other hand, and

most critically, we will show in the following paragraph that ΣWloc
g f is vulnerable to noise, and may

not accurately represent the local chirp rate.

Figure 4.5 shows the result of using different averaging tile parameters to compute the QSTFT

of a signal fcross(t) :=
∑4

m=1 fm(t) + fnoise(t), with t ∈ [0, 5] seconds and sampled at sampling rate

fs := 44100 Hz, containing crossing chirp components fm(t) = cos(2πφm(t)) with φ′m(t) = cm+σmt,

for starting frequencies {cm}4m=1 = {5000, 8000, 12000, 15000} Hz, and chirp rates {σm}4m=1 =

{2000, 800,−800,−2000}Hz2. Here, fnoise(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian white noise component. We

compute the QSTFT of fcross at the SNRs ∞ (noiseless), 10 dB, and 0 dB, and for averaging tile

sizes A = B ∈ {3, 9, 21, 33}. We notice that the smallest averaging tile (A = B = 3) is not at

all robust to noise, in the sense that distinct chirp parameters are not assigned to time-frequency

locations with different local chirp rates, and so the linear chirp structures are either broken or not

clearly visible at 10 dB and 0 dB. On the other hand, the largest averaging tile displays decent

performance even at 0 dB, and the quilting process of Algorithm 4.9 generally assigns a distinct

chirp parameter for each different local chirp rate in the signal, with few time-frequency locations

where the wrong chirp parameter is assigned. However, we emphasize that none of the averaging
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Figure 4.5. QSTFT of fcross using Algorithm 4.8 to choose the initial set of chirp
parameters, followed by Algorithm 4.9 to associate chirp parameters to the time-
frequency plane, with SNRs ∞ dB (top row), 10 dB (middle row), and 0 dB
(bottom row), and averaging tile parameters A = B = 9 (first column), A =
B = 15 (second column), A = B = 21 (third column), and A = B = 33 (fourth
column). Frequency range restricted to lie between 4500 and 15500 Hz. Different
colors represent different chirp parameters assigned by the algorithms. Ideally, a
distinct color should represent each IF component, since all four components have
distinct constant chirp rates.

tile sizes lead to perfect assignment of chirp parameters for the 0 dB case, and there is indeed room

for improvement.

In the case of Algorithm 4.5, we have an estimate of the local chirp rate in each supertile from

the WARCRs. We can then propose the following algorithm, where we use the WARCRs once more

to determine the optimal chirp parameter in each supertile:

Algorithm 4.11. (Quilting process using NLWARCR)
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1. Compute the candidate set of chirp parameters {σ1, σ2, . . . , σwmax} using Algorithm 4.5,

while saving the decomposition into supertiles �r,s computed in Step 3 as well as the

WARCRs {ΣW
g f [r, s]}r,s computed in Step 4.

2. For each supertile �r,s, determine the optimal chirp rate σr,s via

σr,s := argminw∈{1,...,wmax}
∣∣σw − ΣW

g f [r, s]
∣∣ .(4.3)

Remark 4.12. As described in Remark 4.10 for the LWARCR-based case, there is still a

high number of unique chirp parameters generated from the supertile-based calculation for the NL-

WARCR. Due to this high number of chirp parameters, an optimal collection must be decided as in

Algorithm 4.5 before proceeding further to assign chirped windows to different supertiles.

Figure 4.6 shows the same issues for the NLWARCR-based quilting algorithm as for the

LWARCR-based algorithm. On the other hand, this supertile decomposition enables a quicker

computation than in the LWARCR-based case. Still, it also limits the possible precision, and one

should be concerned about signals where the chirp rates are not as stable or vary quickly.

The reason for the reduced accuracy of these WARCR-based quilting approaches under heavy

noise is as follows. While the WARCR is accurate often enough that all the true chirp rates manifest

in the global distribution of the WARCRs for sufficiently large q (as seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.3), it is

not accurate so often that it is a reliable estimate of local chirp rate for a randomly chosen supertile

or time-frequency point in the case of low SNR. This result may be related to our observation of

lower accuracy of 2nd-order SST for low SNR, as demonstrated previously in Table 2.1.

Due to the possible inaccuracy of Algorithms 4.11 and 4.9 for low SNR, as well as their limitation

to chirped window collections, we are motivated to seek an alternate approach. In our previous

work [11], we introduced two algorithms for signal-adaptive assignment of windows to different

time-frequency regions. These algorithms require the user to specify an underlying collection of

windows, together with a supertile decomposition. For the first of these algorithms, the selected

window is the one that minimizes a quantity called the Rényi entropy in that supertile. This entropy

minimization method is another technique that originated in the TFJP algorithms of Jaillet and

Torrésani [40]. One may understand this procedure as seeking to concentrate the signal content

in the presence of noise, and therefore reducing the entropy. Indeed, one may interpret the Rényi
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Figure 4.6. QSTFT of fcross using Algorithm 4.5 to choose the initial set of chirp
parameters, followed by Algorithm 4.11 to associate chirp parameters to each su-
pertile, with SNRs ∞ dB (top row), 10 dB (middle row), and 0 dB (bottom
row), and supertile parameters A = B = 9 (first column), A = B = 15 (second
column), A = B = 21 (third column), and A = B = 33 (fourth column). Fre-
quency range restricted to lie between 4500 and 15500 Hz. Different colors represent
different chirp parameters assigned by the algorithms. Ideally, a distinct color should
represent each IF component, since all four components have distinct constant chirp
rates.

entropy as measuring the opposite of sparsity, and hence measuring concentration, in the sense that

its minimization is equivalent to the minimization of the `2-normalized `p-norm with p = 2α [59].

This first algorithm is equivalent to a single iteration of one of the TFJP procedures of Jaillet

and Torrésani. We give the precise steps of this algorithm as follows:

Algorithm 4.13. (Quilting process using non-averaged Rényi entropy)

1. Choose windows hw, w = 1, . . . , wmax for wmax ∈ N, together with FFT sizes Lw. Choose

the single hop size H.

2. For each hw, compute the discrete STFT Vhwf with hop size H and FFT size Lw.
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Figure 4.7. QSTFT of fcross using Algorithm 4.13 (left) and Algorithm 4.14
(right), with SNR 0 dB. In both plots, colors correspond to the window chosen
in each supertile for the calculation of the QSTFT. Blue: h1. Green: h2. Purple:
h3. Red: h4. Orange: h5. Black: h6. Frequency range is restricted to lie be-
tween 4500 Hz and 15500 Hz. Algorithm 4.13 is vulnerable to classifying the wrong
chirp parameter to supertiles, whenever IF content is only near the boundary of the
supertile. Algorithm 4.14 corrects for this problem by averaging the entropy calcula-
tion over perturbations of each supertile, leading to fewer incorrect chirp parameter
classifications.

3. Choose parameters A,B ∈ N to decompose the time-frequency plane into supertiles �r,s as

described in Step 3 of Algorithm 4.5.

4. For each �r,s and hw, calculate the total energy Ewr,s :=
∑

(`,k)∈�r,s |Vhwf [`, k]|2.

5. Fix α ∈ (0, 1). Then for each �r,s and hw, calculate the Rényi entropy [40,47] Rα,wr,s of

the STFT coefficients whose corresponding lattice points are within �r,s:

Rα,wr,s :=
1

1− α
log

 ∑
(`,k)∈�r,s

((
H

Lw

)1−α |Vhwf [`, k]|2

Ewr,s

)α
6. To each supertile �r,s, associate the window hw

∗
with the smallest Rényi entropy Rα,w

∗
r,s .

As an example, we apply Algorithm 4.13 to compute the QSTFT of fcross. For Figure 4.7,

fcross has SNR equal to 0 dB. We analyze this signal using the chirped window collection {hw}

where hw(t) := h0(t)e2πiσwt2/2. Here h0 is a Hanning window of width 4000 samples, zero-

padded to L = 212 = 4096 samples, and we use the hand-picked chirp parameters {σw}6w=1 =
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Figure 4.8. All perturba-
tions of the supertile �r,s,
for Algorithm 4.14 parame-
ters given as follows: PT =
PY = {−1, 1} (backward and
forward directional perturba-
tion in both time and fre-
quency), Tshift = Yshift = 2
(two perturbations per direc-
tion in both time and fre-
quency), τ = Tstep · (H∆t),
and W = Ystep/(Lmin∆t) for
arbitrary ∆t, H,Lmin, Tstep,

and Ystep. The label �t̃,ỹ
r,s

of each perturbed supertile is
shown in the upper-left cor-
ner of that supertile.

{1700, 600,−600,−1700, 2400, 1500}Hz2. We choose a hop size of H = 250, Rényi entropy param-

eter α = 0.5, and A = B = 24.

The result of the QSTFT computation with Algorithm 4.13 can be seen in the left panel of

Figure 4.7. For the most part, Algorithm 4.13 correctly matches the closest chirp parameters

{σw}4w=1 to the actual signal chirp rates {σm}4m=1. However, the algorithm suffers from the arbi-

trary choice of the supertile boundaries. In particular, when the boundary of a supertile is close

to or passes through a signal component, the wrong chirp parameter may be assigned due to the

relative prevalence of the noise compared to signal content. In addition to providing a less clean

visualization, this inaccurate representation of the data may lead to difficulties with the extraction

of ridges corresponding to IFs.

To improve upon this entropy minimization idea, we propose averaging the calculated entropy

in a given supertile over perturbations of that supertile in time and frequency. Figure 4.8 shows a

supertile �r,s together with eight of its perturbations. In our second algorithm, we calculate the

Rényi entropy in �r,s and then in each of several perturbations �t̃,ỹ
r,s of the original supertile �r,s.

Finally, we average the entropy over all of these calculations, and then the optimal window for

�r,s is the one minimizing this average entropy. Coifman and Donoho used a similar technique of
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grid perturbation averaging for the purpose of wavelet-based signal denoising [20]. We rigorously

describe our algorithm as follows:

Algorithm 4.14. (Quilting process using averaged Rényi entropy)

1–3. Do Steps 1-3 of Algorithm 4.13.

4. Fix permutation step sizes Tstep and Ystep, the total amounts of permutations Tshift and

Yshift, and the sets PT and PY of permutation directions satisfying PT , PY ⊆ {−1, 1}, for

the time and frequency axes respectively. More precisely:

• Tstep (resp. Ystep) is given in units of points on the coarsest grid in the time (resp.

frequency) direction. For example, suppose one sets Ystep = 3. Then, since the

distance between two points on the coarsest frequency grid is 1/(Lmin∆t) Hz, one

permutes the supertile with a step size of W := 3/(Lmin∆t) Hz. If one sets Yshift = 2,

then the supertile is permuted twice in the frequency direction, each time by W Hz

(see Figure 4.8).

• The possible forms of PT and PY are {−1} (backward perturbation), {1} (forward

perturbation), and {−1, 1} (bidirectional perturbation).

5. Define T̃ := {pT · t · Tstep · (H∆t) : pT ∈ PT ; t = 1, . . . , Tshift}, and

Ỹ := {pY · y · Ystep/(Lmin∆t) : pY ∈ PY ; y = 1, . . . , Yshift}. Then:

5a. For each t̃ ∈ T̃ , define �t̃,0
r,s := [rÃ+ t̃, (r + 1)Ã+ t̃)× [sB̃, (s+ 1)B̃).

5b. For each ỹ ∈ Ỹ , define �0,ỹ
r,s := [rÃ, (r + 1)Ã)× [sB̃ + ỹ, (s+ 1)B̃ + ỹ).

6. Select the Rényi entropy parameter α ∈ (0, 1]. Then, for each pair (r, s):

6a. For each � ∈ Br,s :=
{
�r,s,�

t̃,0
r,s,�

0,ỹ
r,s : t̃ ∈ T̃ ; ỹ ∈ Ỹ

}
and hw, calculate the total

energy

Ew,�r,s :=
∑

(`,k)∈�

|Vhwf [`, k]|2.

6b. For each � ∈ Br,s and hw, calculate the Rényi entropy Rα,w,�r,s of the STFT coefficients

whose corresponding lattice points are within �:

Rα,w,�r,s :=
1

1− α
log

 ∑
(`,k)∈�

((
H

Lw

)1−α |Vhwf [`, k]|2

Ew,�r,s

)α
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6c. For each hw, calculate the average Rényi entropy

R̃α,wr,s :=
1

1 +
∣∣∣T̃ ∣∣∣+

∣∣∣Ỹ ∣∣∣
∑

�∈Br,s

Rα,w,�r,s .

7. To each supertile �r,s, associate the window hw
∗

with the smallest average Rényi entropy

R̃α,w
∗

r,s .

The right panel of Figure 4.7 shows the result of applying Algorithm 4.14 to calculate the

QSTFT of the same signal. We use all the same parameters as Algorithm 4.13, and we set Tstep =

Ystep = Tshift = Yshift = 4, and PT = PY = {−1, 1}. In this plot, we see that the errant chirp

parameter assignments in neighborhoods of the IF curves have been almost completely corrected

by the averaging procedure. In particular, for the IF curve φ′1 corresponding to the greatest chirp

rate σ1 = 2000Hz2, we see that the window h1 with chirp parameter σ1 = 1700Hz2 is assigned

consistently along φ′1, whereas Algorithm 4.13 occasionally assigns a window different than h1

when φ′1 passes by the boundary of a supertile. However, we note that we cannot improve the

result at the intersection of the curves, where nearby signal components interfere with the selection

process. Nonetheless, due to the general improvement of the consistency of the window choice, we

opt for using Algorithm 4.14 in the case of a signal contaminated with noise. However, for noiseless

situations, we use Algorithm 4.13 instead. We adhered to this convention earlier for the synthetic

examples in Sec. 2.2, and we used only Algorithm 4.14 for the gibbon vocalizations in Sec. 2.1 due

to the presence of background noise. To compute the chirped QSTFT in Figure 2.3, we used the

parameters A = B = 24, Tstep = Ystep = 4, Tshift = Yshift = 2, and PT = PY = {−1, 1}.

We also remark that Algorithm 4.14 may perform worse than Algorithm 4.13 in noiseless situa-

tions. We give an example where Algorithm 4.14 performs worse in Figure 4.9, where we calculate

the QSTFT of the noiseless crossing chirps signal using both algorithms. We conjecture that Algo-

rithm 4.14 performs worse in the noiseless case because the noiseless supertiles containing no signal

content may well have lower entropy values than supertiles containing signal content.

We now seek to use Algorithm 4.5 together with Algorithms 4.13 and 4.14. Figure 4.10 shows

the QSTFT obtained when first applying Algorithm 4.5 to discern the initial collection of chirp

parameters, and then applying Algorithm 4.13 or Algorithm 4.14. For the noiseless signal, we apply
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Figure 4.9. QSTFT of fcross using Algorithm 4.13 (left) and Algorithm 4.14
(right), with SNR ∞ dB (noiseless). Coloring scheme and frequency range are the
same as in Figure 4.7. The averaging procedure of Algorithm 4.14 leads to a worse
result than in Algorithm 4.13, due to supertiles with very small energy being next
to supertiles with signal content.

Figure 4.10. QSTFT of fcross using Algorithm 4.5 to choose the initial set of chirp
parameters, followed by either Algorithm 4.13 (left) or Algorithm 4.14 (middle,
right) to associate chirp parameters to supertiles, with SNRs ∞ dB (left) and 0
dB (middle, right). We set the maximum number of chirp parameters q = 5 for
the first two plots and q = 15 for the last plot. Coloring schemes are as follows,
with all chirp parameter values in units of Hz2. Left: σ1 = −2000.0 blue, σ2 =
−800.0 purple, σ3 = 800.0 orange, σ4 = 2000.0 black. Middle: σ1 = −1865.2
blue, σ2 = −834.2 green, σ3 = 30.0 purple, σ4 = 996.2 red, σ5 = 2027.3 orange.
Right: σ1 = −3890.0 blue, {σ2 = −2241.9, σ3 = −1794.1, σ4 = −1387.7} green,
{σ5 = −902.3, σ6 = −669.4, σ7 = −358.0, σ8 = 29.9} purple, {σ9 = 498.9, σ10 =
783.6, σ11 = 1065.7, σ12 = 1498.5} red, {σ13 = 1969.5, σ14 = 2661.8} orange, σ15 =
4710.7 black.
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Algorithm 4.5 with q = 5, and for the signal with noise at SNR 0 dB we use q = 5 for the middle

plot and q = 15 for the rightmost plot. In all cases we set ∆σ = fs/400 (recalling that fs = 44100

Hz), meaning that the computed chirp parameters must be at least 110.25Hz2 apart. We analyze

with the same Gaussian window as before, with half-width κ = 320 and size W = L = 4096. We

note that regardless of whether q is close to or much greater than the actual number of chirp rates

in the signal, the output of Algorithm 4.5 still effectively distinguishes the different signal chirp

rates. In the latter case (q = 15), we group the computed chirp parameters into bins of equal size

in units Hz2, where each bin is of the size (σmax − σmin)/#colors, where #colors is the number of

possible color mappings. For all our experiments, #colors = 6.

4.2.3. Summary of Sec. 4.2. To summarize this section, we note that using Algorithm

4.5 together with either Algorithm 4.13 or 4.14 enables the calculation of a chirped QSTFT that

closely represents the local chirp rates in the signal, even in the case of very low SNR. For higher

SNR or noiseless signals, one might instead consider using Algorithm 4.5 together with Algorithm

4.11, or Algorithm 4.8 together with Algorithm 4.8. These latter approaches require fewer repeat

calculations, but do not work as well for low SNR.

4.3. Signal reconstruction from QSTFT

The introduction of multiple windows into our analysis complicates signal reconstruction. A

perfect, full signal reconstruction is generally not possible from the nonoverlapping QSTFT as

defined in (4.1). The reason is that a partial loss of signal information results from transitions

between the windows hn,k as n and k vary.

A first step is to make the restriction that for any given frame n, hn,k must remain the same

for all values of k. An analogous restriction was made for the reconstruction from a nonstationary

Gabor frame in the work of Balazs et al. [6]. This restriction is not generally desirable for signal

analysis using the algorithms in Sec. 4.2, because in general different frequency bands will contain

signal components with different behaviors. However, this restriction is necessary for full signal

reconstruction, and besides, we will later soften this restriction for the case of reconstructing a

single mode from truncated QSTFT coefficients in Sec. 4.3.3.
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Next, we recall from the inverse STFT formulas (3.12) (resp. (3.13)) that it is necessary to have

the STFT information Vgf [n, k] (resp. Vgσf [n, k]) from the frames

n ∈ {d(v + 1)/H −W/(2H)e , . . . , bv/H +W/(2H)c} in order to use the inverse STFT (resp. in-

verse chirped STFT) to reconstruct the signal sample f [v] for each v ∈ ZV . Now suppose that we

have a quilted window family and a pair [n, k] ∈ ZN ×ZL such that hn,k 6= hn+1,k. Then it follows

that the signal sample v = nH cannot be perfectly reconstructed from the nonoverlapping QSTFT

using the inverse STFT (resp. inverse chirped STFT) formula, since the STFT with respect to hn,k

from the (n+ 1)th frame is not included in the nonoverlapping QSTFT.

This motivates us to introduce the overlapping QSTFT, a construction that enables us to

preserve perfect signal reconstruction at the transitions between windows. The basic idea is to

“overlap” Wn,k/(2H) coefficients from each window hn,k at any such transition, where Wn,k is the

window size of hn,k. We define the overlapping QSTFT in the following manner:

Definition 4.15. Suppose that VQh f [n, k] is the nonoverlapping QSTFT of a discrete-time signal

f with respect to a quilted window family {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL, with a hop size H ∈ N. Suppose

that hn,k has window size Wn,k for each [n, k] ∈ ZN ×ZL. Then the overlapping quilted short-time

Fourier transform (overlapping QSTFT, or OQSTFT) of f with respect to {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL

is given by the sequence-valued function

VQ
h f [n, k] :=

{
Vhn,kf [n0, k]

}
n0∈Nn,k

(4.4)

for each [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL, where Nn,k := {n− dWn,k/(2H)e+ 1, . . . , n+ bWn,k/(2H)c}. If

{(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL is a chirped quilted window family, then we also call VQ
h f the overlapping

chirped quilted short-time Fourier transform (overlapping chirped QSTFT, or OCQSTFT) of f

with respect to {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL.

The definition above is flexible enough to allow even for the most extreme case where hn,k is

different at every time-frequency point [n, k] ∈ ZN ×ZL. To clarify this definition, we give a simple

example as follows. Suppose N is an even integer and the quilted window family satisfies

hn,k =

 h1 if n < N/2

h2 if n ≥ N/2,
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for two windows h1 6= h2, with window sizes W 1 and W 2, zero-padded to lengths L1 and L2. Then,

VQ
h f [n, k] =

 {Vh1f [n0, k]}n0∈Nn,k if n < N/2

{Vh2f [n0, k]}n0∈Nn,k if n ≥ N/2.

Now, let us determine all of the values of Vh1f and Vh2f that must be saved in order to compute

all the values of VQ
h f [n, k] over all [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL. In particular, let us first investigate the

“overlap” at the frame n = N/2 when hn,k changes value from h1 to h2. The greatest value

of n such that VQ
h f [n, k] = {Vh1f [n0, k]}n0∈Nn,k is n = N/2 − 1. Then, the largest value of

any n0 ∈ NN/2−1,k is n0 = (N/2 − 1) +
⌊
W 1/(2H)

⌋
. Next, the smallest value of n such that

VQ
h f [n, k] = {Vh2f [n0, k]}n0∈Nn,k is n = N/2. Then, the smallest value of any n0 ∈ NN/2,k is

n0 = N/2 −
⌈
W 2/(2H)

⌉
+ 1. Hence, the region of overlap between the two windows h1 and h2

consists of the frames n0 ∈ {N/2−
⌈
W 2/(2H)

⌉
+ 1, . . . , (N/2− 1) +

⌊
W 1/(2H)

⌋
}.

Next, we notice that the lowest value of n0 ∈ N0,k is n0 = 1 −
⌈
W 1/(2H)

⌉
, and the highest

value of n0 ∈ NV−1,k is n0 = V − 1 +
⌊
W 2/(2H)

⌋
. Therefore, we conclude that we need to know

the values {Vh1f [n0, k]} for every n0 ∈
{

1−
⌈
W 1/(2H)

⌉
, . . . , (N/2− 1) +

⌊
W 1/(2H)

⌋}
, together

with the values {Vh2f [n0, k]} for every n0 ∈
{
N/2−

⌈
W 2/(2H)

⌉
+ 1, . . . , V − 1 +

⌊
W 2/(2H)

⌋}
. If

W/(2H) ∈ N, then one may check that these values are consistent with the values we would need to

compute if we wanted to analyze and resynthesize the signal values from v = 0 to v = (N/2)H − 1

with Vh1 , and the signal values from v = (N/2)H to v = V − 1 with Vh2 , using the ISTFT formula

(3.12) or the ICSTFT formula (3.13).

4.3.1. Inverse overlapping QSTFT from COLA windows. Using the overlapping QSTFT

as defined in (4.4), we may now define an inverse overlapping QSTFT operator as follows. As men-

tioned above, it is necessary to restrict the quilted window family to vary only in the time variable

n.

Definition 4.16. Suppose {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL defines a quilted window family. Suppose

moreover that Wn,k is the window size for each hn,k, and that hn,k is zero-padded to the length Ln,k

from the window h̃n,k. Suppose that h̃n,k satisfies the COLA criterion (3.11) for the hop size H ∈ N.

Next, suppose that there exist Wn, Ln ∈ N such that Wn = Wn,k and Ln = Ln,k for all k ∈ ZL.

Finally, define Nn,k := {n− dWn,k/(2H)e+ 1, . . . , n+ bWn,k/(2H)c} for all [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL as
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before, and observe that we may define Nn := Nn,k for all k ∈ ZL. Then the inverse overlapping

quilted short-time Fourier transform (IOQSTFT) (VQ
h )−1 : ZN → C of a sequence-valued time-

frequency representation Y taking values Y [n, k] := {Yn,k[n0]}n0∈Nn,k at [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL with

respect to the quilted window family {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL is defined for each v ∈ ZV by

(VQ
h )−1Y [v] :=

H∑Ln−1
`=0 hn[`]

∑
n0∈Nn

F−1
D;Ln

(Y [n, ·][n0])[v − n0H + Ln/2],(4.5)

where n = bv/Hc, Y [n, k][n0] := Yn,k[n0] for all n0 ∈ Nn and [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL.

Remark 4.17. To clarify (4.5) above, the IOQSTFT computation begins by first fixing n =

bv/Hc, and then computing the inverse DFTs F−1
D;Ln

(Y [n, ·][n0]) for each n0 ∈ Nn. Then,

(VQ
h )−1Y [v] is computed by summing the values of F−1

D;Ln
(Y [n, ·][n0]) at the positions v−n0H+Ln/2

for each n0 ∈ Nn.

Of course, we care specifically about inverting VQ
h f for a discrete-time signal f , and further

clarification can be made about the IOQSTFT operator above for this case. We therefore prove

the following proposition, in which we express (4.5) in terms of a more easily understood quantity:

Proposition 4.18. Suppose Wn is divisible by 2H and Y = VQ
h f for a discrete-time signal f .

Then we may alternatively express (4.5) via

(VQ
h )−1Y [v] =

H∑Ln−1
`=0 hn[`]

b vH+Wn
2H c∑

n0=d v+1
H
−Wn

2H e
F−1
D;Ln

(Vhnf [n0, ·])[v − n0H + Ln
2 ],

for n = bv/Hc.

The proof of Proposition 4.18 requires the following lemma:

Lemma 4.19. Let v ∈ ZV and let n = bv/Hc for H ∈ N. Let Wn ∈ N and define

Nn := {n− dWn/(2H)e+ 1, . . . , n+ bWn/(2H)c} as before. Then, if Wn is divisible by 2H, we

have that

Nn = {d(v + 1)/H −Wn/(2H)e , . . . , bv/H +Wn/(2H)c} .(4.6)
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Proof. We have that n0 ∈ {d(v + 1)/H −Wn/(2H)e , . . . , bv/H +Wn/(2H)c} if and only if

d(v + 1)/H −Wn/(2H)e ≤ n0 ≤ bv/H +Wn/(2H)c .(4.7)

Since Wn is divisible by 2H, (4.7) is equivalent to

d(v + 1)/He −Wn/(2H) ≤ n0 ≤ bv/Hc+Wn/(2H).

Since n = bv/Hc, we may express v = nH+r for some r ∈ {0, . . . ,H−1}. Then (4.7) is equivalent

to

d(r + 1)/He+ n−Wn/(2H) ≤ n0 ≤ br/Hc+ n+Wn/(2H).

Since d(r + 1)/He = 1 and br/Hc = 0, we finally have that (4.7) is equivalent to

n−Wn/(2H) + 1 ≤ n0 ≤ n+Wn/(2H),

which is equivalent to n0 ∈ Nn. Therefore n0 ∈ {d(v + 1)/H −Wn/(2H)e , . . . , bv/H +Wn/(2H)c}

if and only if n0 ∈ Nn, proving this lemma. �

Now we may prove Proposition 4.18, as follows.

Proof. (Proof of Proposition 4.18) Let v ∈ ZV , n = bv/Hc, and suppose Wn is divisible by

2H and Y = VQ
h f . Now, from the definition of VQ

h f in (4.4) and the fact that hn,k = hn for all

[n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL, we have

(VQ
h )−1Y [v] :=

H∑Ln−1
`=0 hn[`]

∑
n0∈Nn

F−1
D;Ln

(Vhnf [n0, ·])[v − n0H + Ln/2].

Then, by Lemma 4.19, we may rewrite the summation:

(VQ
h )−1Y [v] :=

H∑Ln−1
`=0 hn[`]

bv/H+Wn/(2H)c∑
n0=d(v+1)/H−Wn/(2H)e

F−1
D;Ln

(Vhnf [n0, ·])[v − n0H + Ln/2].

This concludes the proof. �

Proposition 4.18 will allow us to prove the fact that the IOQSTFT is actually a left inverse for

the OQSTFT.
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Proposition 4.20. Suppose all the preconditions of Definition 4.16 hold. Then for any discrete-

time signal f ∈ ZV → C, V ∈ N, we have that

(VQ
h )−1VQ

h f = f.

Proof. Let v ∈ ZV and fix n = bv/Hc ∈ N. From Proposition 4.18, we have

(VQ
h )−1VQ

h f [v] =
H∑Ln−1

`=0 hn[`]

b vH+Wn
2H c∑

n0=d v+1
H
−Wn

2H e
F−1
D;Ln

(Vhnf [n0, ·])[v − n0H + Ln/2]

= (Vhn)−1Vhnf [v]

= f [v],

where the above holds due to Proposition 3.27 applied to the STFT with respect to the window

hn. This concludes the proof. �

4.3.2. Inverse overlapping QSTFT from chirped COLA windows. In analogy with

Sec. 3.5.3, we must also consider the case of chirped COLA windows, i.e., windows gσ that are

the product of a COLA window g with a function eπiσ(`∆t)2 . When computing the overlapping

QSTFT, a chirped quilted window family consisting of chirped COLA windows will enable us to

achieve signal reconstruction.

Definition 4.21. Suppose {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL defines a chirped quilted window family,

with hn,k[`] = gn,k[`] · e2πiσn,k(`∆t)2 for all [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL and ` ∈ ZLn,k . Suppose moreover that

Wn,k is the window size for each gn,k, and that gn,k is zero-padded to the length Ln,k from the window

g̃n,k. Suppose that g̃n,k satisfies the COLA criterion (3.11) for the hop size H ∈ N. Next, suppose

that there exist σn,Wn, Ln ∈ N such that σn = σn,k, Wn = Wn,k, and Ln = Ln,k for all k ∈ ZL.

Denote σ = {σn}n∈ZN . Finally, define Nn,k := {n− dWn,k/(2H)e+ 1, . . . , n+ bWn,k/(2H)c} for

all [n, k] ∈ ZN ×ZL as before, and observe that we may define Nn := Nn,k for all k ∈ ZL. Then the

inverse overlapping chirped quilted short-time Fourier transform (IOCQSTFT) (VQ
h )−1 : ZN → C

of a sequence-valued time-frequency representation Y taking values Y [n, k] := {Yn,k[n0]}n0∈Nn,k at

[n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL with respect to the quilted window family {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL is defined for
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each v ∈ ZV by

(VQ
h )−1Y [v] :=

H∑Ln−1
`=0 gn[`]

∑
n0∈Nn

F−1
D;Ln

(Y [n, ·][n0])[v − n0H + Ln/2]eπiσn((v−n0H+Ln/2)∆t)2 ,

(4.8)

where n = bv/Hc, Y [n, k][n0] := Yn,k[n0] for all n0 ∈ Nn and [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL.

Remark 4.22. We remark that the definition of the operator (VQ
h )−1 depends on whether h

represents a quilted window family comprising COLA windows, or rather a quilted window family

comprising chirped COLA windows. In the former case, we refer to (VQ
h )−1 as the IOQSTFT, and

in the latter case we refer to it as the IOCQSTFT.

In analogy to Proposition 4.18, we express the IOCQSTFT of the OCQSTFT in terms of a

more easily understood quantity, as follows:

Proposition 4.23. Suppose v ∈ ZV , n = bv/Hc, Wn is divisible by 2H, and Y = VQ
h f for a

discrete-time signal f . Then we may alternatively express (4.8) via

(VQ
h )−1Y [v] =

H∑Ln−1
`=0 gn[`]

b vH+Wn
2H c∑

n0=d v+1
H
−Wn

2H e
F−1
D;Ln

(Vhnf [n0, ·])[v − n0H + Ln
2 ]e

πiσn
((
v−n0H+

Ln
2

)
∆t

)2

.

Proof. The proof technique is the same as in the proof of Proposition 4.18. Again using the

definition of VQ
h f in (4.4) and the fact that hn,k = hn for all [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL, we have

(VQ
h )−1Y [v] :=

H∑Ln−1
`=0 gn[`]

∑
n0∈Nn

F−1
D;Ln

(Vhnf [n0, ·])[v − n0H + Ln/2]eπiσn((v−n0H+Ln/2)∆t)2 .

Lemma 4.19 implies that

(VQ
h )−1Y [v] :=

H∑Ln−1
`=0 gn[`]

b vH+Wn
2H c∑

n0=d v+1
H
−Wn

2H e
F−1
D;Ln

(Vhnf [n0, ·])[v − n0H + Ln
2 ]e

πiσn
((
v−n0H+

Ln
2

)
∆t

)2

,

concluding the proof. �

Now, we prove that the IOCQSTFT is a left inverse for the OCQSTFT, as follows.
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Proposition 4.24. Suppose all the preconditions of Definition 4.21 hold. Then for any discrete-

time signal f ∈ ZV → C, V ∈ N, we have that

(VQ
h )−1VQ

h f = f.

Proof. Let v ∈ ZV and fix n = bv/Hc ∈ N. From Proposition 4.23 we have

(VQ
h )−1Y [v] :=

H∑Ln−1
`=0 gn[`]

b vH+Wn
2H c∑

n0=d v+1
H
−Wn

2H e
F−1
D;Ln

(Vhnf [n0, ·])[v − n0H + Ln
2 ]e

πiσn
((
v−n0H+

Ln
2

)
∆t

)2

= (Vhn)−1Vhnf [v]

= f [v],

where we recall that hn[`] := gn[`]eπiσn(`∆t)2 for all ` ∈ ZLn , and where we have used Proposition

3.31 applied to the chirped STFT with window hn. This concludes the proof. �

4.3.3. Mode retrieval from truncated, overlapping QSTFT. In the previous subsec-

tions, the reconstruction of the entire signal from the overlapping QSTFT necessitates that the

quilted window family does not vary in frequency. However, when all that is necessary is to isolate

an amplitude-phase component, we may soften this restriction. While we still require that for each

n ∈ ZN there exists Ln ∈ N such that Ln,k ≡ Ln for each k ∈ ZL, we only further impose that hn,k

does not vary in frequency in the neighborhood of the desired amplitude-phase component.

We develop a framework for mode retrieval from a truncated overlapping QSTFT as follows.

Suppose that f =
∑M

m=1 fm is a discrete-time signal of the form (1.1), and let m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.

Let (hn,k, Ln,k)[n,k]∈ZN×ZL denote a quilted window family where each hn,k is a window of length

Wn,k zero-padded to the length Ln,k. Suppose that for each n ∈ ZN there exists Ln ∈ N such

that Ln,k ≡ Ln for each k ∈ ZL. Let ε > 0 and assume that hn,k ≡ hn and Wn,k ≡ Wn for each

k ∈ Zεm0
[n] := {k ∈ ZL : |φ′m0

[nH]− k/(Ln∆t)| < ε/2}. Then, we define the truncated overlapping

QSTFT (truncated OQSTFT) Ṽ
Q,(m0),ε
h f via

Ṽ
Q,(m0),ε
h f [n, k] :=

 VQ
h f [n, k] if

∣∣φ′m0
[nH]− k/(Ln∆t)

∣∣ < ε/2

0 otherwise.
(4.9)
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4.3. SIGNAL RECONSTRUCTION FROM QSTFT

The truncated OQSTFT enables us to approximately reconstruct the mth
0 mode via

fm0 [v] ≈ H∑Ln−1
`=0 hn[`]

bv/H+Wn/(2H)c∑
n0=d(v+1)/H−Wn/(2H)e

F−1
D;Ln

(Ṽ
Q,(m0),ε
h f [n, ·])[v − n0H + Ln/2],(4.10)

for n = bv/Hc, assuming that h denotes a quilted window family comprised of COLA windows.

Suppose on the other hand that h denotes a quilted window family composed of chirped COLA

windows hn,k[`] = gn,k[`]e
πiσn,k(`∆t)2 for each ` ∈ ZLn,k and [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL, and that σn ≡ σn,k

and gn,k ≡ gn for all k ∈ Zεm0
[n]. Then, the approximation is given by

fm0 [v] ≈ H∑Ln−1
`=0 gn[`]

b vH+Wn
2H c∑

n0=d v+1
H
−Wn

2H e
F−1
D;Ln

(Ṽ
Q,(m0),ε
h f [n, ·])[v − n0H + Ln

2 ]e
πiσn

((
v−n0H+

Ln
2

)
∆t

)2

.

(4.11)

4.3.4. Mode retrieval via sinusoidal modeling on nonoverlapping QSTFT. If we wish

to do sinusoidal modeling to reconstruct an amplitude-phase component, then it is not necessary

to deal with the overlapping QSTFT. Instead, we may simply use the nonoverlapping QSTFT

to approximate the component parameters via the parabolic interpolation schemes described in

(3.23) and (3.24), together with the phase estimation in (3.25). Then, we may construct the final

approximation of the desired amplitude-phase component using any single window of our choice as

in (3.22).

4.3.5. Overlap-add-stitch algorithm. We now describe how to compute the IOQSTFT

using an overlap-add-stitch algorithm. The basic idea is to stitch together the overlap-add recon-

structions from different windows hn, as follows:

Algorithm 4.25. (Overlap-add-stitch algorithm Suppose we wish to compute the IOC-

QSTFT of a sequence-valued time-frequency representation Y with respect to a chirped quilted win-

dow family {(hn, Ln)}n∈ZN comprised of windows hn = gn · eπiσn(·∆t)2 of length Wn zero-padded

to Ln, for some σn ∈ R and for even, positive integers Wn and Ln. (Note that σn = 0 re-

duces to the case of computing the IOQSTFT with respect to a generic quilted window family

(gn, Ln).) Recall the definition Nn := {n− dWn/(2H)e+ 1, . . . , n+ bWn/(2H)c}. Initialize a
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counter j = −W0 − d−W0/(2H)e + 1 and the output signal fout ≡ 0. Then, initialize n = 0

and do the following while n ≤ b(V − 1)/Hc:

1. Initialize fnout ≡ 0, j0 = j, and n0 = n − dWn/(2H)e + 1 and do the following while

n0 ≤ n+ bWn/(2H)c:

(a) Compute F−1
D;Ln

(Y [n, ·][n0]), and compute yσnn0
[`] := F−1

D;Ln
(Y [n, ·][n0])[`] · eπiσn(`∆t)2

for ` ∈ {0, . . . , Ln − 1}.

(b) Undo the zero-padding, if there is any, by setting ỹσnn0
[`] = yσnn0

[` + (Ln −Wn)/2] for

` ∈ {0, . . . ,Wn − 1}.

(c) For each v ∈ {j, . . . , j +Wn − 1}, increment fnout[v] by the value ỹσnn0
[v − j].

(d) Increment j0 by H and increment n0 by 1.

2. Increment j by H and increment n by 1.

3. (Stitching) Finally, for each v ∈ ZV , set Y −1[v] :=
H∑L−1

`=0 gn[`]
fnout[v], where n = bv/Hc.

4.3.6. Summary of Sec. 4.3. In this section, we have shown how we may reconstruct either

the signal or its individual amplitude-phase components from the overlapping QSTFT. We have

formulated an overlap-add-stitch algorithm that enables the practical computation of the inverse

overlapping QSTFT.

4.4. Summary of Chapter 4

In this chapter, we have derived a signal-adaptive analysis-synthesis framework known as the

quilted short-time Fourier transform. In the case of chirped windows, we have shown how to

automatically select an optimal chirped window collection for the given signal. We have designed

algorithms for the quilting process, in which an optimal window is assigned to each point in the time-

frequency plane. Finally, we have shown how the overlapping QSTFT may be used to reconstruct

the signal or the amplitude-phase components contained in the signal.
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CHAPTER 5

Synchrosqueezing transform based on a quilted short-time Fourier

transform (SST-QSTFT)

We now introduce a framework for calculating a synchrosqueezing transform based on a QSTFT

(SST-QSTFT). In the case of the signals with weak IF modulation in Bweak
ε,d , we will show that

the SST-QSTFT is effective at sharply concentrating the signal information under a mild decay

assumption on the quilted window family. For signals with strong IF modulation in Bstrong
ε,d , we

will specifically need to use a chirped quilted window family to obtain the same result of sharp

concentration, together with a different mild decay assumption and a condition on the closeness

of the chirp parameters to the local signal chirp rates. Depending on whether we use a chirped

window collection or a more general window collection, we will use a different formula for the

reassignment frequency underlying the SST-QSTFT calculation. Finally, we will discuss how to

use the SST-QSTFT information to reconstruct the signal from QSTFT coefficients.

5.1. Conditions on quilted window families

In order to effectively sharpen the signal information, one must use windows whose SDFTs

are well concentrated in the frequency domain and hence satisfy a certain decay condition as the

frequency increases. Hence, we will need to formulate specific decay conditions on the quilted

window families depending on the signal class. For the case of strong IF modulation, we will need

to also impose the condition that the chirp parameters are close to the local chirp rates.

5.1.1. General window collections (for signals in Bweak
ε,d ).
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5.1. CONDITIONS ON QUILTED WINDOW FAMILIES

Definition 5.1. Let f ∈ Bweak
ε,d . We say that the quilted window family {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL

is of class WQ,weak
d,ε,f if there exists a constant Ch ∈ R+ such that

sup
u∈T\[−d/2,d/2]
[n,k]∈ZN×ZL

∣∣∣ĥn,k(u)
∣∣∣ ≤ Chε,(5.1)

so that the SDFT of hn,k is bounded in the L∞-sense outside the frequency band [−d/2, d/2]. More-

over, we call WQ,weak
d,ε,f the class of weakly f -adaptive quilted window families.

Remark 5.2. We note that Definition 5.1 is only truly f -adaptive in the sense that it depends

on the length of the nonzero support of f , since the number of frames N as defined in Definition

4.1 must be large enough to accommodate the support of f . Otherwise, the window family has

no other stated relation to f . In our previous work [11] we imposed a constraint requiring that

for any frame n, the chosen quilted window hn,k remain constant over all frequency bins k where

k/(Ln,k∆t) was within a distance d/2 of an IF value φ′m[nH]. However, this constraint is not at

all necessary to prove the effectiveness of the SST-QSTFT in the theorems that follow, since it only

becomes useful in the case where one wishes to do component reconstruction. Though we provide

no theoretical proof of reconstruction accuracy, we will discuss the relevant details about ensuring

accurate reconstruction in Sec. 5.7.

5.1.2. Chirped window collections (for signals in Bstrong
ε,d ).

Definition 5.3. Let f ∈ Bstrong
ε,d . Suppose that {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL defines a chirped

quilted window family with hn,k[`] := gn,k[`] exp(πiσn,k(`∆t)
2) for a real-valued discrete-time win-

dow function gn,k, for each [n, k] ∈ ZN ×ZL. Then we say that {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL is of class

WQ,strong
d,ε,f if the following hold:

• There exists a constant C1
d,g ∈ R+ such that

sup
[n,k]∈ZN×ZL

‖ĝn,k‖L1(T\[−d/2,d/2]) ≤ C1
d,gε(5.2)

so that the SDFT of gn,k is bounded uniformly over all [n, k] in the L1-sense outside the

frequency band [−d/2, d/2].
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5.2. REASSIGNMENT FREQUENCY

• There exists a constant Cσ ∈ R+ such that

∣∣φ′′m[nH]− σn,k
∣∣ ≤ Cσε(5.3)

whenever [n, k] ∈ Zdm := {[n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL : |φ′m[nH] − k/(Ln,k∆t)| < d/2} for some

m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.

Moreover, we call WQ,strong
d,ε,f the class of strongly f -adaptive quilted window families.

Remark 5.4. The condition requiring that φ′′m[nH] be close to σn,k for all [n, k] close to

[n, φ′m[nH]] is fairly restrictive. However, Algorithm 4.5 enables us to first select a collection of

chirped windows that effectively represents the various local chirp rates φ′′m[nH] in the signal. Then,

we may use any of the other algorithms in Sec. 4.2 to assign σn,k to closely match φ′′m[nH].

5.2. Reassignment frequency

The essential technique behind synchrosqueezing is the calculation of a reassignment frequency

(RF), a quantity that gives a frequency location where the original time-frequency coefficients

should be reassigned. In the following, we introduce two different QSTFT-based RFs, where the

choice of RF depends on whether f lies in Bweak
ε,d or in Bstrong

ε,d .

5.2.1. Signals in Bweak
ε,d . To motivate our first reassignment frequency formula, we recall the

observation from Sec. 3.6 that if a monocomponent signal is uniformly sampled every ∆t seconds

with constant IF c ∈ (0, 1/(2∆t)), then the finite differencing of the phase of the STFT coefficients

exactly retrieves the IF. Indeed, this is true if one uses QSTFT coefficients instead. To be precise,

we suppose f(t) = exp(2πict) for c ∈ (0, 1/(2∆t) and recall from Sec. 3.1 the notation f+[`] :=

f((`+ 1)∆t). Then, one may check that

1

∆t

(
arg
(
VQh f

+[n, k]
)
− arg

(
VQh f [n, k]

))
= 2πc,

so that the instantaneous frequency c is exactly retrieved after division by the factor 2π. This leads

us to introduce the following definition:
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5.2. REASSIGNMENT FREQUENCY

Definition 5.5. If f ∈ Bweak
ε,d we define the QSTFT-based Bweak

ε,d -optimal reassignment fre-

quency of f at the time-frequency point [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL via

ΞQh f [n, k] :=
1

2π∆t
arg

(
VQh f

+[n, k]

VQh f [n, k]

)
.(5.4)

We notice that for f ∈ Bweak
ε,d , the instantaneous frequencies are close to constant since φ′′m is

small for each m. We will use this intuition to show in Theorem 5.4.1 that ΞQh f [n, k] provides

an accurate estimate of φ′m0
for f ∈ Bweak

ε,d and m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, whenever [n, k] is closer to

[n, φ′m0
[nH]] than any of the pairs [n, φ′m[nH]] for m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} \ {m0}.

5.2.2. Signals in Bstrong
ε,d . In the case of signals f with non-constant IF, finite differencing of

the phase of STFT coefficients no longer exactly retrieves the IF, and the same is generally true of

the QSTFT coefficients. However, in the case of the chirped QSTFT, we may redesign the RF in

such a way that the exact IF is retrieved when f has a linear IF of the form φ′(t) = σt+c (σ, c ∈ R).

We first remark that it is not sufficient to use (5.4) with a chirped window of rate σ. Instead, one

must make the following consideration. Recall from Section 3.4 that the idea of chirped windows

is to demodulate the local chirp behavior of the relevant IF at the given time. Hence, when one

shifts the signal backward in order to compute the finite difference of the phase spectrum, one must

simultaneously shift the chirp component of the chirped window backward in time as well. So we

introduce the following quantity for `0 ∈ N, which plays the role analogous to VQh f
+ in the previous

definition of RF when `0 = 1:

Definition 5.6. Suppose that f ∈ Bstrong
ε,d is analyzed using a chirped quilted window family

{(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL with hn,k[`] := gn,k[`] exp(πiσn,k(`∆t)
2) for real-valued discrete-time win-

dow functions gn,k and σn,k ∈ R associated to time-frequency points [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL. Then, for

each `0 ∈ N we define the demodulation-shifted chirped QSTFT of shift parameter `0 via

VQ,`0h f [n, k] :=

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

f [`+ nH − Ln,k/2 + `0]gσ[`]e−πσ((`−Ln,k/2+`0)∆t)2e−2πik`/Ln,k .(5.5)

Setting `0 = 1 amounts to computing the QSTFT of the backward-shifted signal with respect

to the chirped window with backward-shifted chirp component. Then, one may check that if
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5.3. QSTFT-BASED SST (SST-QSTFT)

f(t) = exp(2πiφ(t)) is a mono-component signal with IF φ′(t) = σt+ c (σ, c ∈ R), then

1

∆t

(
arg
(
VQ,1h f [n, k]

)
− arg

(
VQh f [n, k]

))
= 2π(σnH∆t+ c),

so that the instantaneous frequency φ′[nH] = σnH∆t+ c is exactly retrieved after division by 2π.

Hence, we are led to introduce the following definition:

Definition 5.7. Suppose that f ∈ Bstrong
ε,d is analyzed using a chirped quilted window family

{(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL with hn,k[`] := gn,k[`] exp(πiσn,k(`∆t)
2) for real-valued discrete-time win-

dow functions gn,k and σn,k ∈ R associated to time-frequency points [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL. Then, we

define the QSTFT-based Bstrong
ε,d -optimal reassignment frequency of f at the time-frequency point

[n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL via

ΞQ,σh f [n, k] :=
1

2π∆t
arg

(
VQ,1h f [n, k]

VQh f [n, k]

)
,(5.6)

where σ refers to the collection of chirp parameters; i.e., σ := {σn,k}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL.

Since φ′′′m is small for f ∈ Bstrong
ε,d , ΞQ,σh f intuitively provides an accurate approximation of IFs

for such f , and we will prove its accuracy in Theorem 5.4.2.

5.3. QSTFT-based SST (SST-QSTFT)

Definition 5.8. We define the complex-valued QSTFT-based synchrosqueezing transform (C-

SST-QSTFT) of a discrete-time signal f , with respect to the function h defining the discrete quilted

window sequences {hn,`}[n,`]∈ZN×ZL, and with tolerance γ ≥ 0, as follows:

SQh,γf [n, k] :=
∑

`∈AQh,γf [n]

VQh f [n, `]1
BQh,kf [n]

[`],

for each frame n ∈ ZN and for each reassignment frequency bin k ∈ ZK with K ≥ L, where

AQh,γf [n] := {` ∈ ZL : |VQh f [n, `]| > γ}, BQ
h,kf [n] := {` ∈ ZL : −1

2 ≤ K∆tΞ̃Qh f [n, `]− k < 1
2} is the

set of QSTFT frequency bins ` at the frame n where the corresponding reassignment frequency is

closer to k than any other reassignment frequency bin, and Ξ̃Qh f is the QSTFT-based reassignment
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frequency given by

Ξ̃Qh f [n, k] :=

 ΞQh f [n, k] if f ∈ Bweak
ε,d

ΞQ,σh f [n, k] if f ∈ Bstrong
ε,d .

(5.7)

Remark 5.9. It is implicit in the definition above that if f ∈ Bstrong
ε,d , then {hn,`} must be

a chirped window family of the form hn,` := gn,` exp(πiσn,`(·∆t)2), so that the definition of Ξ̃Qh f

makes sense.

In Definition 5.8, we have chosen to reassign the original, complex-valued QSTFT coefficients,

since the SST-STFT was originally defined in similar fashion [74]. However, the considerations in

Sec. 3.6.2 lead us to believe that it is better to reassign the magnitude-squared QSTFT coefficients

instead of the original QSTFT coefficients. Hence, we formulate the magnitude-squared SST-

QSTFT as follows:

Definition 5.10. The magnitude-squared QSTFT-based synchrosqueezing transform

(SST-QSTFT2) is given by

S |Q|
2

h,γ f [n, k] :=
∑

`∈AQh,γf [n]

∣∣∣VQh f [n, `]
∣∣∣2 1

BQh,kf [n]
[`].

Throughout this dissertation, including the earlier Sec. 2, we refer to the SST-QSTFT2 as

SST-QSTFT, and we use exclusively SST-QSTFT2 and not C-SST-QSTFT in our numerical ex-

periments. Moreover, we refer to the SST-QSTFT created using a chirped quilted window family

as the chirped SST-QSTFT. In Figure 2.3, we plotted the chirped SST-QSTFT of two different

gibbon signals. For this figure, we used the QSTFT parameters described in Sec. 4.1 and Algo-

rithm 4.14 parameters described in Sec. 4.2.2, with reassignment frequency bin size determined by

K = 3L = 12288.

5.4. Theoretical results

We now give theoretical results demonstrating that the SST-QSTFT gives a strongly concen-

trated time-frequency representation. For f in either Bweak
ε,d or Bstrong

ε,d , we show that the QSTFT

concentrates around the IF curves in the signal, and that the RF is close to the nearby IF. Moreover,
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for f ∈ Bstrong
ε,d , we prove that the amplitudes of the QSTFT coefficients nearest the IFs increase in

an essentially optimal fashion towards the respective IAs as the frequency bins get closer to the IF

curve.

5.4.1. Signals in Bweak
ε,d .

Theorem 5.4.1. Let ε > 0, ν ∈ (0, 1/2), ε̃ := εν , d > 0. Suppose that f =

M∑
m=1

fm ∈ Bweak
ε,d , with

φ′m[nH] ≤ 1/(2∆t) for all m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} and n ∈ ZN . Assume that {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL is

of the class WQ,weak
d,ε,f . Then, if ε is sufficiently small we have:

• (Concentration of QSTFT around IF curves) |VQh f [n, k]| > ε̃ only when there is an

m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} such that [n, k] ∈ Zdm := {[n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL : |φ′m[nH] − k/(Ln,k∆t)| <

d/2}.

• (Closeness of reassignment frequency ΞQh f to nearby IF) For all m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}

and all [n, k] ∈ Zdm such that |VQh f [n, k]| > ε̃, we have |ΞQh f [n, k] − φ′m[nH]| ≤ Cε̃, where

limε̃→0+ Cε̃ = 0.

The proof of Theorem 5.4.1 is given in Appendix A.

5.4.2. Signals in Bstrong
ε,d .

Theorem 5.4.2. Let ε > 0, ν ∈ (0, 1/2), ε̃ := εν , d > 0. Suppose that f =
M∑
m=1

fm ∈ Bstrong
ε,d , with

φ′m[nH] ≤ 1/(2∆t) for all m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} and n ∈ ZN . Assume that {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL is a

chirped window family of the class WQ,strong
d,ε,f with hn,k := gn,ke

πiσn,k(·∆t)2 for real-valued nonnegative

window functions gn,k and σn,k ∈ R for each [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL. Then, if ε is sufficiently small we

have:

• (Concentration of QSTFT around IF curves) |VQh f [n, k]| > ε̃ only when there is an

m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} such that [n, k] ∈ Zdm := {[n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL : |φ′m[nH] − k/(Ln,k∆t)| <

d/2}.

• (Closeness of reassignment frequency ΞQ,σh f to nearby IF) For all m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}

and all [n, k] ∈ Zdm such that |VQh f [n, k]| > ε̃, we have |ΞQ,σh f [n, k]− φ′m[nH]| ≤ Cε̃, where

limε̃→0+ Cε̃ = 0.
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Theorem 5.4.3. (Nearly-optimal amplitude retrieval) Let ε > 0 and assume that the

chirped quilted window family {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL is of class WQ,strong
dε,ε

with dε = dhε for some

dh > 0. Assume moreover that
∑Ln,k−1

`=0 gn,k[`] = 1. Suppose now that [n, k] is in the IF band

Zdεm0
:= {[n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL : |φ′m[nH]− k/(Ln,k∆t)| < dε/2} for some m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Then,

(5.8)
∣∣∣VQh f [n, k]− fm0 [nH]eπik

∣∣∣ ≤ ε(ζ(2)
0,1 [n] + ζ

(2)
0,2 [n]C1

dε,g

)
for some function ζ

(2)
0,1 [n] that decreases as dh and Cσ get smaller. In particular, this implies that

(5.9)
∣∣∣|VQh f [n, k]| −Am0 [nH]

∣∣∣ ≤ ε(ζ(2)
0,1 [n] + ζ

(2)
0,2 [n]C1

dε,g

)
,

so that the amplitude of the mth
0 mode is approximately recovered by |VQh f [n, k]|.

The proofs of Theorems 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 are given in Appendix B.

Remark 5.11. We note that the result in Theorem 5.4.3 is sensitive to the frequency concen-

tration of the window family. In particular, a more accurate amplitude retrieval requires a smaller

C1
dε,g

, which means that each window must be more localized in frequency.

5.5. Ridge extraction

The SST-QSTFT is a sharply-concentrated time-frequency representation that we can use to

extract ridges corresponding to IF curves {φ′m} in the signal. However, ridge extraction is generally

a difficult task. Most real-world signals of the form (1.1) do not precisely fall into the classes Bweak
ε,d

or Bstrong
ε,d , in the sense that the IAs {Am} may be zero for extended periods of the signal or may

be strongly modulated. This is true of most music and speech signals, as well as the gibbon great

call signals in Sec. 2.1. The disappearance of amplitude-phase components creates the necessity of

a thresholding procedure for determining the start and end times of ridges, which may be tricky if

some of the {Am} are much smaller than others, or if the {Am} have strong modulation.

In this dissertation, we do not concern ourselves with providing a fully general ridge extraction

technique. Instead, we describe the following technique that works for the gibbon great call signals,

using the knowledge of the general behavior of the signal local chirp rates {φ′′m}. We note that the

following algorithm only allows the approximate determination of one IF curve φ′m[n] at any frame

n.
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5.5. RIDGE EXTRACTION

Algorithm 5.12. (Single-mode ridge extraction) Given a signal f with sampling rate

fs = 1/(∆t) Hz, analyzed by a time-frequency representation V : ZN × ZK → C, with N ∈ N,

K ∈ N, frequency axis spacing ∆ξ and time axis spacing H(∆t) for H ∈ N, we proceed as follows:

1. Determine a frequency band [ξmin, ξmax] in which to search for the ridges. Then calculate

kmin = bξmin/(∆ξ)e and kmax = bξmax/(∆ξ)e, i.e., the frequency bins of V closest to the

frequencies ξmin and ξmax.

2. Set thresholds ξmaxdrop, ξmaxrise > 0 determining the maximum frequency amount that a

ridge can decrease (resp. increase) from one frame to the next. Convert these number to

frequency bins of V using kmaxdrop = bξmaxdrop/(∆ξ)e and kmaxrise = bξmaxrise/(∆ξ)e.

3. Determine a minimum length of the ridge in seconds, tmin. Convert this length to frames

via nmin := btmin/(H∆t)e.

4. Calculate the absolute maximum peak in each frame n ∈ ZN , via k∗[n] := argmax
k∈[kmin,kmax]

|V[n, k]|.

Note that k∗ has units in frequency bins.

5. Calculate the set of frames where a sufficiently large frequency drop or rise occurs, {ni}imax
i=1 :=

{n ∈ ZN−1 : k∗[n+ 1]− k∗[n] < −ξmaxdrop or k∗[n+ 1]− k∗[n] > ξmaxrise}.

6. Split the ridge k∗ at the frames contained in {ni}imax
i=1 , by defining the shorter ridges

{k̃∗j}jmax

j=1 via k̃∗1 := {k∗[0], . . . , k∗[n1]}, k̃∗2 := {k∗[n1], . . . , k∗[n2]}, . . . ,

k̃∗jmax := {k∗[nimax ], . . . , k∗[N − 1]}.

7. Eliminate all ridges k̃∗j where k̃∗j has length shorter than nmin, to return the final list

of ridges {k∗r}rmax
r=1 :=

{
k̃∗j : j ∈ {1, . . . , jmax},

∥∥∥{k̃∗j}∥∥∥
0
≥ nmin

}
, together with the list of

frames {n(r)} at which the ridges {k∗r} begin.

Figure 5.1 shows the ridges extracted using Algorithm 5.12 from the SST-QSTFT of the gibbon

signals based on the QSTFTs calculated previously in Figure 2.3, for the separate cases of total

reassignment frequency bins K = L = 4096 and K = 3L = 12288. Here, we set ξmin = 250 Hz,

ξmax = 2000 Hz, ξmaxdrop = 40 Hz, ξmaxrise = ∞, and tmin = 0.135 sec. For these signals, the

frequency range [250, 2000] Hz captures the fundamental frequency information that determines

the perceived pitch of the notes. Moreover, since the gibbon signals comprise fast-rising tones with

only the occasional decrease in pitch during the course of a note, we set no limit on the maximum

frequency rise between frames, but instead limit the maximum drop. The value tmin is chosen based
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5.5. RIDGE EXTRACTION

Figure 5.1. Chirped SST-QSTFTs of gibbon great calls, with extracted ridges
overlaid in black. Top row: First gibbon. Bottom row: Second gibbon. Left:
K = L = 4096. Right: K = 3L = 12288. Ridges extracted using Algorithm
5.12 with ξmin = 250 Hz, ξmax = 2000 Hz, ξmaxdrop = 40 Hz, ξmaxrise = ∞, and
tmin = 0.135 sec. As in Figure 2.3, colors correspond to coefficients calculated using
windows of different chirp rates. The ordering of the colors by rising chirp rate is
as follows: blue, green, purple, red, orange, black. The frequency range is restricted
to lie between 500 and 1200 Hz. The signals are longer than 6 seconds, but we
restrict the plots to the first 6 seconds, with any ridges extending past 6 seconds
not displayed. The ridges include the long, gradually rising notes corresponding to
gibbon vocalizations, which get shorter in duration as time progresses. However, one
also sees the presence of shorter ridges corresponding to portions of reverb (echoes)
in the signal. One sees such ridges tracing out reverb in three of the SST-QSTFTs,
as follows. Top right: Reverb ridge at t = 3.7 sec. Bottom left and bottom
right: Reverb ridges at t = 4.2 sec, t = 5.4 sec.

on the characteristics of the gibbon calls, where the notes arise more and more quickly as the call

continues. In the figures included to this point, we have not shown the trill portion of the call,

defined by Clink et al. to be where the notes are less than tmin = 0.135 seconds in length [19].

Hence, we choose tmin for the purpose of computing the ridges in only this introductory “non-trill”

portion of the call, where we expect longer notes than the trill portion.

We notice that the ridge extraction returns more numerous and longer ridges for the case K =

3L, in which the SST is computed with finer resolution. Moreover, in addition to the longer, higher-

amplitude ridges corresponding to the actual gibbon vocalizations, Algorithm 5.12 also extracts

short ridges corresponding to reverb (echoes) in the audio recordings. This reverb interferes with

the task of isolating the content corresponding to the gibbon vocalization. Nonetheless, Algorithm
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5.5. RIDGE EXTRACTION

5.12 is useful for the determination of fundamental frequency information when an assumption can

be made on the frequency band containing the fundamental frequency. If this band is unknown,

one may for instance couple our approach with a calculation of the cepstrum to first isolate the

approximate fundamental frequency information [45, 70]; however, we do not investigate such an

approach in this work.

Once the fundamental frequency information is determined, one may use the harmonic model

[8,62] to extract the other time-frequency ridges representing signal information. In this model, a

real-valued signal may be represented in the form

f(t) :=
M∑
m=1

∞∑
h=0

f (h)
m (t) =

M∑
m=1

∞∑
h=0

A(h)
m (t) cos(2π(h + 1)φm(t)),(5.10)

where φ′m(t) are the fundamental frequencies or f0s, (h + 1)φ′m(t) are the hth harmonic frequencies,

and f
(h)
m are the hth harmonics for h ∈ N. This model, where amplitude-phase components occur in

the time-frequency domain at integer multiples of the fundamental frequency, is satisfied for a large

number of musical instruments, as well as for animal vocalizations from many species [8,77]. Figure

5.2 shows the same chirped SST-QSTFTs as the right column of Figure 5.1 with K = 3L = 12288,

but with the frequency range expanded to lie between 500 Hz and 2000 Hz so that the f0s and first

harmonics are visible. We extract the harmonic ridges corresponding to the IF curves hφ′m(t) via

the following algorithm:

Algorithm 5.13. (Harmonic ridge extraction) Suppose we are given a signal f with sam-

pling rate fs = 1/(∆t) Hz, analyzed by a time-frequency representation V : ZN × ZK → C, with

N ∈ N, K ∈ N, frequency axis spacing ∆ξ and time axis spacing H(∆t) for H ∈ N. Suppose

furthermore that we have a list {k∗m}Mm=1 corresponding to the f0 ridges, extracted from Algorithm

5.12, together with the list of the start frames for each k∗m, given by {n(m)}. Then, for each

m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, and for each frame n0 ∈ {n(m), n(m) + 1, . . . , n(m) + ‖k∗m‖0} =: n(m) where the

ridge k∗m is present, do the following:

1. Compute the set Pm[n0] of all relative maxima (i.e., spectral peaks) of the magnitude

spectrum |V[n, ·]|.
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5.5. RIDGE EXTRACTION

Figure 5.2. Chirped SST-QSTFTs of gibbon great calls, with frequency range
shown between 500 Hz and 2000 Hz since the f0s and first harmonics are contained
within this range. Left: First gibbon. Right: Second gibbon. For the second
gibbon, the first harmonics are of much lower amplitude than the f0s, and are
therefore barely visible in the plot. Here, K = 3L = 12288, and the coloring scheme
is the same as in Figure 5.1.

2. For all h ∈ N satisfying (h + 1) max
n∈n(m)

k∗m[n]∆ξ ≤ fs/2 (i.e., where all the frequencies of the

hth harmonic are below Nyquist frequency), isolate the element

k∗,hm [n0] := argmin
k∈Pm[n0]

|k − (h + 1) · k∗m[n0]| of Pm[n0] that is closest to the harmonic location

(h + 1) · k∗m[n0].

Then the sequences {k∗,hm [n]}n∈n(m)} are the extracted harmonic ridges for each f0 ridge k∗m.

We note that Algorithm 5.13 requires no parameter selection, though it does require the col-

lection of f0 ridges to have been determined beforehand. Figure 5.3 shows the harmonic ridges

calculated using Algorithm 5.13 based on the f0 ridges extracted in Figure 5.1. We remark that the

restriction imposed on the admissibility of a ridge in Step 2 leads to the omission of all harmonic

ridges whose highest frequencies pass above the Nyquist frequency. This omission may cause the

loss of important signal information in the case where the harmonics are of high amplitude. Of

course, one may fix this omission by simply calculating these ridges and discarding the parts that

go above Nyquist, but for the sake of simplicity we do not include this step in Algorithm 5.13. We

must finally caution the user to avoid the phenomenon of aliasing when sampling continuous-time

signals; i.e., the phenomenon where spurious energy appears in the spectrum at frequencies below
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Figure 5.3. Chirped SST-QSTFTs of gibbon great calls, with extracted f0 ridges
overlaid in black and harmonic ridges overlaid in gray. Left: First gibbon. Right:
Second gibbon. Here, K = 3L = 12288. Harmonic ridges extracted using Algorithm
5.13, with the f0 ridges the same as in the right column of Figure 5.1. The frequency
range is restricted to lie between 500 and fs/2 = 22050 Hz.

Nyquist frequency fs/2 due to the presence of frequencies in the continuous-time signal greater than

Nyquist frequency [35]. In other words, one must take care to ensure not to track spurious ridges

that appear due to aliasing, which may happen if the sampling rate fs is too low to accurately

capture the highest-frequency information in the signal.

5.6. Peak interpolation using weighted average RF

In the previous section, we saw that setting K > L may lead to improved time-frequency

resolution and hence improved ridge extraction results. The speed of the SST computation is

essentially the same regardless of the value of K, though a greater amount of memory is required

to store the SST-QSTFT coefficients as K increases. Then, the resulting increase in frequency

resolution enables a more precise localization of peaks that correspond to IF values, and one may

directly estimate an IF φ′∗[nH] at the frame n via φ′∗[nH] ≈ k∗[n]/(K∆t) Hz, where k∗[n] is the

reassignment frequency bin location of a peak in the SST-QSTFT at the frame n. However, this

procedure can only approximate φ′∗[nH] up to a precision of 1/(K∆t) Hz, and hence the estimation

is limited to the set of discrete values determined by K.

In order to further refine the estimation of the IF φ′∗[nH], one should consider applying an

interpolation procedure to the SST-QSTFT coefficients. In the case of the STFT, one may apply
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parabolic interpolation to the logarithm of the magnitude-squared STFT coefficients, as described

in Sec. 3.5.5. This procedure, however, is not suitable for reassignment spectrograms since the

log-spectra are not well-approximated by parabolas [38]. Nonetheless, since the reassignment fre-

quencies computed in Definitions 5.5 and 5.7 are continuously-valued, one may consider computing

a weighted average of these values in the neighborhood of each peak. A similar procedure has been

previously proposed for refining the IF calculation in the context of SST by Liu et al. [46], and

earlier for the Hilbert transform [7,72]. Liu et al. proposed to compute the weighted average of the

SST coefficients with weights given by the product of a Hamming window times the Hertz values of

the reassignment frequency bins. We propose the following procedure, where we instead compute

the weighted average of the reassignment frequencies within δ ∈ N bins of the peak frequency, where

the weights are given by the magnitude-squared of the respective QSTFT coefficients. Explicitly,

we estimate the IF via ψ∗[n] ≈ φ′∗[nH], where

ψ∗[n] :=

∑
k∈RQh,δf [n]

|VQh f [n, k]|2ΞQ,σh f [n, k]∑
k∈RQh,δf [n]

|VQh f [n, k]|2
,(5.11)

where RQh,δf [n] :=
{
k ∈ ZK :

∣∣∣⌊ΞQ,σh f [n, k] · (K∆t)
⌉
− k∗[n]

∣∣∣ ≤ δ}. Here, the parameter δ is cho-

sen by hand. For instance, one may set δ slightly larger than the bin width of the main lobe of the

narrowest window in the quilted window family.

Figure 5.4 shows the result of interpolating the f0 ridges shown in Figure 5.1 by computing the

weighted average of the QSTFT-based reassignment frequencies in (5.11) with δ = 0. In Figure 5.5,

we plot a zoomed-in portion of the original extracted ridges and their interpolated versions from

one of the gibbon signals, for both K values. From these figures, it is clear that the interpolation

procedure yields smooth versions of the ridges extracted using Algorithm 5.12.

5.7. Signal reconstruction

As discussed previously in Sec. 3.6.2, one of the original motivations of the (complex-valued)

SST-STFT was to provide a reassignment-type method that enabled direct reconstruction from

the reassignment coefficients. However, such a method only enables the reconstruction of all signal

or amplitude-phase component samples if H = 1. Hence, we recommended instead passing back
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Figure 5.4. Chirped SST-QSTFTs of gibbon great calls, with interpolated f0
ridges overlaid in blue. Top row: First gibbon. Bottom row: Second gibbon.
Left: K = L = 4096. Right: K = 3L = 12288. Ridges extracted using Algorithm
5.12 with ξmin = 250 Hz, ξmax = 2000 Hz, ξmaxdrop = 40 Hz, and tmin = 0.135 sec,
and interpolated using (5.11) with δ = 0. As in Figure 2.3, colors correspond to
coefficients calculated using windows of different chirp rates. The ordering of the
colors by rising chirp rate is as follows: blue, green, purple, red, orange, black. The
frequency range is restricted to lie between 500 and 1200 Hz. The signals are longer
than 6 seconds, but we restrict the plots to the first 6 seconds, with any ridges
extending past 6 seconds not displayed.

Figure 5.5. Zoomed-in portion of ridges extracted and interpolated from the
chirped SST-QSTFT of the first gibbon signal in Figures 5.1 and 5.4. All plots
are restricted to times between 0 and 3 seconds, and frequencies between 600 and
720 Hz. For visualization purposes, we do not plot the SST-QSTFT here. Left
column: Original ridges extracted from the SST-QSTFT using Algorithm 5.12.
Right column: Interpolated ridges, created using (5.11). Top row: K = L =
4096. Bottom row: K = 3L = 12288.
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to the original STFT coefficients for the signal reconstruction as in the technique of Holighaus et

al. [37]

We apply the same logic here for the SST-QSTFT, recommending that the overlapping QSTFT

coefficients be used for resynthesis. However, we remark that the SST-QSTFT can be used to

improve the QSTFT-based resynthesis methods by enabling a better estimation of the IF curves

{φ′m}Mm=1 due to the sharpened time-frequency representation, together with the peak interpolation

described in Sec. 5.6.

5.8. Summary

In this chapter, we have described how the SST-QSTFT may be used for signal analysis and

resynthesis. We have provided a theoretical framework in which we prove the effectiveness of the

SST-QSTFT for isolating IF information from the signal. We first showed that for general quilted

window families, the QSTFT-based Bweak
ε,d -optimal reassignment frequency is accurate for signals

containing weak IA and weak IF modulation (i.e., signals in Bweak
ε,d ). Then, we showed that for

chirped quilted window families, the QSTFT-based Bstrong
ε,d -optimal reassignment frequency is accu-

rate for signals containing weak IA and strong IF modulation (i.e., signals in Bstrong
ε,d ). Finally, we

provided new methods for extracting and interpolating ridges from the SST-QSTFT, and provided

a way to reconstruct either the signal or an individual amplitude-phase component by passing back

to the overlapping QSTFT.
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CHAPTER 6

Numerical experiments: synthetic data

To test the accuracy of our methods, we first investigate the accuracy of Algorithms 4.5 and 4.8

in characterizing the underlying distribution of local chirp rates. Then, we compare the accuracy

of the SST-QSTFT peak interpolation to parabolic interpolation on the STFT computed using the

Gaussian window.

6.1. Optimal chirp parameter collections

6.1.1. Tests on crossing chirps signal. In the following, we perform a statistical analysis

of the performance of Algorithms 4.5 and 4.8 on the crossing chirps signal fcross. We generate 100

independent realizations of white noise and add this noise to the signal at different levels of SNR.

We then apply Algorithms 4.5 and 4.8 to the signal with q = 4 in the hopes of accurately estimating

the signal local chirp rates {σm}4m=1 = {2000, 800,−800,−2000}.

We start with the NLWARCR-based Algorithm 4.5. In Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6,

we show the statistics of the absolute errors for each chirp parameter using box-and-whisker plots.

The green horizontal line denotes the median, the positions of the blue horizontal lines enclosing

the box denote the 3rd quartile and 1st quartile (from top to bottom), and the black whiskers

denote the 1st quartile plus 1.5 times the IQR (top) and the 3rd quartile minus 1.5 times the IQR

(bottom), where the IQR is the interquartile range, i.e., the 3rd quartile minus the 1st quartile. The

circles indicate outliers; i.e., data points outside the range of the whiskers. For every computation,

we set ∆σ = 0 and q = 4, and we use Gaussian windows of size W = L = 4096 and of standard

deviation κ varying among the values {128, 192, 256, 320, 384, 448}. We use hop size H = 256 to

compute the RCR. The plots show the results for the supertile sizes A = B ∈ {8, 16} and the SNRs

{32, 16, 0} dB.

It is clear from these plots that the parameters κ = 256 and κ = 320 are the best choices, since

they generally minimize the absolute error over all chirp rate values. As the SNR decreases to 0
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Figure 6.1. Box-and-whisker plot of results from Algorithm 4.5 for fcross, with
SNR 32 dB and A = B = 8. Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.2. Box-and-whisker plot of results from Algorithm 4.5 for fcross, with
SNR 16 dB and A = B = 8. Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.3. Box-and-whisker plot of results from Algorithm 4.5 for fcross, with
SNR 0 dB and A = B = 8. Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.4. Box-and-whisker plot of results from Algorithm 4.5 for fcross, with
SNR 32 dB and A = B = 16. Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.5. Box-and-whisker plot of results from Algorithm 4.5 for fcross, with
SNR 16 dB and A = B = 16. Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.6. Box-and-whisker plot of results from Algorithm 4.5 for fcross, with
SNR 0 dB and A = B = 16. Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.7. Box-and-whisker plot of results from Algorithm 4.8 for fcross, with
SNR 32 dB and A = B = 9. Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

dB, κ = 256 becomes the clear best choice. We conjecture that this value of κ is the best among

our candidate values because it provides the best balance between time and frequency resolution.

Such a balance is necessary to accurately measure how the IF varies with respect to time. However,

a rigorous theoretical explanation for how κ affects the chirp parameter estimation requires further

investigation, and is outside the scope of this dissertation. Finally, we note that we obtain better

results for the smaller supertile size A = B = 8, likely due to the smaller supertile sizes enabling a

more precise determination of local behavior.

We repeat these experiments for the case of the LWARCR-based Algorithm 4.8 in Figures 6.7,

6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12. Here, we test over averaging tile parameters A = B ∈ {9, 21}. The

results from the NLWARCR case are remarkably similar to the LWARCR case when the supertile

size matches the averaging tile size closely (i.e., supertile size A = B = 8 and averaging tile size

A = B = 9). With the larger averaging tile size determined by A = B = 21, we also see a less

impressive result than in the case of smaller averaging tile size A = B = 9. We also note that

LWARCR gives slightly lower errors overall than NLWARCR when the supertile and averaging tile
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Figure 6.8. Box-and-whisker plot of results from Algorithm 4.8 for fcross, with
SNR 16 dB and A = B = 9. Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.9. Box-and-whisker plot of results from Algorithm 4.8 for fcross, with
SNR 0 dB and A = B = 9. Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.10. Box-and-whisker plot of results from Algorithm 4.8 for fcross, with
SNR 32 dB and A = B = 21. Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.11. Box-and-whisker plot of results from Algorithm 4.8 for fcross, with
SNR 16 dB and A = B = 21. Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.12. Box-and-whisker plot of results from Algorithm 4.8 for fcross, with
SNR 0 dB and A = B = 21. Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

size match closely. This is true despite our observation that larger tile sizes generally lend to worse

results, while the LWARCR has an averaging tile size A = B = 9 larger than the supertile size

A = B = 8.

6.1.2. Tests on rising chirp signal. In this section, we carry out similar tests on the rising

chirp signal frising defined in Sec. 4.2.1. This is a more difficult case than fcross, in the sense that

the chirp rate varies continuously. We recall from Sec. 4.2.1 that if q = 8, then the optimal chirp

parameters should be the 9-quantiles given by σq̃ = 1000 + 1000q̃ (q̃ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}). For this test

case, we generate 50 independent realizations of white noise and add this noise to the signal at

different SNR levels.

In Figures 6.13, 6.14, and 6.15, we use the NLWARCR-based Algorithm 4.5 to calculate the

optimal collection of chirp parameters for frising, with the parameters q = 8, ∆σ = 0, and and

Gaussian windows of size W = L = 4096 and of standard deviation κ varying among the values

{256, 320}. The plots show the statistics of the absolute value of the errors for each chirp parameter

{σq̃}8q̃=1, for the supertile sizes A = B ∈ {8, 20} and the SNRs {32, 16, 0} dB.
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Figure 6.13. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from NLWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.5 for frising, with SNR 32 dB. Left: A = B = 8. Right: A = B = 20.
Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.14. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from NLWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.5 for frising, with SNR 16 dB. Left: A = B = 8. Right: A = B = 20.
Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.15. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from NLWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.5 for frising, with SNR 0 dB. Left: A = B = 8. Right: A = B = 20.
Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

For frising, and Algorithm 4.5, it is not necessarily clear which of κ ∈ {256, 320} is a better choice.

The results for SNR 0 dB are essentially inconclusive, since the algorithm performs relatively poorly

for either choice of κ. For SNR 16 dB, κ = 256 presents better performance for all chirp parameter

values. For SNR 32 dB, κ = 320 has worse outliers and worse performance for lower chirp parameter

values when A = B = 8, but overall better performance (except for some outliers) for higher chirp

parameter values. More extensive tests are needed to determine how to optimize κ. On the other

hand, the smaller supertile size sees generally improved performance for SNR 0 and 16 dB overall,

and for SNR 16 and 32 dB the outliers deviate from the data less severely.

In Figures 6.16, 6.17, and 6.18, we repeat the analysis above for the LWARCR-based Algorithm

4.8. In contrast with the results for the NWARCR-based Algorithm 4.5, κ = 256 performs notice-

ably better than κ = 320 in the cases of SNR 32 and 16 dB, while both values of κ work about

the same for SNR 0 dB. We also notice that the results are slightly better for LWARCR than for

NLWARCR for SNRs 32 and 16 dB, without a noticeable difference for 0 dB.

We say a little more about the nature of the results for SNR 0 dB. Recall from Figures 4.2 and

4.4 the phenomenon of spurious concentration of the WARCR around chirp rate 0 for low SNR. By
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Figure 6.16. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from LWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.8 for frising, with SNR 32 dB. Left: A = B = 9. Right: A = B = 21.
Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.17. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from LWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.8 for frising, with SNR 16 dB. Left: A = B = 9. Right: A = B = 21.
Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.18. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from LWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.8 for frising, with SNR 0 dB. Left: A = B = 9. Right: A = B = 21.
Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

this phenomenon, the spread of the computed WARCR distribution extends lower than the smallest

9-quantile chirp parameter σ1 = 2000 Hz, which is why the first computed chirp parameter σ1 is

computed with so much error for 0 dB. Then, this spurious concentration of the WARCR around

0 also must cause errors in the calculation of the other chirp parameters, since the quantiles of

the distribution will naturally move downwards towards 0. We can see this phenomenon explicitly

by plotting the signed errors, where positive values of error mean that the chirp parameters were

overestimated, with negative values meaning underestimation. In Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21, 6.22,

6.23, and 6.24, we plot the signed errors for all SNRs for both algorithms. While the computed

chirp parameters exhibit only a slight negative bias for SNR 32 dB, for 16 and 0 dB this bias

becomes quite pronounced. Hence, these figures show the tendency of the spurious noise-induced

peak at chirp rate 0 to heavily influence the resulting distribution of computed chirp parameters,

as we hinted at earlier in Figures 4.2 and 4.4.
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Figure 6.19. Box-and-whisker plot of signed errors from NLWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.5 for frising, with SNR 32 dB. Left: A = B = 8. Right: A = B = 20.
Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.20. Box-and-whisker plot of signed errors from NLWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.5 for frising, with SNR 16 dB. Left: A = B = 8. Right: A = B = 20.
Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.21. Box-and-whisker plot of signed errors from NLWARCR-based Algo-
rithm 4.5 for frising, with SNR 0 dB. Left: A = B = 8. Right: A = B = 20. Here,
κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.22. Box-and-whisker plot of signed errors from LWARCR-based Algo-
rithm 4.8 for frising, with SNR 16 dB. Left: A = B = 9. Right: A = B = 21.
Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.23. Box-and-whisker plot of signed errors from LWARCR-based Algo-
rithm 4.8 for frising, with SNR 16 dB. Left: A = B = 9. Right: A = B = 21.
Here, κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.24. Box-and-whisker plot of signed errors from LWARCR-based Algo-
rithm 4.8 for frising, with SNR 0 dB. Left: A = B = 9. Right: A = B = 21. Here,
κ = % is the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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6.2. PEAK INTERPOLATION

6.2. Peak interpolation

We continue to analyze the signal frising, since this test signal has a partial resemblance to the

amplitude-phase components representing the first few notes of the gibbon signals. Moreover, it

enables us to study the quality of peak interpolation for a signal with rapidly varying IF.

In this experiment, we first compute the chirped SST-QSTFT of the frising after its contamina-

tion by each of the same 50 independent realizations of Gaussian white noise used in the previous

section. We test using Algorithm 4.5 (resp. 4.8) to compute the optimal chirp parameter collection,

and then we use the resulting chirped window collection to assign a chirped quilted window family

to the time-frequency plane, using Algorithm 4.11 (resp. Algorithm 4.9), enabling us to compute

the chirped QSTFT and SST-QSTFT. For the RCR computation underlying Algorithm 4.5 (resp.

4.8) we use the same Gaussian window that underlies the chirped quilted window family, with

κ ∈ {256, 320} and W = L = 4096. We then extract a ridge from the chirped SST-QSTFT using

Algorithm 5.12. If the ridge does not extend over all times, we categorize this as a failed trial. If it

does extend over all times, we interpolate the ridge frequencies using the weighted average QSTFT-

based RF defined in (5.11) with δ = 0. For comparison purposes, we then compute the STFT with

the aforementioned Gaussian window and extract a ridge using Algorithm 5.12, characterizing this

trial as failed if the ridge does not extend over all times. If the trial is not failed, we interpolate

the ridge frequencies using the parabolic interpolation given by (3.23). For the RCR, STFT, and

QSTFT computations, we use the hop size H = 256.

Remark 6.1. In this section, we will refrain from testing Algorithms 4.13 and 4.14. While

we showed earlier that these algorithms are more robust than Algorithms 4.11 and 4.9 for signals

with very low SNR, our goal for this section is simply to show that the QSTFT-based approach can

provide an improved frequency interpolation over the STFT-based parabolic interpolation technique.

Indeed, in the following we will show improvement over the STFT-based approach even for 0 dB.

Hence, we leave the extensive testing of Algorithms 4.13 and 4.14 for future work.

We begin by evaluating the result of applying the NLWARCR-based Algorithm 4.5 to first

determine the optimal chirped window collection, and then extracting the IF curve using the SST-

QSTFT peak interpolation approach. For this case, Figures 6.25, 6.26, 6.27, 6.28, 6.29, and 6.30
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show the comparison of the SST-QSTFT-based and STFT-based peak interpolation algorithms over

the same range of values of A,B, κ, and SNR as in the previous section. We note that while the

plots for STFT are labeled with the different values of A and B, the STFT-based peak interpolation

is independent of A and B, so the values are the same.

We explain the quantities measured in these figures as follows. For each trial of noise-contaminated

frising, we split the curve of interpolated frequencies ψ evenly into four disjoint parts, or slices. Then,

for each slice, we calculate the absolute error between the slice and the actual IF, and compute the

average of these absolute errors over all frames in the slice. Finally, we also compute the average

absolute error over all frames of the whole curve. All the aforementioned time-averaged absolute

errors are computed for each trial. Then, the same statistics as before are computed over exclusively

the successful trials for these five quantities, and shown in a box-and-whisker plot.

The reason for dividing the computation into slices is that the average chirp rate increases for

each slice. In particular, we wish to show the way in which the quality of the SST-QSTFT-based

and STFT-based approaches differs depending on the chirp rate of the IF.

In Figures 6.25, 6.26, 6.27, 6.28, 6.29, and 6.30, we see that the SST-QSTFT-based and STFT-

based frequency interpolation approaches are competitive for the first two slices of the signal frising,

where the signal chirp rates are lower. However, in the latter two slices, the quality of the SST-

QSTFT-based approach is higher for most combinations of parameters, with the sole exception

of the case where the SNR is 0 dB and A = B = 20. Hence, our proposed (NLWARCR-based)

SST-QSTFT-based interpolation approach is more accurate than the STFT-based interpolation for

tracking IFs with higher chirp rates.

We now analyze the results when starting from chirp parameters derived from the LWARCR-

based Algorithm 4.8 instead, and then applying the SST-QSTFT-based ridge extraction. In Figures

6.31, 6.32, 6.33, 6.34, 6.35, and 6.36, we notice that SST-QSTFT ridge extraction with κ = 320 does

not work as well as the STFT-based approach for SNRs 16 and 8 dB. Moreover, in the LWARCR-

based case, the calculation is sensitive to the size of the averaging tile, with (for instance) a marked

difference between the results for SNR 0 dB and κ = 256 for the different averaging tile sizes. For

the smaller size A = B = 9, the SST-QSTFT-based approach performs better than the STFT-

based approach, while the same is not true for the larger size A = B = 21. Finally, one must
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Figure 6.25. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from NLWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.5 for frising, with SNR 32 dB and supertile size determined by A = B = 8.
Left: SST-QSTFT-based approach. Right: STFT-based approach. Here, κ = % is
the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.26. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from NLWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.5 for frising, with SNR 32 dB and supertile size determined by A = B = 20.
Left: SST-QSTFT-based approach. Right: STFT-based approach. Here, κ = % is
the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.27. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from NLWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.5 for frising, with SNR 16 dB and supertile size determined by A = B = 8.
Left: SST-QSTFT-based approach. Right: STFT-based approach. Here, κ = % is
the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.28. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from NLWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.5 for frising, with SNR 16 dB and supertile size determined by A = B = 20.
Left: SST-QSTFT-based approach. Right: STFT-based approach. Here, κ = % is
the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.29. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from NLWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.5 for frising, with SNR 0 dB and supertile size determined by A = B = 8.
Left: SST-QSTFT-based approach. Right: STFT-based approach. Here, κ = % is
the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.30. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from NLWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.5 for frising, with SNR 0 dB and supertile size determined by A = B = 20.
Left: SST-QSTFT-based approach. Right: STFT-based approach. Here, κ = % is
the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.31. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from LWARCR-based Algo-
rithm 4.8 for frising, with SNR 32 dB and supertile size determined by A = B = 9.
Left: SST-QSTFT-based approach. Right: STFT-based approach. Here, κ = % is
the half-width of the Gaussian window.

conclude that the NLWARCR-based approach works better for the peak interpolation than the

LWARCR-based approach overall, though both approaches beat the STFT-based interpolation for

κ = 256 and small averaging tile or supertile sizes.

6.3. Summary

Let us conclude this section by discussing why the LWARCR-based approach should work better

for the calculation of the optimal chirp collection, while the NLWARCR-based approach works

better for the quilting process. Since the LWARCR is calculated at every time-frequency point,

and the NLWARCR is calculated only on a supertile-by-supertile basis, the LWARCR gives more

candidate chirp rates from which the global distribution of signal chirp rates can be approximated.

In essence, the LWARCR provides a certain richness of data that the NLWARCR does not, thereby

enabling the selection of a more representative collection of chirp parameters.

On the other hand, in the case of the quilting process, the locality of the LWARCR leads to

a higher potential for incorrect assignment of chirp parameters around peak locations, and hence

the interpolation around these peak locations may occasionally become quite inaccurate. We recall
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Figure 6.32. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from LWARCR-based Algo-
rithm 4.8 for frising, with SNR 32 dB and supertile size determined by A = B = 21.
Left: SST-QSTFT-based approach. Right: STFT-based approach. Here, κ = % is
the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.33. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from LWARCR-based Algo-
rithm 4.8 for frising, with SNR 16 dB and supertile size determined by A = B = 9.
Left: SST-QSTFT-based approach. Right: STFT-based approach. Here, κ = % is
the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.34. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from LWARCR-based Algo-
rithm 4.8 for frising, with SNR 16 dB and supertile size determined by A = B = 21.
Left: SST-QSTFT-based approach. Right: STFT-based approach. Here, κ = % is
the half-width of the Gaussian window.

Figure 6.35. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from LWARCR-based Al-
gorithm 4.8 for frising, with SNR 0 dB and supertile size determined by A = B = 9.
Left: SST-QSTFT-based approach. Right: STFT-based approach. Here, κ = % is
the half-width of the Gaussian window.
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Figure 6.36. Box-and-whisker plot of absolute errors from LWARCR-based Algo-
rithm 4.8 for frising, with SNR 0 dB and supertile size determined by A = B = 21.
Left: SST-QSTFT-based approach. Right: STFT-based approach. Here, κ = % is
the half-width of the Gaussian window.

from Figures 4.6 and 4.5 that the assignment of chirp parameters according to the WARCR is

vulnerable to noise, including around peak locations. Moreover, the measurement of time-averaged

absolute error is not robust to outliers, since it is an average. Hence, the calculations in Sec. 6.2

are vulnerable to individual frames where peak interpolation errors are severe, and such errors may

well be more likely to occur with the LWARCR than the NLWARCR. In any case, the WARCR is

more useful as a tool to measure a global chirp rate distribution, and is somewhat vulnerable to

noise as a local tool.
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CHAPTER 7

Numerical experiments: application to gibbon great call analysis

In Sec. 2.1, we introduced a dataset of audio recordings of great calls from female Bornean

gibbons. Here, we show how the QSTFT and the SST-QSTFT may be used for audio signal

processing on this dataset. In particular, we set up to solve a signal classification task, where

we develop a machine learning algorithm based on explainable, algorithmically calculated spectro-

temporal features to distinguish the individual gibbons from each other based on their calls.

7.1. Automatic classification of individual gibbons

In their work on this gibbon great calls dataset [19], Clink et al. extracted 23 spectro-temporal

features from each of the 376 recordings in a semi-supervised manner, using the Raven Pro 1.5

Sound Analysis Software [12]. The algorithms in this software were used as a starting point for

calculating the 23 features, but due to the partial inaccuracy of the software, the feature calculation

required human intervention to refine the accuracy. Using these features, Clink et al. conducted a

leave-one-out cross validation experiment using linear discriminant analysis. In this methodology,

the linear discriminant function is calculated based on 375 examples and tested on the remaining

example. They were able to correctly classify the individual gibbon 95.7% of the time.

The methodology above describes an accurate machine learning classification algorithm with

explainable features. However, the feature extraction in this methodology is not automatic, re-

quiring the oversight of an expert to ensure the feature accuracy. In the following, we describe

how we can use the QSTFT and SST-QSTFT to automatically calculate these features, as well as

additional features that can be used to enhance the accuracy of our automatic feature extraction.

7.1.1. Clink et al. feature analysis. We now describe the 23 features of Clink et al., as

follows. The first 18 features are derived from the first six notes detected in the gibbon call.

Geissmann defined a note in a gibbon call to be “any single continuous sound of any distinct

frequency or frequency modulation, which may be produced during either inhalation or exhalation”
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[33]. For each of the first six notes in the gibbon call, three features are extracted: the duration

of the note (in seconds), the 95th weighted percentile of the frequencies in the note, and the

interquartile range between the 5th and 95th weighted percentile, or bandwidth of the note. Here,

the weighting is done by the energy of the spectrogram coefficients (i.e., |Vgf [n, k]|2). Hence, these

six notes yield the first 18 features. The 19th feature is the sum of the durations of the first four

notes. Feature 20 is the sum of the rest durations after each of the first six notes; however, in

contrast to Clink et al., we leave out the rest after the 6th note from this sum, to avoid the loss of

this feature in case a 7th ridge cannot be extracted. Feature 21 is the total number of notes in the

signal. Then, features 22 and 23 divide the signal into two separate parts, namely the introduction

and the trill. The trill is loosely defined as the part of the call where the note repetition is so high

that the notes are nearly vertical in the spectrogram; Clink et al. defined it more specifically to

be the part where the notes are less than .135 seconds in length. Feature 22 is the length of the

introductory portion of the call where all the notes are greater than .135 seconds, and Feature 23

is the length of the trill, or the rest of the signal.

When we first introduced the gibbon great calls in Figure 2.1, we only plotted the first eight

seconds of each signal, so that the introductory notes would be more easily visualized. In Figure

7.1, we reprise Figure 2.1 and show the waveforms and STFTs from the entirety of both signals.

Now, the trill portion of the call is visible. Due to the nearly vertical nature of the trill notes, it is

very difficult to track the corresponding IF curves using typical ridge extraction methods, as well

as the one developed in Sec. 5.5.

7.1.2. Automatic feature extraction based on QSTFT and SST-QSTFT. To extract

the 23 features of Clink et al. from each gibbon signal, we proceed as follows. We first use the

SST-QSTFT ridge extraction algorithm described in Sec. 5.5 to extract ridges from the signal

(Algorithm 5.12). We may use the extracted ridges, together with the knowledge of the SST-

QSTFT coefficients at the peak values along the ridge, to calculate the first 20 features. However,

for the remaining 3 features, we must deal with the trill portion of the call, where the SST-QSTFT

ridge extraction method is unreliable due to the undersampling of the SST-QSTFT (i.e., with hop

size H = 256).
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Figure 7.1. Top row: First gibbon. Bottom row: Second gibbon. From
left to right: Original signal and STFT of the respective gibbon great call. The
frequency range of each STFT plot is restricted to lie between 500 and 1200 Hz,
since the fundamental frequencies of each signal lie in this region. Each signal is
analyzed for its entire duration, so that the trill portion can be clearly seen.

To calculate the total number of notes, it is necessary to use an onset detection method to

detect the onsets of the notes in the signal. In particular, we use the onset detection algorithm

of Böck and Widmer [13], which is designed to be robust to subtle changes in pitch (vibrato) or

amplitude (tremolo) during a note. We apply their algorithm to calculate the onsets of the notes

during the trill portion. For the introductory portion, however, the algorithm of Böck and Widmer

often detects false onsets. Hence, we use the SST-QSTFT ridge extraction to determine the number

of notes in the introductory portion instead.

In order to combine the analysis of the introduction and the trill, it is necessary to have

some sense of when the trill starts. Because the SST-QSTFT ridge detection is not robust in

detecting short, nearly-vertical notes, and because moreover it may spuriously detect short ridges

that correspond to background noise or reverb, it is not enough to simply detect the first ridge

lasting shorter than .135 seconds and assume that this ridge marks the start of the trill. Instead,

we suggest a method for trill detection based on the observation that the onset detection function

(ODF), from which the onsets are detected, becomes oscillatory with a time-varying periodicity

near the start of the trill. From then, we can use a Rényi entropy approach (as we did in Sec. 4.2.2)

to detect the presence of an oscillatory component in the ODF. Our proposal is to first generate

realizations of Gaussian white noise, and then use surrogate testing to detect whether an oscillatory
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Figure 7.2. Box-and-whisker plot of relative errors for our automatic computation
of the 23 Clink et al. spectro-temporal features, as described in Sec. 7.1.1. Outliers
are excluded from this plot, for the purpose of easier visualization.

component resides in each frame of the spectrogram of a detrended version of the ODF [14, 44].

By this method, we may approximate the start of the trill. Knowing the trill start enables us to

thereby determine the total number of notes, the introductory duration, and the trill duration.

One more feature of the gibbon calls that is interesting to study is the shape of the notes, which

is determined by the local chirp rates of the signal. Hence, the chirp parameters calculated using

the local or nonlocal WARCR may be indeed seen as useful features. For our experiments, we

determined a collection of 6 chirp parameters for each signal. We included these 6 chirp parameters

as features in the signal classification experiment, since these parameters characterize the global

distribution of local chirp rates and hence the shapes of the notes.

7.1.3. Results for automatic detection of Clink et al. features. The box-and-whisker

plot in Figure 7.2 shows the statistics of the relative errors between our automatically extracted

features and the expert features extracted by Clink et al., which we take to be the ground truth.
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Figure 7.3. Box-and-whisker plot of relative errors for our automatic computation
of the 23 Clink et al. spectro-temporal features, as described in Sec. 7.1.1. Outliers
are shown in this plot as circles.

Here, the statistics calculated are the same as in Sec. 6.1.1, with the exception that we first exclude

the outliers to improve the visualization. Figure 7.3 shows the same plot, but with outliers included.

We are able to achieve a median relative error under 10% for the 95th energy-weighted percentile

frequencies of all notes except the 6th note (features 3, 6, 9, 12, 15). We also achieve median relative

error less than 10% for the durations of the first two notes (features 1 and 4), as well as for the

total number of notes (feature 21), though the IQR of this latter feature is rather large. For the

later notes, the relative error of the note duration increases (features 7, 10, 13, 16), though the

median relative errors stay beneath 20%. The median relative error of the total note durations

stays beneath 20% as well (feature 19).

On the other hand, the bandwidth extraction suffers from a high amount of inaccuracy, with

median relative errors between 50% and 60% (features 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17). The bandwidth features

also experience the most extreme outliers. The remaining features, which calculate the total rest

duration, introduction duration, and trill duration (20, 22, 23), also experience high inaccuracy,

although this is not surprising for the first of these features since we calculate this feature slightly
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differently than Clink et al. On the other hand, the latter two features depend on the detection

of the trill start. Indeed, we found in our experiments that our trill start detection method was

vulnerable to cases where periodicity existed early in the ODF, due to some oscillatory phenomenon

unrelated to the actual trill start.

We conjecture that the inaccuracy of the bandwidth features may be due to the non-smooth

reassignment of spectral energy by the SST-QSTFT, which causes small peaks to appear spuri-

ously in the energy distribution along the ridge; indeed, this feature of reassignment led Böck and

Widmer to avoid reassignment in their onset detection algorithm described above [13]. Since the

reassignment is most effective in regions where the IFs do not change quickly, it makes sense that

the 5th energy-weighted percentile frequencies may be more vulnerable to error caused by this

phenomenon of non-smooth energy reassignment. By contrast, the 95th energy-weighted percentile

frequencies do not experience the same amount of error, most likely because the reassignment does

not have as large of an effect for the nearly-vertical portions of the notes. However, further study is

necessary to carefully determine the reason for the bandwidth features. We conclude by suggesting

that it may be better to use the QSTFT, and not the SST-QSTFT, to determine the bandwidth

features. This will enable the user to avoid any potential problems caused by non-smooth energy

reassignment.

7.1.4. Results for signal classification experiments. We repeated the leave-one-out cross

validation linear discriminant analysis experiment of Clink et al., after excluding 6 recordings from

the original dataset of 376 recordings. Of these excluded recordings, one recording was missing from

the original dataset. The other five recordings were excluded because Algorithm 5.12 was not able

to extract at least six ridges, and hence some features were missing. We first ran the experiment

using the methods in the previous section to automatically extract the same 23 features that

Clink et al. used, without extracting additional features. In this case, we were able to achieve

70.11% accuracy. By adding the 6 chirp parameters, the accuracy increased to 76.09%. While this

result leaves room for improvement, it is nonetheless encouraging in the sense that it is a fully

automated procedure that uses a minimal amount of information about the specific category of

signal call. Moreover, the addition of the chirp-based information to the features of Clink et al.

indeed increases the classification accuracy. The results of the previous section suggest that we
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must improve the accuracy of the bandwidth feature extraction as well as the trill start detection

to improve our current result.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusion

In this dissertation, we have laid the theoretical and numerical framework for a signal-adaptive

analysis and resynthesis methodology. Our analysis starts from the usage of a collection of window

functions, enabling the emphasis of different signal behaviors. In particular, we have provided

algorithms to automatically compute an optimal collection of chirped windows, with the goal of

matching the most prominent rates of frequency modulation in the signal. This multi-window

analysis enables us to generate the QSTFT, a representation that adapts to local time-frequency

signal behavior. From here, we may compute the SST-QSTFT, a nonlinear representation that

sharpens the QSTFT information, concentrating the time-frequency ridges and making them more

easily detectable in noise. As shown in Theorems 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 and our numerical results, using

chirped windows enables the QSTFT to adapt effectively to high frequency modulations in the

signal, providing improved ridge concentration and a more accurate reassignment frequency. We

may then resynthesize individual signal components using ridge extraction and peak interpolation

algorithms, together with overlap-add reconstruction formulas. We have applied this methodology

to isolate signal events from background noise and interference for a dataset of real bioacoustic

signals, and we have laid the groundwork for solving a speaker identification problem for this

dataset, in a manner that fully automates the semi-supervised approach of Clink et al. [19].

The above approaches are designed to require minimal user interaction. For our simplest

algorithms, we require the specification of only a few parameters, such as the supertile size, the

size(s) of the base windows for the chirped window collection, and the grid spacing for the SST.

Moreover, we have improved upon our previous work by enabling the automatic determination

of the chirped window collection using just a single base window size and the knowledge of the

supertile size. Nonetheless, we have not yet arrived at a determination of a single, “most optimal”

methodology. More work remains to be done to see if one can determine an automatic, optimal

choice of the remaining user-specified parameters. Indeed, Algorithm 4.14 in particular requires
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further study to see if a clear, signal-independent choice of the averaging parameters can be made.

Finally, while Algorithm 4.5 does enable an automatic choice of chirped window collection, our

numerical results show that it is sensitive to the size of the window function used to compute the

WARCR. Our suggested ridge extraction algorithm also requires tuning based on the dataset.

In future work, we aim to further automate the procedures above by determining best parameter

choices. We also seek to implement a more robust ridge extraction algorithm based on the shearlet

transform [43] that can deal naturally with nearly-vertical ridges. We hope that such a robust

algorithm will be able to improve the results of the speaker classification task on the gibbons

dataset.

On the theoretical side, we intend to derive results that show the statistical robustness to

noise of the QSTFT-based reassignment approach. While the results in Sec. 5.4 demonstrate the

improvement of the QSTFT-based approach over previous reassignment approaches, these results do

not consider the noisy case. Our results in Chapter 6 demonstrate the noise robustness numerically,

and indicate that such theoretical results are indeed possible. Finally, we also intend to explore

the computation of a JTFRM based on the QSTFT, which should improve upon the temporal

resolution of the SST-QSTFT.
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APPENDIX A

Proof of SST-QSTFT accuracy for weakly modulated IA and IF

signals

In the following, we assume f ∈ Bweak
ε,d . We also assume that the quilted window family

{(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL is of class WQ,weak
d,ε,f . Moreover, we recall the definition of Zdm for m ∈

{1, . . . ,M} as stated in Theorem 5.4.1, given by

Zdm := {[n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL : |φ′m[nH]− k/(Ln,k∆t)| < d/2}.

We must also define constants Sp ∈ R+ for each p ∈ {0, 1, 2} and a constant S
(2)
1 ∈ R+ such that

sup
[n,k]∈ZN×ZL
`0∈{0,1}

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

|(`− Ln,k/2 + `0) ∆t|p |hn,k[`]| = Sp,(A.1)

and

sup
[n,k]∈ZN×ZL

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

|(2`− Ln,k + 1) ∆t| |hn,k[`]| = S
(2)
1 .(A.2)

To begin the proof, we give a simple lemma that will be useful for estimates based on Taylor

expansions.

Lemma A.1. Suppose θ ∈ R. Then

(A.3) |eiθ − 1| ≤ |θ|.

Proof. First consider θ ∈ (−π, π]. Then |eiθ−1| is the length of the secant line connecting the

points 1 and eiθ on the unit circle in the complex plane. This length must be less than or equal to

the length of the arc along the unit circle connecting these points. The arc length is given by |θ|,

so the inequality follows. If θ /∈ (−π, π] then there is some θ0 ∈ (−π, π] such that eiθ = eiθ0 , and

therefore |eiθ − 1| = |eiθ0 − 1| ≤ |θ0| ≤ |θ|. �
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The lemma above will generally be used with θ equal to some truncated Taylor expansion of

a phase component φm or one of its derivatives. We will use it to prove the following statements

involving approximations of the QSTFT coefficients:

Lemma A.2. (Estimating VQh f [n, k])) For any [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL we have

(A.4)

∣∣∣∣∣VQh f [n, k]−
M∑
m=1

fm[nH]e−πiφ′m[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
φ′m[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ εζ1,1[n],

where ζ1,1[n] := MS1 + πS2
∑M

m=1Am[nH], with S1 and S2 as defined in (A.1). In particular, if

[n, k] is in the IF band Zdm0
for some m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, then

(A.5)

∣∣∣∣∣VQh f [n, k]− fm0 [nH]e−πiφ′m0
[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
φ′m0

[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ εζ1,2,m0 [n],

with ζ1,2,m0 [n] := ζ1,1[n] + Ch
∑

m∈{1,...,M}\{m0}Am[nH], with Ch as defined in (5.1). If [n, k] /∈

∪Mm=1Z
d
m, then

(A.6)
∣∣∣VQh f [n, k]

∣∣∣ ≤ εζ1,3[n],

where ζ1,3[n] := ζ1,1[n] + Ch
∑M

m=1Am[nH].

Remark A.3. For fixed [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL, the expression ĥn,k

(
φ′m[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)
should be

understood as the evaluation of the function ĥn,k(u) =
∑(Ln,k−1)

`=0 hn,k[`]e
−2πiu` at the point u =

φ′m[nH]∆t− k
Ln,k

.
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Proof. Most of the proof follows the same techniques as those used by Thakur and Wu to

approximate the STFT coefficients in the case of SST-STFT [74]. We have

VQh f [n, k] =

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

M∑
m=1

Am[`+ nH − Ln,k/2]e2πiφm[`+nH−Ln,k/2]hn,k[`]e
−2πik`/Ln,k

=

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

M∑
m=1

(Am[`+ nH − Ln,k/2]−Am[nH]) e2πiφm[`+nH−Ln,k/2]hn,k[`]e
−2πik`/Ln,k

+

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

M∑
m=1

fm[nH]
(

e2πi(φm[`+nH−Ln,k/2]−φm[nH]) − e2πiφ′m[nH](`−Ln,k/2)∆t
)
hn,k[`]e

−2πik`/Ln,k

+

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

M∑
m=1

Am[nH]e2πi(φm[nH]+φ′m[nH](`−Ln,k/2)∆t)hn,k[`]e
−2πik`/Ln,k .

By the Mean Value Theorem, we have the following amplitude deviation estimate:

|Am[`+ nH − Ln,k/2]−Am[nH]| = |Am((`+ nH − Ln,k/2)∆t)−Am(nH∆t)|

≤ ‖A′m‖∞ (`− Ln,k/2) ∆t.(A.7)

Using Lemma A.1 and Taylor’s theorem, we obtain an estimate on the phase deviation:∣∣∣e2πi(φm[`+nH−Ln,k/2]−φm[nH]) − e2πiφ′m[nH](`−Ln,k/2)∆t
∣∣∣

=
∣∣∣e2πi(φm[`+nH−Ln,k/2]−φm[nH]−φ′m[nH](`−Ln,k/2)∆t) − 1

∣∣∣
≤ 2π

∣∣φm[`+ nH − Ln,k/2]− φm[nH]− φ′m[nH](`− Ln,k/2)∆t
∣∣

≤ π‖φ′′m‖∞((`− Ln,k/2)∆t)2.(A.8)

Since

fm[nH]e−πiφ′m[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
φ′m[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)

=

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

Am[nH]e2πi(φm[nH]+φ′m[nH](`−Ln,k/2)∆t)hn,k[`]e
−2πik`/Ln,k ,
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therefore we may use (A.7) and (A.8) to get∣∣∣∣∣VQh f [n, k]−
M∑
m=1

fm[nH]e−πiφ′m[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
φ′m[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)∣∣∣∣∣
≤

M∑
m=1

‖A′m‖∞
Ln,k−1∑
`=0

(`− Ln,k/2) ∆t |hn,k[`]|

+
M∑
m=1

Am[nH]π‖φ′′m‖∞
Ln,k−1∑
`=0

((`− Ln,k/2)∆t)2 |hn,k[`]|

≤ ε

(
MS1 + πS2

M∑
m=1

Am[nH]

)

= εζ1,1[n],

proving (A.4). Now, we follow a similar technique to that of Behera et al [9]. Suppose [n, k] ∈ Zdm0

for some m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Then, using (A.4) and the triangle inequality we have∣∣∣∣∣VQh f [n, k]− fm0 [nH]e−πiφ′m0
[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
φ′m0

[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)∣∣∣∣∣
≤ εζ1,1[n] +

∑
m∈{1,...,M}\{m0}

|fm[nH]|
∣∣∣∣ĥn,k (φ′m[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)∣∣∣∣
≤ ε

ζ1,1[n] + Ch
∑

m∈{1,...,M}\{m0}

Am[nH]


= ζ1,2,m0 [n],

which proves (A.5). Then, if [n, k] /∈ ∪Mm=1Z
d
m we use (A.4) again to get

∣∣∣VQh f [n, k]
∣∣∣ ≤ εζ1,1[n] +

M∑
m=1

|fm[nH]|
∣∣∣∣ĥn,k ( k

Ln,k
− φ′m[nH]∆t

)∣∣∣∣
≤ ε

(
ζ1,1[n] + Ch

M∑
m=1

Am[nH]

)

= ζ1,3[n],

concluding the proof. �
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Lemma A.4. (Relating VQh f
+[n, k] to VQh f [n, k]) If m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, then for any [n, k] ∈

Zdm0
we have

(A.9)
∣∣∣VQh f+[n, k]− VQh f [n, k]e2πiφ′m0

[n]∆t
∣∣∣ ≤ εζ2,m0 [n],

where ζ2,m0 [n] := µ1,2,m0 [n] + (π∆tS1 + π(∆t)2S0)A+
m0

[nH] + ∆tS0 + ζ1,2,m0 [n],

µ1,2,m0 [n] := µ1,1[n]+Ch
∑

m∈{1,...,M}\{m0}A
+
m[nH], and µ1,1[n] := MS1 +πS2

∑M
m=1A

+
m[nH], with

Ch, S0, S1, and S2 as defined in (5.1) and (A.1).

Proof. Note that

(A.10)

∣∣∣∣∣VQh f+[n, k]− f+
m0

[nH]e−πi(φ′)+m0
[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
(φ′m0

)+[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ εµ1,2,m0 [n],

by the same logic of the proof of Lemma A.2. Now we write

VQh f
+[n, k]

= VQh f
+[n, k]− f+

m0
[nH]e−πi(φ′)+m0

[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
(φ′m0

)+[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)
+ f+

m0
[nH]e−πi(φ′)+m0

[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
(φ′m0

)+[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)
− f+

m0
[nH]e−πiφ′m0

[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
φ′m0

[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)
+A+

m0
[nH]

(
e2πiφ+m0

[nH] − e2πi(φm0 [nH]+φ′m0
[nH]∆t)

)
e−πiφm0 [nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
φ′m0

[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)
+
(
A+
m0

[nH]−Am0 [nH]
)

e2πi(φm0 [nH]+φ′m0
[nH]∆t)e−πiφ′m0

[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
φ′m0

[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)

+

(
fm0 [nH]e−πiφ′m0

[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
φ′m0

[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)
− VQh f [n, k]

)
e2πiφ′m0

[nH]∆t

+ VQh f [n, k]e2πiφ′m0
[nH]∆t.
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First note that∣∣∣∣∣e−πi(φ′)+m0
[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
(φ′)+

m0 [nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)
− e−πiφ′m0

[nH]Ln,k∆tĥn,k

(
φ′m0

[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)∣∣∣∣∣
≤

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

|hn,k[`]|
∣∣∣e−2πi(k`/Ln,k−(`−Ln,k/2)(φ′)+m0

[nH]∆t) − e−2πi(k`/Ln,k−(`−Ln,k/2)φ′m0
[nH]∆t)

∣∣∣
=

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

|hn,k[`]|
∣∣∣e−2πi(`−Ln,k/2)(∆t)(φ′m0

[nH]−(φ′)+m0
[nH]) − 1

∣∣∣
≤ 2π‖φ′′m0

‖∞
Ln,k−1∑
`=0

(`− Ln,k/2)(∆t)2 |hn,k[`]|

≤ επ∆tS1,

which uses the fact that (φ′)+
m0

[nH] = φ′m0
((nH+1)∆t) and φ′m0

[nH] = φ′m0
(nH∆t) together with

Lemma A.1. Next, we again apply Lemma A.1 and Taylor’s theorem to get∣∣∣e2πiφ+m0
[nH] − e2πi(φm0 [nH]+φ′m0

[nH]∆t)
∣∣∣ ≤ π‖φ′′m0

‖∞(∆t)2.

Then, applying the mean value Theorem to A+
m0
− Am0 , and invoking Lemma A.2 and (A.10), we

get ∣∣∣VQh f+[n, k]− VQh f [n, k]e2πiφ′m0
[nH]∆t

∣∣∣
≤ ε

(
µ1,2,m0 [n] + (π∆tS1 + π(∆t)2S0)A+

m0
[nH] + ∆tS0 + ζ1,2,m0 [n]

)
= εζ2,m0 [n],

as desired. �

Lemma A.5. (Uniform boundedness of ζ1,3, and ζ2,m) ζ1,3[n] and ζ2,m[n] are positive for

all n and uniformly bounded in n by constants independent of N ; that is, there exist constants

ζ̃1, ζ̃2 ∈ R+ independent of N such that for all n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} and m ∈ {1, . . . ,M},

0 < ζ1,3[n] < ζ̃1 and 0 < ζ2,m[n] < ζ̃2.

Proof. The statement follows trivially from the definitions of ζ1,3[n] and ζ2,m[n]. �
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Lemma A.6. (Estimating ratio of VQh f
+ to VQh f) Suppose m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, [n, k] ∈ Zdm,

and |VQh f [n, k]| > εν for ν ∈ (0, 1/2). If ε <
(
ζ̃2

)−1/(1−2ν)
, then

(A.11)

∣∣∣∣∣e2πiφ′m[nH]∆t −
VQh f

+[n, k]

VQh f [n, k]

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ εν .
Proof. We have∣∣∣∣∣e2πiφ′m[nH]∆t −

VQh f
+[n, k]

VQh f [n, k]

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣VQh f [n, k]e2πiφ′m[nH]∆t − VQh f
+[n, k]

VQh f [n, k]

∣∣∣∣∣ .
Then, using the assumption |VQh f [n, k]| > εν together with (A.9), we obtain∣∣∣∣∣e2πiφ′m[nH]∆t −

VQh f
+[n, k]

VQh f [n, k]

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε−νεζ2,m[n] = ε1−νζ2,m[n].

Now assume that ε <
(
ζ̃2

)−1/(1−2ν)
. Then it follows by Lemma A.5 that∣∣∣∣∣e2πiφ′m[nH]∆t −

VQh f
+[n, k]

VQh f [n, k]

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε1−ν ζ̃2

< εν ,

as desired. �

Lemma A.7. (Closeness of reassignment frequency Ξ̃Qh f to nearby IF) Suppose m ∈

{1, . . . ,M}, [n, k] ∈ Zdm, φ′m[nH] < 1
2∆t , and |VQh f [n, k]| > εν for ν ∈ (0, 1/2).

Then, if ε < min

{
1,
(
ζ̃2

)−1/(1−2ν)
}

,

(A.12)
∣∣∣φ′m[nH]− Ξ̃Qh f [n, k]

∣∣∣ ≤ 1

2π∆t
cos−1

(
1− ε2ν

1− εν

)
.

Remark A.8. Observe that as ε ↘ 0, the term on the right-hand side of (A.12) approaches

cos−1(1) = 0.

Proof. Suppose m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, [n, k] ∈ Zdm, |VQh f [n, k]| > εν for ν ∈ (0, 1/2), and ε <(
ζ̃2

)−1/(1−2ν)
. By Lemma A.6, Eqn. (A.11) holds. We now consider the quantitiesA∗ := e2πiφ′m[nH]∆t,

B∗ := e2πiφ′m[nH]∆t − VQh f
+[n, k](VQh f [n, k])−1, and C∗ := VQh f

+[n, k](VQh f [n, k])−1, and consider
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the triangle formed in the complex plane from vertices at the origin, A∗, and C∗. Notice that

B∗ = A∗ − C∗. Then by the law of cosines it follows that

|B∗|2 = |A∗|2 + |C∗|2 − 2|A∗||C∗| cos θ,(A.13)

where θ is the angle between A∗ and C∗ when these points are considered as vectors pointing from

the origin. Then, since φ′m[nH] is positive and beneath the Nyquist frequency 1/(2∆t),

θ = |arg(A∗)− arg(C∗)|

=

∣∣∣∣∣2πφ′m[nH]∆t− arg

(
VQh f

+[n, k]

VQh f [n, k]

)∣∣∣∣∣ .(A.14)

Observing that |A∗| = 1, we now solve for θ in (A.13) to get

θ = cos−1

(
1 + |C∗|2 − |B∗|2

2|C∗|

)
= cos−1

(
1− |B∗|

2 + (|C∗| − 1)2

2|C∗|

)
.(A.15)

Then, by the reverse triangle inequality and (A.11), we get

||C∗| − 1| = ||C∗| − |A∗|| ≤ |C∗ −A∗|

≤ εν .

Moreover, by the same token,

|C∗| ≥ |A∗| − |C∗ −A∗|

≥ 1− εν ,

and |B∗|2 = |C∗ −A∗|2 ≤ ε2ν . Note that the assumption 0 < ε < 1 implies 1− εν is positive. Thus

we find that

1− |B∗|
2 + (|C∗| − 1)2

2|C∗|
≥ 1− ε2ν

1− εν
.(A.16)
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Finally, recall that the arccosine function cos−1(x) is decreasing in x ∈ [−1, 1]. Thus, if x1 ≥ x2

are in [−1, 1], then cos−1(x1) ≤ cos−1(x2). Therefore, using (A.14), (A.15), and (A.16), we get∣∣∣∣∣2πφ′m[nH]∆t− arg

(
VQh f

+[n, k]

VQh f [n, k]

)∣∣∣∣∣ = cos−1

(
1− |B∗|

2 + (|C∗| − 1)2

2|C∗|

)

≤ cos−1

(
1− ε2ν

1− εν

)
,

which proves (A.12). �

The lemmas above can be put together to prove Theorem 5.4.1, which we restate here:

Theorem 5.4.1. Let ε > 0, ν ∈ (0, 1/2), ε̃ := εν , d > 0. Suppose that f =
M∑
m=1

fm ∈ Bweak
ε,d , with

φ′m[nH] ≤ 1/(2∆t) for all m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} and n ∈ ZN . Assume that {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL is

of the class WQ,weak
d,ε,f . Then, if ε is sufficiently small we have:

• (Concentration of QSTFT around IF curves) |VQh f [n, k]| > ε̃ only when there is an

m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} such that [n, k] ∈ Zdm := {[n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL : |φ′m[nH] − k/(Ln,k∆t)| <

d/2}.

• (Closeness of reassignment frequency ΞQh f to nearby IF) For all m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}

and all [n, k] ∈ Zdm such that |VQh f [n, k]| > ε̃, we have |ΞQh f [n, k] − φ′m[nH]| ≤ Cε̃, where

limε̃→0+ Cε̃ = 0.

Proof. Suppose ε < min

{
1,
(
ζ̃1

)−1/(1−ν)
,
(
ζ̃2

)−1/(1−2ν)
}

and ε̃ = εν . Notice that since

ε <
(
ζ̃1

)−1/(1−ν)
we have from (A.6) and Lemma A.5 that for [n, k] /∈ ∪Mm=1Z

d
m, |VQh f [n, k]| ≤ ε̃.

Therefore the contrapositive holds; i.e., |VQh f [n, k]| > ε̃ only when there exists an m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}

such that (t, ξ) ∈ Zdm. This proves the first part of the theorem. The second part follows from

Lemma A.7. �
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APPENDIX B

Proofs of SST-QSTFT accuracy for strongly modulated IA and IF

signals

For this section we assume f ∈ Bstrong
ε,d , expanding the class of signals to include those with

strong IF modulations.

B.1. Proof of reassignment frequency accuracy

Here, we assume that {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL is a chirped window family of class WQ,strong
d,ε ,

satisfying hn,k = gn,k exp(πiσn,k(·∆t)2). For the sake of simplifying the presentation in this section,

we define

Eφm [n, k; `] := e2πi(φ′m[nH](`−Ln,k/2)∆t+φ′′m[nH]((`−Ln,k/2)∆t)2/2)e−πiσn,k((`−Ln,k/2)∆t)2 ,(B.1)

for [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL, ` ∈ ZLn,k+1, and m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. We begin the proof of the accuracy of the

reassignment frequency Ξ̃Qh f [n, k] by first showing the smallness of
∑

`Eφm [n, k; `] when [n, k] is

sufficiently far away from [n, φ′m[nH]] for some m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.

Lemma B.1. Suppose that [n, k] /∈ Zdm for some m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Let `0 ∈ {0, 1}. Then∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm [n, k; `+ `0]e−2πik`/Ln,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ εC1
d,gL.
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B.1. PROOF OF REASSIGNMENT FREQUENCY ACCURACY

Proof. Using Young’s convolution inequality and the fact that {(gn,k, Ln,k)} is of class WQ
d,ε,f ,

we have∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm [n, k; `+ `0]e−2πik`/Ln,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]e
2πi(φ′m[nH]`∆t+φ′′m[nH]((`−Ln,k/2+`0)∆t)2/2)e−πiσn,k((`−Ln,k/2+`0)∆t)2e−2πik`/Ln,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣FSD;Ln,k

(
gn,k[·]eπi(σn,k−φ′′m[nH])((·−Ln,k/2+`0)∆t)2

)(
φ′m[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣ĝn,k ∗ FSD;Ln,k

(
eπi(σn,k−φ′′m[nH])((·−Ln,k/2+`0)∆t)2

)(
φ′m[nH]∆t− k

Ln,k

)∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖ĝn,k‖L1(T\[−d/2,d/2])

∥∥∥FSD;Ln,k

(
eπi(σn,k−φ′′m[nH])((·−Ln,k/2+`0)∆t)2

)∥∥∥
L∞(T\[−d/2,d/2])

≤ εC1
d,gLn,k ≤ εC1

d,gL.

�

The lemma above enables us to approximate VQ,`0h f [n, k] by a term including the chirp param-

eter σn,k, as follows.

Lemma B.2. (Estimating VQ,`0h f [n, k]) Let `0 ∈ {0, 1}. Then for any [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL we

have

(B.2)

∣∣∣∣∣∣VQ,`0h f [n, k]−
M∑
m=1

fm[nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm [n, k; `+ `0]e−2πik`/Ln,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ εζ(2)
1,1 [n],

with ζ1,1[n] := MS1 + 2π
3 S3

∑M
m=1Am[nH], and S1 and S3 as defined in (A.1). Furthermore, if

[n, k] is in the IF band Zdm0
for some m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, then

(B.3)

∣∣∣∣∣∣VQ,`0h f [n, k]− fm0 [nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm0
[n, k; `+ `0]e−2πik`/Ln,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ εζ(2)
1,2,m0

[n],
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with ζ
(2)
1,2,m0

[n] := ζ
(2)
1,1 [n] +C1

d,gL
∑

m∈{1,...,M}\{m0}Am[nH], and C1
d,g as defined in (5.2). If [n, k] /∈

∪Mm=1Z
d
m, then

(B.4)
∣∣∣VQ,`0h f [n, k]

∣∣∣ ≤ εζ(2)
1,3 [n],

where ζ
(2)
1,3 [n] := ζ

(2)
1,1 [n] + C1

d,gL
∑M

m=1Am[nH].

Proof. We expand in a manner similar to the proof of Lemma A.2, leading to

VQ,`0h f [n, k]

=

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

M∑
m=1

Am[`+ nH − Ln,k/2 + `0]e2πiφm[`+nH−Ln,k/2+`0]h
(+`0)
n,k [`]e−2πik`/Ln,k

=

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

M∑
m=1

(Am[`+ nH − Ln,k/2 + `0]−Am[nH]) e2πiφm[`+nH−Ln,k/2+`0]h
(+`0)
n,k [`]e−2πik`/Ln,k

+

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

M∑
m=1

Am[nH]e2πiφm[nH]e2πi(φm[`+nH−Ln,k/2+`0]−φm[nH])h
(+`0)
n,k [`]e−2πik`/Ln,k

−
Ln,k−1∑
`=0

M∑
m=1

fm[nH]e2πi(φ′m[nH](`−Ln,k/2+`0)∆t+φ′′m[nH]((`−Ln,k/2+`0)∆t)2/2)h
(+`0)
n,k [`]e−2πik`/Ln,k

+

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

M∑
m=1

fm[nH]gn,k[`]Eφm [n, k; `+ `0]e−2πik`/Ln,k .

Using Lemma A.1 with

θ := 2π

(
φm

[
`+ nH −

Ln,k
2

+ `0

]
− φm[nH] + φ′m[nH]

(
`−

Ln,k
2

+ `0

)
∆t

)
+ 2π

φ′′m[nH]

2

((
`−

Ln,k
2

+ `0

)
∆t

)2

,

together with Taylor’s theorem, we arrive at the following estimate:

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]
∣∣∣e2πi(φm[`+nH−Ln,k/2+`0]−φm[nH]) − e2πi(φ′m[nH](`−Ln,k/2+`0)∆t+φ′′m[nH]((`−Ln,k/2+`0)∆t)2/2)

∣∣∣
≤ 2π

3
‖φ′′′m‖∞

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

((
`−

Ln,k
2

+ `0

)
∆t

)3

gn,k[`].
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Now we use this bound together with (A.7) to arrive at the following estimate:∣∣∣∣∣∣VQ,`0h f [n, k]−
M∑
m=1

fm[nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm [n, k; `+ `0]e−2πik`/Ln,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤

M∑
m=1

‖A′m‖∞
Ln,k−1∑
`=0

(
`−

Ln,k
2

+ `0

)
∆t |hn,k[`]|

+
M∑
m=1

Am[nH]
2π

3
‖φ′′′m‖∞

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

((
`−

Ln,k
2

+ `0

)
∆t

)3

|hn,k[`]|

≤ ε

(
MS1 +

2π

3
S3

M∑
m=1

Am[nH]

)

= εζ
(2)
1,1 [n],

proving (B.2). Now suppose [n, k] ∈ Zdm0
for some m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Then, using (B.2) and the

triangle inequality, we get∣∣∣∣∣∣VQ,`0h f [n, k]− fm0 [nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm0
[n, k; `+ `0]e−2πik`/Ln,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ εζ(2)

1,1 [n] +

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

m∈{1,...,M}\{m0}

fm[nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

Eφm [n, k; `+ `0]e−2πik`/Ln,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Now, using Lemma B.1 we have∣∣∣∣∣∣

∑
m∈{1,...,M}\{m0}

Am[nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm0
[n, k; `+ `0]e−2πik`/Ln,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ εC1

d,gL
∑

m∈{1,...,M}\{m0}

Am[nH].
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Therefore, ∣∣∣∣∣∣VQ,`0h f [n, k]− fm0 [nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm0
[n, k; `+ `0]e−2πik`/Ln,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ εζ(2)

1,1 [n] + εC1
d,gL

∑
m∈{1,...,M}\{m0}

Am[nH]

= εζ
(2)
1,2,m0

[n],

proving (B.3). Then, if [n, k] /∈ ∪Mm=1Z
d
m we use (B.2) and Lemma B.1 to show that

∣∣∣VQ,`0h f [n, k]
∣∣∣ ≤ εζ1,1[n] +

M∑
m=1

|fm[nH]|

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm [n, k; `]

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ ε

(
ζ1,1[n] + C1

d,gL

M∑
m=1

Am[nH]

)

= ζ
(2)
1,3 [n],

concluding the proof. �

Lemma B.3. (Relating VQ,1h f [n, k] to VQh f [n, k]) If m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, then for any [n, k] ∈

Zm0 we have

(B.5)
∣∣∣VQ,1h f [n, k]− VQh f [n, k]e2πiφ′m0

[n]∆t
∣∣∣ ≤ εζ(2)

2,m0
[n],

where ζ
(2)
2,m0

[n] := 2ζ
(2)
1,2,m0

[n]+πCσAm0 [nH]∆tS
(2)
1 , with Cσ and S

(2)
1 as defined in (5.3) and (A.2).

Proof. First note that

(B.6)

∣∣∣∣∣∣VQ,1h f [n, k]− fm0 [nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm0
[n, k; `+ 1]e−2πik`/Ln,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ εζ(2)
1,2,m0

[n],

and

(B.7)

∣∣∣∣∣∣VQh f [n, k]− fm0 [nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm0
[n, k; `]e−2πik`/Ln,k

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ εζ(2)
1,2,m0

[n],
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by Lemma B.2. Then, we expand as follows:

VQ,1h f [n, k] = VQ,1h f [n, k]− fm0 [nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm0
[n, k; `+ 1]e−2πik`/Ln,k

+ fm0 [nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm0
[n, k; `+ 1]e−2πik`/Ln,k

− fm0 [nH]e2πiφ′m0
[nH]∆t

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm0
[n, k; `]e−2πik`/Ln,k

+

fm0 [nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

Em0 [n, k; `]e−2πik`/Ln,k − VQh f [n, k]

 e2πiφ′m0
[nH]∆t

+ VQh f [n, k]e2πiφ′m0
[nH]∆t.

First note that

Eφm0
[n, k; `+ 1]− e2πiφ′m0

[nH]∆tEφm0
[n, k; `]

= e2πi(φ′m0
[nH](`−Ln,k/2+1)∆t+(φ′′m0

[nH]−σn,k)((`−Ln,k/2)∆t)2/2)
(

eπi(φ′′m0
[nH]−σn,k)(2`−Ln,k+1) − 1

)
.

Then, using Lemma A.1, we see that∣∣∣eπi(φ′′m0
[nH]−σn,k)(2`−Ln,k+1) − 1

∣∣∣ ≤ π |2`− Ln,k + 1| ·
∣∣φ′′m0

[nH]− σn,k
∣∣

≤ πCσε |2`− Ln,k + 1| .

Thus we get ∣∣∣VQ,1h f [n, k]− VQh f [n, k]e2πiφ′m0
[nH]∆t

∣∣∣
≤ ε

(
2ζ

(2)
1,2,m0

[n] + πCσAm0 [nH]∆tS
(2)
1

)
= εζ

(2)
2,m0

[n],

as desired. �
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The rest of the proof of Theorem 5.4.2 follows in the same style as the proof of Theorem 5.4.1,

with the exceptions that different constants are used in the bounds, and VQ,1h f is used in place of

VQh f
+ everywhere.

B.2. Proof of nearly-optimal amplitude retrieval

We recall Theorem 5.4.3 by restating it here:

Theorem 5.4.3. (Nearly-optimal amplitude retrieval) Let ε > 0 and assume that the

chirped quilted window family {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL is of class WQ,strong
dε,ε

with dε = dhε for some

dh > 0. Assume moreover that
∑Ln,k−1

`=0 gn,k[`] = 1. Suppose now that [n, k] is in the IF band

Zdεm0
:= {[n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL : |φ′m[nH]− k/(Ln,k∆t)| < dε/2} for some m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Then,

(5.8)
∣∣∣VQh f [n, k]− fm0 [nH]eπik

∣∣∣ ≤ ε(ζ(2)
0,1 [n] + ζ

(2)
0,2 [n]C1

dε,g

)
for some function ζ

(2)
0,1 [n] that decreases as dh and Cσ get smaller. In particular, this implies that

(5.9)
∣∣∣|VQh f [n, k]| −Am0 [nH]

∣∣∣ ≤ ε(ζ(2)
0,1 [n] + ζ

(2)
0,2 [n]C1

dε,g

)
,

so that the amplitude of the mth
0 mode is approximately recovered by |VQh f [n, k]|.

Proof. Recall the assumptions of Theorem 5.4.3; namely, that {(hn,k, Ln,k)}[n,k]∈ZN×ZL is of

class WQ,strong
dε,ε,f

with dε = dhε for some dh > 0, and that for each [n, k] ∈ ZN × ZL, we have∑Ln,k−1
`=0 gn,k[`] = 1. Assume now that [n, k] is in the IF band Zdεm0

for some m0 ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. We

claim that this theorem holds with ζ
(2)
0,1 [n] := ζ

(2)
1,1 [n] + π (2dhS1 + CσS2) and

ζ
(2)
0,2 [n] := L

∑
m∈{1,...,M}\{m0}Am[nH]. We first remark that as desired, ζ

(2)
0,1 [n] decreases as dh and

Cσ get smaller. Then, we expand as follows:

VQh f [n, k] = VQh f [n, k]− fm0 [nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]Eφm0
[n, k; `]e−2πik`/Ln,k

+ fm0 [nH]

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`]
(
Eφm0

[n, k; `]e−2πik`/Ln,k − eπik
)

+ fm0 [nH]eπik

Ln,k−1∑
`=0

gn,k[`].(B.8)
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We note that the last term in the expansion (B.8) is simply fm0 [nH]eπik since
∑

` gn,k[`] = 1. For

the second term in the expansion, we use Lemma A.1 to get∣∣∣Eφm0
[n, k; `]e−2πik`/Ln,k − eπik

∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣e2πi(φ′m[nH](`−Ln,k/2)∆t+φ′′m[nH]((`−Ln,k/2)∆t)2/2)e−πiσn,k((`−Ln,k/2)∆t)2e−2πik`/Ln,k − e2πik

∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣e2πi((φ′m[nH]−k/(Ln,k∆t))(`−Ln,k/2)∆t+(φ′′m[nH]−σn,k)((`−Ln,k/2)∆t)2/2) − 1

∣∣∣
≤ 2π

∣∣(φ′m[nH]− k/(Ln,k∆t))(`− Ln,k/2)∆t+ (φ′′m[nH]− σn,k)((`− Ln,k/2)∆t)2/2
∣∣

≤ πε
(
2dh(`− Ln,k/2)∆t+ Cσ((`− Ln,k/2)∆t)2

)
.

Then, using Lemma B.2 we arrive at the following estimate:

∣∣∣VQh f [n, k]− fm0 [nH]eπik
∣∣∣ ≤ ε

ζ(2)
1,1 [n] + C1

dε,gL
∑

m∈{1,...,M}\{m0}

Am[nH]


+ πε (2dhS1 + CσS2)

= ε
(
ζ

(2)
0,1 [n] + ζ

(2)
0,2 [n]C1

dε,g

)
,

proving (5.8). Then, (5.9) follows from the reverse triangle inequality. �
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